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Preface:-;---

Thi s thesi s consi sts of four chapters. In the fi rst chapter we

introduce some necessary preliminaries. The second chapter is concerned

wíth the theory of constructible sets in a1 gebraÍc geometry' The third

chapter deals ì|Jith problems in projective geometry and the fourth with

problems in log.ic. in the fourth chapter we generalize some results of

algebraic aeometry to modei theory.

The second chapter of the di ssertation develops a general theory of

constructible sets over fields of any characteristic. To this end lve

introduce the systematic use of logic and the techniques of model theory

to the foundations of al gebraic aeometry. ln the course of the study

most of the known results of constructible sets are reproven and new

technical theorems are obtained, l}le descr"ibe the main technical results

of each subsecti on.

(i ) l,le first introduce the Stone topology t2.fl in fì n over F and

obtain a characterization of this topology [2.1]' l,le prove next [2.2] an

intersection theorem for constructible sets. This result ís a defin-

ability property of fields which we cal 1 the trace property. In fact

fields have the equational trace property' For later reference we abbre-

viate these properties by TP and ETP. In the final portion of the first
part of thìs section we prove the compactness of the Stone topology I2'31

and general ize this to projective space [2.4].

The compactness theonem provi des us wi th a tool for provi ng the

exi stence of sol utions of systems of equations and inequations' An
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immediate application 12.5) is a proof that an almost homogeneous subset

of an algebraicaìly closed fieìd Ís almost homogeneous in a universal

domaÍ n, Fol I owi ng thi s resul t we provi de a geometrÍc proof of the

Representation Theorem 12.61 for al¡nost homogeneous constructible sets.

This latter result allows us to extend the trace property to projective

space 12.7J and to prove two results [2.8]t2.41 concerning rational maps

in proiective space. The first section Ís conc'luded wíth the fundamental

result: There Ís a smallest field of defÍnition for constructible sets

t2.101

(ii) The main results of this section are first L?.LZJ that an infinite

cornpact field extension has infinite transcendence degree over the base

fieìd and second 12.131 that, an 'infinite compact homogeneous extension is

a universal domain. There are some other results and examples.

(iii) In this section we obtaín ne\^, proofs for the known results concern-

ing images of varieties under regu'lar maps and prove some additional

resul ts.

(iv) The main theorem 12.?Ll of this section asserts that genera'l fÍnite

correspondences preserve the extensional dirnension 12.t?) of construct-

i bl e sets

(v) This section of the chapter appìies arnalgamation and other nrethods

to the study of product and splitting properties.
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(vi ) This subsection contains sorne further technicaì resuì ts' The first

main result t3.11 is a definabii ity theorem whose proof uses the trace

property.Thesecondmainresu]t[3.10]assertsthatthesetofhomo-

geneous types constitute a closed subspace' This al lows us to define the

projective Stone space as the closed and compact subspace of all homo-

geneous type s '

(vii) The final subsection of the second chapter of thís dissertation

linear structure defined on the stone space of an aìgebrajcalìy closed

field. The existence of this linear al gebraic structure l3'11 depends on

the existence of linearly di sioint coordinates of types p 1 anA F 2

in a class of coordinates chosen in a universal domain' In [2'31] and

[2.32] we study the basic dirnensionality and continuity properties of the

linear operations and prove that regular maps lift to open continuous

mapsoftheStonespaces[2.35].Nextweexaminelinearsubspacesand

linear transfornati ons. The section ends with an analysis of some

detailed questìons concerning the monoid structure'

Thethirdandfourthchapterseachconsistofseveralseparatesec-

tions.l,ledescribethemainresu]tsofthethirdchaptersectionby
secti on as fol lows.

(i ) The first section begins with an axiomatic proof [3'71 of the

perspective Tetrad Theorem. Ne next give a new proof 13'31 of the equi-

valence of the Desargue Theorem and the Duaì Desargue Theorem' The final

two results t3.41 and (3.5) ar"e appl icatíons of the Oesargue Theorem'
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(ii) The second section begins with the introduction of a triang'le re1 a-

tion [3.1] that is then applied to obtain a new self dual equivalent of

the pappus Theorem [3.6]. This equivalent fonn of the Pappus Theorem

yietds a new and simple proof [3.7] of the equivalence of the Pappus

Theorem and the Dual Pappus Theorerì. The ìast portion of the section is

devoted to the study of a configurational plane poìarity related to the

Pappus fi gure '

(iii) The third section of the second chapter is concenned with invariant

líne and pencil constructions. The three trace constructions are first

descriÞed and shown to be equival ent to the dual constructions. l.le next

prove that the assumption of the invariance of the three trace construc-

tions impl ies the Desargue Theorem.

(iv) The fourth section is devoted to the proof of the invariance of

four nelv line and pencil constructions related to the trace construc-

tions.

The main results of the fourth chapter are described section by

secti on as fol I ows ,

(i) We first prove thnee diagram theorems for universal classes. The

resul ts are fol I owed by the presentation of anal ogues for universal

classes r,ri th the amalgamation property of the Prime Modeì Theorem [4.4]

and the Categorìcity Theorem [4.5]. These results are concerned with

existential ly closed structures. The section concludes with three

Lowe nhei m- Skol em theorems .
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i)Thissectjonisinitiatedbyastudyofthere]ationshipofsub-
1 cornpì eteness and the anral gamatíon property' l^le go on to prove a

tifier reduction theorem t4.131 and give a1 ternative proofs for this

sujt ín two special cases, The next result [4.15] is a general ization

strong.ly minimal sets of the chevalley Theorem. of al gebraic geometry.

a di scussion of this theorem see for exampl e [30]' The section

0nc ludes with a discussion of the model cmpanion problem for universal

sses with the amal gaìrìation pnoperty

to

ii) The final section of the chapter is devoted to the general ization

strongly minimal sets of the Principle of counting constants t4.201 .

is correspondence result of algebraic geometry can be found for example

n 1421.
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CHAPTEIì 1: Preliminary Results and Defini ti ons

i.1 Results and Definitions from Alqebraic Geometry

In this section we review some fundarnental definitions and resu'lts

of algebraÍc aeometry. lrje first present some standard definitions. Let

f/. extending F is an algebraically

closed extension of F having infinite transcendence degree over F" A

variety defined over F in Rn i, the solution set of a set of polynomíat

equations in n variables defined over F. If V is a variety in Sf then F

F be a field. A universal domain

is a field of definition for V if there is a set of equations defined

over F having V as solution set. A field F is the smallest field of

definition for a variety if it is contained in all fields of definition.

A variety V defined over F is irreducible over F if it cannot be decom-

posed into the union of two distinct varieties defined over F. A variety

is absolutely irreducible if it is irreducible over all fields of

definÍtion. A complete discussion of absoìuteìy irreducible varieties

can þe found Ín [1].

Suppose that F Ís a field and (x) is a point of S,n. A point (y)

is a specialization of (x) if the map 6 (defined in the natural way) from

FIx] to F[y] sending (x) to (y) is a ring hornomorphism. The set of all

specializations of a point (x) over F is the locus of (x) over F. The

locus of a poínt over a field ís an irreducible variety defined over the

fÍeld. 0n the other hand gÍven an irreducible variety V defined over the

field F there ís always a poÍnt (x) such that V is the locus over F of

(x)" Such a po int, is a generic poínt of V. The ìocus of (x) over the

f Í el d F i s the sol uti on set of the i deal of po'lynorni nal equati ons
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satisfied by (x) over F. Th. jljrgtt:jg! of an irreducible variety V

defined over F is the transcendence degree of a generic point over F'

LE t F l¡e a field. A Zariski open subset of the affine space Fn is

the set theoretic complement of a variety. The family of aìl Zariski open

subsets of the affine space Fn constitute the Zariski topology on Fn.

see [19] for a detailed di scussion of this topology. Let p1,...,p*

be polynorníals in n varíables defined over F. If (x) is a point of Fn

then the image of (x) under the mapping I defined by the above p1y-

nsnial s in Fm is the point (p1(x),...,p¡¡(x) ). Such a function of

affine space is called a regular map. A hypersurface in Fn is a variety

defined by a single PolYnornial A constructible subset of Fm is a

Boolean corbination of varieties. A homogeneous equation over F is a

polynomial equation p = o in which alI ten s of the polynonial p have the

same degree. A homogenous variety in Fn is one defined by homogeneous

polynomial s. See [1] for the basic properties of hotnogeneous varieties.

A ìinear variety in Fn is a variety defined by linear equations. A

reguì ar map is linear if the polynomials defÍning it are linear. If (x)

is a poínt of Fn+L then the rray through (x) is the set of points of

the foyn (Àx) where ÀEF. The partial ray through (x) is the rqy

through (x) nrinus the origin of Fn+1. The set of all partial rqys

in Fn+L constitutues the projectíve space lP n over F. A horno-

geneous variety V i n ¡n+l contains the rôys through each of i ts

points. The points of lPn cor"responding to the rays in V constitute a

projective variety in lpn' A rational rnap E of the projective space

lPn is defined by polynomial s pl ,...,pm in n+l variables of the

sarìe degree d as follov,rs, Given a point P of lPn let (x) be a repre-



sentative point in Fn+1. Then 6(P) is the point vri th representa-

ive(pt(x),...,p¡¡(x))'See[1]and[42]foradetaileddiscussion
of projectíve varieties and rational maps. l¡le define finally the follow-

ing operation on varieties. Let v be a variety in the affine space Fn.

A proiection of V is defined as follows. If (Xl ,...,Xi,Xi+1,"',

Xn) is a representative point then (Xi+1 ,..',Xn) is the projec-

tion. The set of all such points is the projection of V'

The following basic theorems are required in the development of this

thesis. These resul ts are proven in [1].

Theorem 1.1 si s T

Suppose that F is a field. Let i be an ideal in the polyncrniaì ring

ftxil. Then I has a finite l¡asís.

Theorem 1.2 (Nul I stel I ensatz)

supposo that F is aì gebraical ly cìosed. If a set of equations defined

over F has a solution in an extension of F then it has a solution in F'

Theorem 1.3 (Smallest Field of Definition)

If V is a variety ln lt n there is a smal lest field of defi nition fon V

in $ù.

l.le note finalìy a convention of the second chapter of this thesis'

That is that the term equatjon means al ways a polyncrnial equation defined

over a field or integral doîain.
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a ts and De finitions from P ecti ve

l.lewillassumefami]iaritywiththedefinitionofn-dillensionalpro-

ve space and the axioms of incidence for this space References for

is background are [3] and t411. If L1 and L2 are two linear sub-

e we denote the intersection of L1 and L2 by Ll L2' The

space generated by these subspaces is denoted by L1 L2' For the

tpartwewillbeconcernedv¡iththeprojectiveplanealthoughthree

onal geometry is involved with this study' The following two

rqns and their dual s are fundamental

1.4 ue

ppo se that ABC and Riglc1 are perspective tri ang I es ' Then cor-

ponding sjdes ¡neet in 'l ine

orem 1 s Theorem

se that L1 and L2 are lines and A,B,c and ¡1,81,cl are

nd L2 respectívely. The poìnts Aill . A1B,

in line.

iads of points on L1 a

. AlC and BC1 . BlC are

Results and Definitions from Logic

In this section we present some results and definitíons frorn logic

il lustrate these wi th some exampìes. General references to rnatherna-

aì ìogic are [6] and [38]. l,le first consider the logic of fieìd theory

next general model theory. The polynornial ìanguage of fiel ds is
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f,irst extended to the open language of fields by the adiunction of the

,"0", ^, 
v and '1 ' These symbols are interpreLed respectively as con-

junctlon, disjunction and negation' Forflulas built up fr orn polynorial

.quurlon, by the appl ication of the connectives are caì led open formulas'

The first older language of fields is obtained from the open language of

fíelds by the adjunction of the univensal quantifier V ' Fornrul as built

up fr orn open formulas by quantification and further appl ication of the

connectives are cal led first order formulas'

Let F be a field' The set of open formulas obtained fran plyno-

mìal s is n variables with coefficients in F is denoted by L¡n(F) '

Suppose that F1 is an extension field of F' A sequence (x) from Fln

is a solution of a fonìul a .Vt LRn(F) if ^P(x) is valid over Fl' A

subset fr of L¡n(F) is an open type if F is the set of alI fomuì as

fron L¡n(F) having a se,quence (x) in an extension F1 as a solution'

If F is an open type and (y) is a solution of each formula fron P then

(y) is said to real ize [ ' Two sequences (x) and (y) have the same open

type over F iff F(x) and F(y) and F-isomorphic' The sequences (x) and

(y) are then saÍd to be coniugate over F' The set of alI open types in n

vari abl es defi ned over F i s denoted bY Snn( f) ' Thi s space i s

topolog'ized by taking the family of sets l'+ = f ltsnntr):YtFÎ as

abaseforatopoìogy.S¡n(F)withthistopologyisthestoneSpace
wi th the ooen (or Stone) topology'

a field un¿ il an al gebraÍca1 ly closed field
SuPPose that F is

having infinite transcendence degree over F' A subset X of $r n is

constructib.re over F if there is an open formur a defined over F such

that X is the solution set of .T in the 'putt 
Sùn' If f 8L¡n(F)
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then "{ has glg rì:j! n m if m is the ¡naxitnal dimension of a solution of ?

in S¡n, A formuìa r{ ff-¡n(F) is minimaì over F if it cannot be

decomposed into two disioint constructible sets of equaì dintension over

F. A formula tE¡-nn(F) of dimension nr has degree r if there is an

extension F1 of F such that { decomposes into r disioint constructible

sets of dimension m defined over F1 and no decornposition into more than

r di sjoint constructible sets of dimension m is possible over any exten-

sion. An independent subset of a constructible set in Rn oefined over

F is a set of algebraically free points over F having maxi¡nal dimension.

If +tLAn(F) is minimal over F the variety associated with rV is the

variety having as generic point any independent point of "f. If { is

not ¡ninimal the associated variety is the union of the varieties that are

associated with the minimal cornponents of'f.
l,le now present a list of logicaì results that are of key importance

in the next chapter.

Theorem 1.6 (Compactness Theorem)

A set of first order sentences has a model if every finite subset has a

model .

A proof of the above result can be found in [6]. The Compactness

Theorem can be translated to obtain the foìlowing result.

Theorem 1.7 (Compactness of the Stone Space)

If F is a field the Stone space S4n(F) is compact

This result follows frorfl the more genenal formulation given by Lerìma
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4.1 of [13]. l,le say that a theory admits el imination of quantifiers if

every fonnula is equivalent in T to an open fomula. For a general dis-

cussion of quanti fier el imination and references one can refer to [6].

, Theo rem 1.8 nti ier El imi nation Theorem

The theory of algebraical ìy closed fiel ds admits elirnination of quanti-

fi ers .

A t heo rY is model complete if wl¡eneven R and L are models of T and

R is a substructure of L then given a formula if (ai) is valid in

R it is val id in L.

Theorem 1.9 ( Model Compl eteness Theorem )

The theory of algebraical ly closed fiel ds is model corplete.

This fact follows from wel I known properties of fields by an appl i-

cation of Lindstroms Theoren' A proof of the latten can be found in [6].

The following is Theorem 4.55 of [13].

Theorem I .10 (Splittinq Theorem)

Suppose that F is a field and LAn(F) has dirnension m. There is an

unique minimal finite nomal extension F1 of F such that decsnposes

over F1 into disioint components of degree L and dimension m'

l,,le now present sorne examples il lustrating the notions introduced in

the first part of this section.
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sider the field Q of

+ 1 = 0 is open over

formula valid in Q b

13

rational numbers. The formula X6 + 1= 0^

a. The formula r 3 x (Xz+f = 0) is a first

ut not in the coinplex numbers. The open formula

XZ+L = 0 is satisfied by i in the compìex numbers'

e L.2

Let the groundfield be the rational numbers and consider the set Ï? =

flp = O,p is a polynomial in one variable over qJ. Then P is the type

of a transcendental element over Q'

Examp I e 1.3

consider the formul a x = x over the rational numbers. It has dimension

equalto].andalsodegree']'.IfweextenciQtoafieldFloftrans-
cendence degree m then x = x has independent subsets of cardinality m.

In particular a singìe transcendenta'l element is independent'

Exampì e 1 .4

Apolynomia.lpofdegreedovertherationa]numbersifirreducible
yields a formula p = 0 which is minimal over Q and of degree d'

Exampl e 1.5

The Stone space in one variable over the rational numbers consists of al I

types defined by irreducible al gebraic polynomials and the type of a

transcendental element.
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e 1.6

ider the formula x = xÂ't x = 0.

a defines a constructible set

tructi bl e set is Q'

l,le next consider results and notions from abstract model theory.

Detailed references for this subiect are [6] and [13]. A universal cìass

the class of all models of a universaì theory. If T is a first order

theory then 11 is the class of all submodels of rnodels of T. For any

theory T the class åf i. a universa'l class. If L is a first order

language then L¡ denotes the !!S n or quantifier free part of L' If B is

an L structure then LAn(B) is the open part of Ln(B). An open type

is a maximal consistent set of open formuìas in some fixed number of

variables. If A is a structure in a universal class X the stone Space

Over the rational numbers this

The variety associated with this

riables is the set of al 1 open types in LRn(¡). For aof A in n- va

detailed discussion of Stone spaces and the Stone topology we refer to

t13l' Suppose that A is a structure in a universal c'ìass. The finite

open di aqram o¡F{n) ot A is the set of all open types realized in A.

A finite type diagram D is the finÍte open diagram of some structure

Given such a diagram D we denote by f,¡ the class of all structures in

the given universal ciass whose finite open diagrams are contained in D.

Given a diagram or structure we denote the cardinal ity of that diagram or

structure X by lXl.
Suppose that X is a universal class. A structure n in X it ,gq!U.

þ - saturated if for substructures B of A on less than lA I generators

all open types over B are real ized in A' A structure R in E is existent-

ially closed if fon any open forntula over A if that formula has a solu-



tion in an extension of A it has a sol ution al ready in A'

in is a Prime exi stenti a1l cl osed structure if it

infinite exi stential ly c'l osed structures in

Suppose that A is a structure in a universal class and is an open

A formula that has an infinite set of sol utions in some extension of A.

Then i s stronql.y minimal if there is no extension B of A and an open B

, formula 0 such g and g are both infinite. For the notions

of rank and i!qsp9-¡dsnq-q9in'!e of open formul as we refer to [13]' A set

x over the structure A is definable by an open A formula if for some open

formula over A the set x is exactly the solution set of . Given an

open formul a (v,w) having the bl ocks of variables v and w the proiection

of .on the first or second coordinate is the corresponding set theoretic

projection of the sol ution set of in A. An open type is a

gene ral i zed prl ncr pal type if there is an a tom (v,w) such that is

the type of the second block of variables w.

If is a unÍversal class then has a model companion if there is

a nodel cqnpl ete theory such that is the class of a substructures

of models of T. l.le refer to [20] for the theory of model cqnpanions'

15

A structure A

ernbed s in al l
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CHAPTER 2: The Theory of Affi ne Constructi bl e Sets

nt ro ducti on

Al gebraic geometry begins with the study of affine varieties rvhich

thefundamentalbuildingb.locksfromwhjchothergeometnicobjects

constructed. This secondary construction procedure extends aìgebraic

geometry in several di rections; the construction of abstract varieties,

projective space and the varieties embedcled in it and algebraic space s

aretypica]examples.Eachsuchextensionismotivatedbygeometriccon-

siderations and either provides a solution to some problem or provides a

lneans of modeì ing al gebraically geometric phenomenon for which affine

space al one is not adequate'

At]oftheexamplescitedabovearegìobaìgeometricobjectscon.

structêd from varieties in,affine space by patching together the latter

in sorne smooth fashion. Thus local problems in giobal geometry are often

reduced to the case of affine varietjes. The question natural 1y arises:

Are the affine varieties adequate for the solution of all affine geo-

metricproblemsormusttheclassoflocalobjectsbeextended?No|]lla

well-knovin theorem of projective algebraic geometry states that the image

underaregu.larmapofaprojectiveVarietyisaprojectivevariety.
This result is no longer true for affine varieties' It was to resolve

this latter problem that chevalley introduced the class of constructible

sets which are formed from the varieties by finite appl ications of the

Boolean operations: The image of an affíne variety under a regular map

is a constructibl e set.

Classica]a.lgebra.Ícaeo¡netryisnotjustthestudyofvarietiesas
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sets e¡nbedded in some space; inherent to the subiect is the consi-

on of these point sets as solution sets of polynomial equations'

ose of this linkage with polynomials is threefold' First it pro-

a linkage with the algebraic mechanisms associated with polynomiaì

and thus allows translation of geometric problems into al gebra' In

respect we consider polynonials in their algebraic aspect' But

als al so provide a primitive logic tlhich describes structural

s. The relation between the syntactical form of polynonials and

try of the solution set is one of the oldest topics of algebraic

A good example is provided by the 27 lines on the cubic sur-

a proof of which can be found in [31]' Cìosely related to this

use of the basic ìinkage of language and point sets is the third

polynomials to define certain geometric obiects. In fact defin-

ty proofs of one sort or another abound in alEebraic geometryl A

is provided by the proof of completeness of projective space

. Another typical example is the proof of Theorem 2.2 in this

. In these cases a definabil ity argument is used as an inter-

mechanism. But a] gebraic geometers ane al so concerned with

ng geornetric obiects in terms of polynomial s. Thus for example

i spaces can be represented as quasiprojective varieties. See [32]

discussion of the latten problem. A more classical example is pro-

by eliflination theory: The sets of coefficients for which n forns

variables have a nontrivial zero is definable by a sìngle poly-

. Another example of a similar sort is given in the Proposition on

47 of t311. This latter result tel 1s us that if polynomials are rep-

as points in a projective space then the reducible polynomial s
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consti tute a proiective variety.

Froìl the point of vie!, of logic one cannot expect the polynørial

ìanguage to provide a strong language for the sol ution of definability

problems. In fact it is necessary to extend the class of point sets to

the class of constructible sets in order to define the Ímages of

varieties under regular maps. If ne expand the corresponding ìogic by

considering al I Boolean cûnbinations of polynomial equations he obtain

the class of all open formul as. If the ground field ìs al gebraically

closed the Elimination of Quantifiers Theorem of Tarski teìls us that

this extension is sufficient to define alI first order sets.

In order to make systematic and ful 1 use of constructibìe sets one

has to introduce some of the mechanisms of logic. 0n the primary alge-

braic level the logical machinery is the open language and the Stone

space of the ground field, the latter consisting. of alì open types over

the field. These are linked to the geometric structure in the followi ng

rvay: open formuias define constructible sets and a type defines an iso-

morphi erì type of a generic point of some irreducible variety over the

ground field in the affine space of a universal dmain extending the

ground fi el d.

Important to this theory is the use of quantífiers to extend the

algebraic open ìanguage to ful I first order 1ogic. There are three fund-

amental tools here: (1) Compactness of the first order language (2)

Elimination of Quanti fiers Theorsn (3) Model Cornpl eteness of the theory

of algebraical'ly closed fields. The first property of the ìanguage has

the geornetric interpretation that the Stone topology on the affine space

Sn ou.. the ground field is csnpact (6'l¡ a universal dqnain extending
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fhe second basic resul t al lows reduc lion of first order forTnulas to

he algebraic ìevel and thus yjelds strong definabil ity properties for

he class of consbructible sets. The third property is a transfer prin-

ciple which r^e use for example in the proof of Theoren 2'26'

The general conclusions we reach on the basis of our analysi s of

onstructible sets and the foundations of a'l gebraic geornetry as developed

in thí, chapter and in [13] is that the use of these sets and the associ-

ated mechanisms of ìanguage provide a simpl i fyi ng and unl fyi ng set of

devices in aìgebraic geometry. To expl ain this concl usion l.le list the

classical results we have reproven utilizing these methods'

(1) The Nul I stel I ensatz

(2\ Existence of the uníque nomal finite spl itting extension of a

variety i nto degree 1 subvarieties.

(3) The product of tl,llo degree 1 varieties has degree L.

(4) An irneducible variety over an algebraical ly closed field is

absoI uteìy i rreduc ib le.

(5) Cheval Iey's Theorefiì.

The proofs of (1) and (5) use the open language and Quantifier

El irnination. The proofs of (2) and (3) use the open ìanguage and

al gebraic methods ( the amal gatration property i s useful in many such

argurÍents and is central to the proofs we obtain of (2) and (3)). The

proof of (4 ) util izes Model ComPleteness

The new proofs we obtain for the above fundamental results cast

light on the basic linkages of geometry and al gebra' For consider the

foììowing hierarchy of aì gebraìc resul ts:
(A) The Basi s Theorer¡'r
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B) The Nul Istel l ensatz

The Extension Theorem for Places'

demonstrate that the proofs of (1), (2), (3), (5) depend only on the

s Theorem and elementany field theory. The proof of (a) is a

on to the Nullstellensatz. Thus we eliminate the use of valuations

r of the txtension Theorem fron the proof of the elementary theorems.

ThefirstpointwherewerequiretheExtensionTheoremjstoprove

components of a variety which splits over an extension of the ground

,fietd all have the same djmension. But the latter is equivalent to a

fundamental property of specializations: If (z) is a point on the variety

V and F1 is an extension of the ground field F then the!^e is a generic

special ization (y) of the generic point (x) of v over F such that dim(y)

.= dim V and (y)--->(z) is,a special ization over F1 . Thus the use of a

key result in the theory of places of fieìds is natural at this point in

the deveìopment of the foundations of aìgebraic geometry'

1. Elements of the Theorv of Constructible Sets

i.0

This section begins with the proof of a set of fundamental results

concerning constructible sets some of which are appiied later' We define

the Stone topology on an affine space over an integral domain and give a

simple description of the open subsets of a variety. lle next obtain a

characterization of the Stone topoiogy in terms of certain key properties

of reguìar maps and a1 gebr"aic points. An important definabil ity property
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of constructible sets and proofs of the cornpactness of the stone topoiogy

in affine and projective space cmplete the first subsection'

The cdnpactness of the Stône topol ogy is a strategic result and in

consequencethereareanumberofillustrationsgívenofitsuseinthjs

chapter, one expects such appl ications since this geometrical property

ofaffinespaceisthedirecttrans]ationoftheCompactnessTheorsnof

logic (Theorem 1.3.22 of [5]). Our fjrst proof of this property uses

geometriclinksbetweenaffinespaceandtheStonespacetotraris]ate

conpactness from the Stone space to affine space' Hence it is a trans-

lation frorn logic to geometry. The second proof is direct and uses the

connection between open types and prime ideal s' In this latter proof the

maximality of open types is the key property' our next resul t is an

appl ication of collpactness that al so uses the maxitnality of types'

Anotherstrategicresultinthetheoryofconstructiblesetsisthe

representat.íontheoremfora]mosthomogeneousconstructib]esetsfirst

proven by 1,,1. Hhitel ey. v{e obtain a number of fundamental properties of

altnost homogeneous constructible sets and the associated varieties and

then apply these properties to give a geonretric proof of the representa-

tiontheorem.Toillustratethestrategicchalacterofthisresultl¡/e
prove three projective resul ts as direct appl ications'

Theproofoftherepresentationtheoremfora]nosthomogeneouscon-

structible sets uses a tree argument. As a further app'l ication of this

method \^e prove next that constructible sets have a snallest field of
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defínitjon. The proof reduces the'proble'rl to that of varieties by means

of the associated variety of a constructible set. l,le prove a number of

preliminarJ resul ts concerning fields of definition of associated

varietíes before presenting the main resul t. The section concludes with

a definabil ity resul t whose proof is an appl ication of corìpactness.

1.1 Defi ni ti on 2.1

Let R be an integraì domain and F some integral dqnain extending R.

By the llglg_Jgpglegx. on Fn over R we mean the topology wlrose base is

the farnily of alì open n-formulas over R. lJe al so alternatively cal 1

this topology the open R-topology

Lemma 2.1

Suppose that F is a field and V is a variety defined over F in the

space F1n. Then the basic open sets on V in the relative Stone topo-

logy are the subvarieties of V and the Zariski open subsets of these sub-

varieties,

Proof

By definìtion the subvarieties of V are basic open sets in the open

topology. Suppose that .V is an open formula over F and .?OV f ø. Say

'Pl{1 V,...,Vtrn Ín di sjunctive normal fonn where the ^f ¡ are al ì

the disjuncts. Then each .Y i = (fti = 0Â,...,4fji = 0

4ìf1j+t = o 
^ 

,...,Ârr¡i = g¡ for appropriate polynornials'

There is a subset 4rt,...,efrs of the disiuncts wi th nonsnpty inter-
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?3

Given cfi ìn this set lhe coniunction of polynotniaì

equations
i n the above formul a defì nes a variety Vi so vtO V = V2

is a subvarietY of V' Now the conjunction of ìnequations in 'Yi is

expression -1 (flf+t = 0 V,..',V f¡i = g¡'
equival ent

The expression Ì^lithin the brackets defines a union of tìypersurfaces so is
to the

a variety V3 and

r-rv3flvz I Ø and

V3 i s a basic Zariski open set'

this latter set is a basic zariski

E

By assum pti on

open subset of

the subvari ety V2

Theorem 2.1 (1)

;;r;, F is a fierd ana Sù is a universar dornaìn extending F. Let

tit tli.ul be a family of topologies on the affine spaces

{Sj}i.a¡. Suppose this family has the folior^ling properties:

(a) Regular maps are open and continuous (b) Algebraic points are

isolated. Then each of the topologies P¡ is a refinement of the open

Ë-topotogy on Si.

Proof

Let V be a variety in ûn' Say f1" " 'fm i s a basis for the ideal

of V. The origin (0,...,0) in Q'm is an algetlraic point hence by (b)

it is open in P m. By conditìon (a) tne regular map 'lT = (f 
""'fm)

is continuous so the set T -1(0) ìs open in the topolosy 11 n' Thus

all varieties are open in this topology for V = I1 -1 (Ol' Now let X

be a constructible set of the form V1-Hg for a variety vl and a

hypersurface Hg (defìned by the poìynornial 9)' Let Fl ""'Fr be a

basis for the ideal of v1, consider the vaniety V6 defined by the
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fol lowing equations: Fl = 0,"',Fr = 0, gxn+l = I whene xn+l

is a- nerv variable. Then vg is open in Çfn+l in the topology

Í n+t, Furthermore the pnoiection of V6 onto the first n-coordin-

ates is the constructible set X' By condition (a) the proiection is an

open map hence X is open in the topolosy I n. Suppose the Y ìs an

'arbÍtrary constructible set. Then by Lemma 1Y is the union of sets of

the form YO = Vt - Vz for varieties V1 and Y2, Let 9L '... '9s

be a basis of the ideal of Y2. Then vZ = 0 HSi so Y0 = Vl -

0 tni . But then Y0 = U Vl - Hgi. Hence by what r'ras shown

above Y0 is a union of a fínite number of open sets hence is an open

set, So Y is an open set. Therefore alI constructible sets are open

sets and it fotlows thal pn is a refinement of the open topology. !
The above result characLerizes the family of open topologies on the

affine spaces tQi]t.,¡ as the smallest topoìogìes v¡hich satisfy con-

ditions (a) and (b) ìn the stalement of the theorem.

Corol I ary 2.1 (2)

Every constructible set is the image of a variety under a regular

map.

Proof

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 a constructible set Y is the union of

sets of the form V - Hg for a variety V and hypersurface Hg' Agai n

as above each such set is the proiection of a variety in filn+l ¡¡

YSSfn ro Y is the projection of the union of these varieties. The

I atter is a variety so Y is the proiection of a variety. !
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f heorcn 2 '2

Suppose that r? is a constructible set defined over F1 and F is a sub-

field of F1 . Then fn0 r!1f1 ¡ is a constructibie set defined over F.

If F1 is an extension of a field F and ^f is an open F1-formuìa

then the trace of'! on Fn is the set of all solutions of rl with co-

ordinates in F. In order to prove the above theorem we need the following

I enma .

Lemma 2.2

Suppose that F is a subfield of a field F1 and Hg is a hypersurface

defined by a polynomiaì g over F1 . Then the trace of Hg on Fn is

defínable by a set of equati.ons with parameters froß F.

Proof

Suppose S = Xcoll where c*I F1 and Mo is a basic monomial . ÌJe can

consider F1 as a vector space over F say with a basis X. Then each

cq= ¿ai..xi where the xlr.,.rX¡ which appear in the right hand

expression are a subset of the basis set X, l,Je thus obtain by substitu-

tíon an aì gebrai c expression åTl;t xiMq= l,le can

expressi on in

91( b¡ ) x1+. . .+gr

defi ned over F

sequence (b¡ )

+9"(b¡ )x¡ = 0 so

,xrl is linearly

terms of the x; to

(bi) Xr = 0

in n vari abl es.

is a solution of

obta i n

where

the defi ni ng

an expression

rewri te thi s

of the form

a polynomi aì

Now if the

for Hg and

91(bilxl+,'..,
and [xl ,..,,

each Si i s

txpl icitly Si = laLMe .

(b¡ ) is in F then our derived expression

an el ement

equati on

yeilds

ofFsi nce S¡ (bi )

i ndependent

is

over F we must have S¡(b¡ ) = 0 for
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of Fn and

Hence the(bi) = 0 for each i then also (bi) is a point of Hg.

,polynornials 9!.,.."9r define the trace of llg on Fn. E

Suppose now that fl,...,fk is a basis for the ideal of the

lgebraic set V defined over F Then each poìynomial f¡ defines a

'hYPe rs urface. By the lemma for each r there is an algebraic set V¡

ned over F whose solutions in Fn are the trace of the hypersurface

of f¡. Let S be the intersection of the faniìy V¡. Then if (bi)

is a point of S in Fn, (b¡) is a point of each V¡ in Fn so (bi)

is a point of H¡, and so (bi ) is in the trace of V on Fn. The

other inclusion is al so i¡rmediate so sl¡ Fn is the trace of V on Fn.

The above argument proves Theoren 2.2 in the case of the algebraic

sets. l^le can continue the argument to extend to arbitrary open formulas

as follows. The proof proceeds by induction on the level of formulas.

lle have shown that it holds for varieties. So suppose the trace of rf1

and r{ 2 L¡(Ff) on Fn is definabie by open formulas 0i and

02 respectively, where 81 , gZ La(F). Then clearly the trace

of ,ry r Â CTz and n|, r yc! z is defined by etAoe and

9t V OZ respectively. Also the trace '1"f 1 on Fn is defined

byì0t. Hence the trace of Fn of an arbitrary open formula is the

solution set in F of an open F-formula. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.2.

considen an open type p[s¡n(r) over a field F. r-et fi'l ue a

universal domain extending F. A sol ution (x) of P in Qr is a generic

point of a variety V in 6'l,n over F. Let I lre the prime ideal of FIX¡]

vlhose variety is V. The ideal I is a point of the spectral space over

the field F. The reader can consult [13] or It0] for the definìtion and
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prope|Lies of the spectral space. 0n the other hand given a point I

the spectral sPace let V be the variety defined by I' A generic point

of V in 9l dufin.t a type P in the stone space sAn(F). Thus

re is a one-one correspondence bet',veen points of the Stone space and

space over F. Consequently the Stone space lvith the open topo-

is the spectral space of modern aìgebraic geometry but endowed with

lrefinement of the Zariski topology. one advantage of the representation

points of the spectraì space as open types is the fact that types are

imal while prirne ideaì s are so only if they define algebraic points'

points of the spectral space have another representation which v'/e

I util ize later. Cal I two points of 8n coniugate (over F) i f there

an F-automorphism ot ñ^l¡ which maps one poìnt onto the other. Clearly

rel ation so defi ned i s an equival ence rel atio¡ s¡ Sù n and the

valence classes are in one-one correspondence with types. The equiv-

ence class of points associated with a type provides a set of coordin-

for points of the spectral space.

Lemma 2. 3

Suppose the F is a fiel¿ an¿ Q is a universa'l domain extending F. Let R

be the rel ati on on fl n defined as follows: xi €RYi iff xi

and yi are conjugate over F, Let 6ùn/R have the quotient topoìogy

relative to the open topology on &n. Then the quotient *up f , $dn

'--t Sù n/R is an open map.

roo f
Let U be an open set in 8ln. lle want to show that R(U) is al so
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let ï¡ [, R(U). Then by definition there is ii in u such that

and fi are coni ugate over F. Let U1 be a basic open set such

i ¿ urg U, By definition u1 is defined by some open formula

(v.i) in Ln(F) Now the fact that i¡ is conjugate to ].¡ over F

ies rhat ll F"fl^i ¡. ttence Ìi I Ur. Hence R(U) contains a

ghborhood of Î¡ so R(U) is oPen. Fl

2

The space Rn/n i r homeonrorphic to the space sAn(F) .

Proof

l.le define the map f:ftn¡o ---> snn(r) as follows: Let']1 be a

conj ugacy class in Sin over F. rnen ir î¡9J[ Iet f(ît) ue the

F)-type of Ïi. By definition each 9i in T[.has type P. Hence

defining f(Tf) =P our map is indeed wel I defined. Clearìy f is one-one.

ince Str is a universal domain extending F each type P is real ized inß¡

that the map f is al so onto. Let U be a basic open set in S¡n(F).

Then u = u+ for some open formula "Y(ù)[ Lntrl The i nverse of U

under f is the set ft :3 Ì'¡ETeF'¡([i)']' Then f-1t-11¡¡ is the

set of all solutions in Sl¡ of "Ì(vi). Hence thjs set is open in $n
By ìemma 2.3 we have that É(U) is open in $fn¡o It fol I or.rs that

f is continuous. Nor,r let U be an open set in $rn7^. Let Í Ue some

Þoint in f( u). Let Ï¡ ue a representative of fl(I ) Si nce U is

open in 5tn/R n. must have D-ttul open in$n so tetrf(vi ) define

a basic open neighborhood of Ïi in ff, rì contained in à-1(u)' such a

set exi sts since the open forrnulas are a base for the topoìogy. Then if
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U1 is the open set defined by cl' the set I(Ut)ÇU an¿ by ìemma 2.3 the

set Ç(U1¡ is open, Furthermore r E tutl contains P ana equal s U To

see that suppose that [f t Ut. Then there is f, in 8n with R,f +
(i¡l ana îi has type Pt. so P1 [f[,(ut). The other direction

is clear, Since f(U) contains a neighborhood of each of its points it is

an open set. llence f is a homeomorphism. H

Theorem 2.3

Suppose that F is a field and Slr is a universal donain extending F.

f¡enÍ\n is compact in the open F-topology.

P roof

r-et [U"Jn<¡ be an open cover of Sun. tnun by Lemma 2.3 the famity

of sets {ù ualq.l is an 
.open 

cover of $ùnh. By Lemma z.a Sn¡o
is homeomorphic to the compact space S¡n(F) so that t B ,Jo. I
admits a finite subcover. Nolr in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we actual ly
prove thât R(U) = U for any open set U in ${n so thât À-l[ (U ) = U"r

for each "l . Hence we can pulì back our finite subcover of $.n7* ¡o

obtain a finite subcover ofStn, HenceE\n is compact. E

Note that utilizing the patch topology M. llochster in L22l proves a

general ization to rings of the compactness of the Stone topology over

fields.

l,le give a second proof of the compactness of the Stone topology on

Qn ouur^ F by a direct argument as follovrs. LetT be a consistent set

of open F-formulas in fi'Ln. It fol lows by Zorn's Lemma that'fÍ admits

extension to a maximal consistent set F. As is lrell known (or can easiìy
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proven by the reader) F has the property that given a fonnul a 'f either

4or1{is inll . mt I be the set of polynornials defined by the condi tion:

p[I if and only if p = OSP. Then I is a prime idea]. For suppose pl

¿¡d p2 to be in I. If pl + p2 is not in I then .r(pl + p2 = O)tI

sínce F is maximal . It follovJs that the set Pl = 0' p2 = 0'1(p1 +

pZ = ü is contained in [ . But this set is inconsístent' Hence

pl+p2=0isinandsopl+p2El.Theproofthathpfl!¡,hen
p[Iandhisanarbìtrarypolynmialissimi]artotheaboVe.Suppose

then that ptpztl but pl and p2 are not in I' Then 1p1 = 0 and

-t p2=0 are inF. But pipz=0lPso that{lpl =0,?p2=0'

p1p2=0!is inconsistent. This contradiction proves that I is a

prime ideal . Let Ft = Ftxl/t. Then F1 i s a fi nite extension of

F r,rith (z) = (x)/l having ideat i' Map F1 in Sù ovu' r' Claim:

(z) is a solution of F. For the ideal i determines the open formulas of

the fo fm

ff = O 
^,..., ^fm 

= 0À'lfm+1 = 0Â,..., Ârf¡ = 0

satisfied by (z) . if (z) is not a solution of P let l.,v€P Ue such that

1tf tzt. Now consider whether each of the disjuncts of * (in normal

form)isconsistentwithl'chooseforeachdisjunctanequationor
inequation inconsistent wi th I. By definition of I the negatjon of this

equation or inequation is in F. The set of all such fomul as with the

formul a.f constitute an inconsi stent subset of F. Contradiction. Hence

some di sjunct of t is ot the correct fo nn and so (z) is a solution of 4.

}'le can apply the àbove affi ne conpactness theorsn t0 prove an

anal ogous resul t for proj ective space' l,{e fi rst state sorne necessary

defí ni tíons.
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itio 2.?

A subset X of the proiective space lPnl fl,) ouu. the ground field F

, where fù is a univensal domain over F, is a projective constructi bl e

if it is a Boolean combi nation of projective vôrieties.

If X is a proiective constructible set then X can be represented as

Boolean combination of the solution sets of homogeneous equations' A

1a represe nti ng this combination we call a projective open formula

often calI a set defined by such a formula projective even with solu-

ons considered in affine space.

ition 2.3

A constructible set I defined over the field F with solutions in a

universal ¿omainsr is almost homogeneous if for each solution (x) off
and t I O in$,tne sequence (tx) is also a solution of t.

Defi nti on 2.4

The stone toplogy on the space lPn(R,) over F.Çlis the topology

viith base the famìly of projective F-constructible sets.

Lemma 2.5

A projective open formula { is almost homogeneous-

Proof

!,le can assume that 'Y is in di sjunctive normal form and each poly-

nornial in the formula js a form. Suppose that

(*) Fr = 0^,..., 
^Fm 

= 0Â1G1 = 0Â,'.., 
^1Gr 

= 0
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'ne 
of the disiuncts of Y say (x) is a solution of (*). As the Fi

forms we have then Fi(tx) = 0 for any ttQ. so in partÍcular for

I 0. Now if for sonie t I 0 in $l we have c¡(tx) = 0 then

(tx)(J)d = O where d is the degree of G¡. As G¡ is't
form the latter equation impìies G¡(X) = 0. Contr"adiction. fi

2.

Suppose that F is a field an¿ Sùis a universal domain extending F.

The Stone toplogy over F on Pnt$,,1 ir compact.

We give two proofs. The first was comrnunicated by H. Lakser. Let

{-Vi:itf} be a family of projective open formuìas having the finite
intersection property in flan1$¡. Then the family of formutas ã =

[.ll Â {rxo = 0 V,...,V.'Xn = o):ifI} has the fjnite intersection

property in Çdn+t. By the compactness of the Stone topoìogy Ín

$n+1 over F there is a solution (x) ot ä. Since (x) I 0 this

sequence yields a solution or lÌi:ierl in fn1 $¿ ¡.

For the second proof note that the projective formulas are closed

under conjunction and disjunction and so the solution sets form a basÍs

fon a topology in $ùn+1. This homogeneous topoìogy is clearìy com-

pact., Furthermore the origin is defined by the projective formuìa Xo =

04,...,ÁXn = 0 so that the space X = SL n+t¡,{tof} t, a ctosed

hence compact subspace or f,f n+1. The stone toplogy on lpn(R) is
the quotient topology of the subspace topology on X and so it is compact.

1.2 lle next investigate the precise relationship between the properties

0f an open formula being projective and almost homogeneous. Before
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ing the main resul t we obtain a theorem t'rhich is an application of

conpactness of the Stone topology'

Suppose that F is an algebraically c1 osed field and r? is an almost

neous constructible subset of Fn. lf îò is a universal domain

nding F then { is an almost homogeneous subset of Fln

f
suppose that (x)EcYt$bn. sav t I 0 is inSù. Let Irl be the

type of (t,x) over F. Given any finite subset s of lì1 there is a solu-

tion (t',x') of AsÂ{in F since F is existential ly closed. Now as t I 0

can stipul ate that s al so 'contains the formul a v6 / 0. So .then

t' 10. As ôp is almost homogeneous in Fn il foliows that ct(t' x').

Hence Às and the set cf {v¡vi,...,vgv¡) have non-trìvial inter-

gection. The famity of closed sets on t{ {vgv1 ,...,v0vn) deter-

mined by the formulas À s thus has the finibe intersection property in

$n+1 over F. By compactness of the Stone topology there is a solu-

tion in ÇÀ n*r of p 
1u t "Y(uour,...,uoun,1. 

But F i is

maximal so that , the formula .{{vgu1 ,...,vovn)8Pt. This teì1s

us that $lt la^l and so {is a'ìmost homogeneous. U

A second proof conmunicated by H. Laksèr avoids the use of the co¡n-

pactness of the Stone toplogy. Let ù be the folìowing sentence: ì

VtV^1 ,...,Vxn{(-lt = 0 À .Y (xr,...,X¡))---> cf (tx1 ,.'.,txn)).
Suppose ürat Çl þ141 . The senLence -1¡lr is an existential sentence

and since F is a'l gebraical ly closed it is existential ly closed. Hence
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Hence F Flt wnicrl contradicts the fact that ^f is an armost homogeneous

constructi bl e subset of Fn,

The following result is the key to the respresentation theorem for
al rnost homogeneous constructil¡le sets,

Lemma 2,6

An almost hotnogeneous constructible set of dimension L and degree 1

is either a ray or a ray rninus (0).

Proof

let Sl¡ oe a universar domain over the groundfierd F and choose an

independent point (x) of .l t$ùnl over F. Then y contains the rqy L&l

generated by (x) except possibly for (0). If Lgñl' it follows by the
fact that¡T has degree,l we have L =f. So assune that (0)f * and let
Lt = L" (0) Then fr..., L1 can be at most a finite set of points.
But if (z) [ {rlt then since ¡Y is a]most homogeneous the partiaì ray
L2 (minus the origin) generated by (z) is contâined in ¡l . But then
L1/l L is infinite and as both curves L and L, = L2 Ul(0)l are
irreducible vle have L = 1,. Hence Lt = LZ, Contradiction. So

{= Lr. I

Corol I arv 2.2

An almost homogeneous constructible set of dimension and degree I
can be nepresented as a Boorean combination of homogeneous equations.
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set defi ned

The associ-

Lenna ? -7

Suppose that F is a field and (x) is a point whose coordinates are

chosen Ín a universal oornain ÇÀ extendÍng F. If ttSl is algebraicaì1y

independent over F(x) then dim¡(x) < dim¡(tx).

Lemma 2.8

Suppose that 4 is an almost homogeneous constructible

and minirnal over F with points in the universal domain Sù

ated variety V is homogeneous.

P roof

Let (x) be an independent point of { over F inQrn. Then dimp(x)

= dirn,Y so if t € ç[ is free with respect to (x) over F it fol'lows by

lemrna 2.7 thaI oimp(tx)' = dirnl. By assumptÍon (tx)f * and so (tx) t V ,

since (tx) is an independent point of { ano thus a generÍc point of V

Let G be a polynomial in the ideal of V over F. Then G(tx) = Q. I'Je can

rewrite this relatÍon in the form f tip¡ (x) = Q and we deduce

pt (x) = Q. So the homogeneous parts of G are in the ideal of V and

therefore this ideal Ís homogenous. So V is homogeneous. H

Lemma 2.9

Suppose that .f i s an al rnost hornogeneous mi nimal constructi bl e set

and V is the associated variety. Then the sets { r., V and Vn'.} are

almost homogenous.



Given (x)tcf.., V and t l0 in Çl anu sequence (tx)f"P

prev ious ì emma

So (tx)t'P¡,V.
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so nust be

have then

The second

con-

v.pif it is not in r.f rv v BY the

ltx) = t*l t V.þ' Contradiction.

we

follows bY the same argunent. I

L

Suppose that{is an almost homogeneous constructible set. Then cf

poses ínto a finite union of almost honìogeneous constructible sets

I mínimal and of dirnension equal to dim{.

roo

Let V be the a1 gebraic set associated with { Suy (xi),..,,

) are real izations of al I the types through .f that have dimen-

ns equal to dimrl, Given a point ttSl f.." over the groundfield F

th respect to say (¡i¡ the point ttxi)t { and by lemma 2,7 we

that dimF( txi ) = dim{ So (txl ) i s a generic poi nt ofa
omponent V¡ of V over F. Let G be a po'lynomial in the ideal of V¡

as G(tx) = 0 vre deduce a reìation Etipitx) = 0 which is ìdenti-

al in the free variabìe t over F( x). So given say lgf$we iìave

ipr(*) = o and so G(tgx) = 0, This tel I s us that Vr

ins the ray generated by (tx) and so in particul ar the point (x).

ying the argument of lemma 2.8 it follows that Vr is homogeneous.

V has exactly r components (as fol lows from Theoren 4.61 , page 354 of

[13]) so alI components of v are homogeneous, Let 01 = vf f'ì{,...,
0r-t = vr-t0{ ,0r = (vr 0 { )u(4^'V ). Now as the
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are homogeneous so is V hence by the argument of lemma 2.9 the set

r., V is alrnost homogeneous. Also it is clear that the intersection of

sü hor¡ogeneous sets is almost homogeneous' As each set V¡O ôÞ has

sion equal to dim{ and is F-nìinimal (again by the basic resul t of

Xl) and "Y = 01V,..,V0¡ we have obtained the desired deconposi-

H

rem 2.6 (3)

Suppose that 'Ì is an almost homogeneous constructible set.

is equival ent to a Boolean conbination of homogeneous equations

The n

lle describe a geometric construction that wilì al low us to construct

t,he desíred fornula. First deconpose 'l' into almost hornogeneous mini-

1 conponents. Say these cørponents are * i,..., Ym. l,li th each

ponents { i n. have 
'by 

lemma 2.8 that the associated variety V¡ is

üìogenous. By I emma 2.9 the sets .Pi,t={i -Vi and

di,z=Y i- ôfi are almos l homogeneous. Each of the

spl it into cffìponents which are almost

these cqnponents t¡y "fi ,t,j and { i,2,¡ for
t i,1, .Yi,z

homogeneous Denote

some set of indices j, Now proceed with each coîponent as above. Note

at even stages of the construction the two sets fo rmed have

sion ìess than the sets of the previous stage. So the construction

js tree of fomul as wilI teminate at a finite stage¡ nanely each

h can have length at most 2n if n is the dimension of tf . Each

h then terminates in a homogeneous variety or in an alrnost

eneous constructibl e set which is minimal and of ditnension l. A

that

en

of th

h orn og
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slight adiustment in the proof of ìemrna 2.6 shows that such a set if not

a variety is an irreducible homogeneous curve minus the origin. Again the

origin is expressible as â Boolean combination of homogeneous equations

so our set is expressible al so in this forln' Now l'Je construct a formula

by a reverse procedure beginning with the end points of the tree and

representing the next stage as Boolean conbinations of previous stages

and honrogeneous associated varieties. l,le finalìy obtain the presentation

ofd as a Boolean combination of homogeneous equations. S

Corol1ary 2.3

The points in lPn corresponding to the

hornogeneous. constructib'ìe subseE ot $l n+t

constructi bl e suuset of lPn.

partial rqys of an alrnost

consti tute a proi ective

Let

the

1.3 The representation theorem proved above a'l lows us to deduce imrnedi-

ately a number of resul Ls on projective space. The study of constructjble

subsets of projective space is motivated by geometric representation

problems. For exampl e, the birational equivalence classes of curves of

given genus are represented by thê points of a constructible subset of a

proiective space. For a discussion of moduli of curves and for results

in the theory of quasiprojective varieties the reader can consul t t191.

Defì n ition 2.5

^P be a con-

trace of 4 on

Suppose that F is a field and F1 extends F.

structible set defined over Ft i n fnlpt¡, Then
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F) is the set of al ì points in tpnlp¡ having a set of coordinates

ch are soìution of the open formula { in F1 .

Note that this definition is justífied by the fact that is Fi þ

(x) for (x) [ rn+l and if \¡ o is in F then al so (lx) ]ies on

, Intuitively the trace is the intersection of dP ano fnl p¡.

Suppose that F is a fieìd and F1 is an extensíon. If .f is an

lmost homogeneous constructibìe set defined over F1 then the trace of

tfon fn is an almost homogeneous constructible set

, Proof

lnmedi ate

Theorem 2.7

Suppose thatR¡ is a unlversaì domain and F is an extension. If c.þ

is a projective constructible set in )pnlp¡ then the trace of'f on

P ntRl is a projective constructible set.

Proof

By definition.l is tfre soìution set of a Boolean combination of

homogeneous equations so r?(Fn+1) is alrnost homogeneous. By lemma

2.11 it follows that the trace f I of rV on $fn+l is an alrnost

homogeneous constructible set, Hence by Theorem 6 { f can be

represented as a Boolean combination of homogeneous equations, So t t
defines a constructible subset of lp n1$¡. t, definition thS set

^t t tn f n(6ll ls the trace orl. U
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!lè next prove some resul ts concerning rational projective lnaps' As

defined in l42J a map ! : lPn ---t lPrn is a rational map if B = (F1,

F6+l) where each F¡ is a fo rm of fixed degree d in n + L

'varíables'

Le$rna 2 '12

-ruooor. 
tnat {[Ç{. n+t i s an a]most homogeneous constructible

set defined over the subfield F of the universal dqnain6'l' Let B =

(Fl, ...,F¡¡+t) be a regular map such that each Fi is a fom in

n+1 variables having degree d. Then 6 t.f) ir an alrnost homogeneous

c ons truc ti b I e se t.

Proof

That t ttl i, a constructible set follows by cheval ley's Theoren

(wtr.ich ve prove in a later sect.ion). Assufie then that c.P 1 defines

6 ttl . Say (x)t'11 ano t/ 0 is in9À' Let ts be a d-th root of

t. Then tg l0 so if (v)t"P is such that (v) = (x) we have (tgv)

ü.1 .lusËttoy) = (F1(t¡y),...,F¡11 (rsj)) = (todrt(y),..., t.dFm+t

(y)) = (todx) = (tx) is in ¡l¡ f. So "P f is almost homogeneous'

¡l

Theorem 2.8

**" that S¡ is a universar dsnain an¿ FP is a constructible

subset of lf,nt$'ll . Let 6 ¡e a projective rational map defined on

lPnt6l l and such that ü is define¿ at some point P of ôP. Then

D t{l is a projective constructible set'
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Proof

The forflul a + defines an almost hornogeneous constructible subset of

Ç'l n+t. As 6 induces a regular map s¡ $¿ n+t it follows by

1Êrîffa 2.12 that D(.f) = "Þf is an alnost homogeneous constructible sub-

set of Q, m+l which by assumption does not col lapse to (0). By

Theoran 2.6 .f 1 .un be represented by a Boolean cûnbination of homo-

geneous equations and as .ff I (0) the set .yl is a projective

constructible set in Pm($t). It is aìso the image under t of4l and

this proves the theoren. E
The projective form of Cheval ley's Theorm is proved in [31]. An

ancestor of this resul t appears in [42].

Theoren 2.9

Suppose that F is a fiel¿ and & is a universal dqnain extending F

LetT:lfmtsrl --->lPnt$Èl be a rationaì map defined over F. Ifîf
is reguìar at a point P thenÎ is continuous at P in the Stone topology.

P roof

Let ìÌ = (F1 ,...,F¡11) where the Fi are forms of degree d,

Let Q = ì1 (P) and suppose that .P g i s a basic open stbset of

lPntùl *iti' q0to. There are coordinates (x,...,x¡¡+1 ) and

(y1 ,..., yn+l) of P and Q respectiveìy such that (F1(x),...,

Fn+l(x)) = (yt,...,Jn+l ). Let $g be the aìmost honogeneous

and constructibl e subset or $|, n+t corresponding to ^P o. Then

4 O l, a neighborhood of (y). Consid

(*) 3 (z)t cPo ((z) = lf (v)).
oti À1/,t//Ti-)0A

er the fo nn



is a quantifier free fornrula i t

alenr in $f n+r to (*). claim:

eneous. For suppose t.lt4r ana tISl,
¿\

1 there is some tw) t d 0 such that:

(Fr(r),...,F¡+l(z)) = (w) .

defi ned

The set

42

F which is

I is alrnost

By defi ni ti on

erOV

iV ^P
I S nOnZer0.

"l

hen

(F1(tz),,..,F¡+t(tz) = (tdFt(z),.'.,tdF¡+1(z)) = tdw)

nd the latter point is in Q o. It follows from * that ttz) t$1
^nd so cY f is almost homogeneous. By Theorem 2.6 the set f t

defines a proiective constructible set c{ 1 in }fm(St). As P I c}1

and'[[-r( .T o) = .Y t ttt. map Tf is continuous at P. H

An alternate proof avoidìng the use of Theorem 2.6 ì^/as communicated

by H, Laksen. t-et Tf =(Ft, ..',Fn+l) where the Fi are forms of

degree d and let define a basic open neighborhood of Q= (P) in

lln(St l. Then 'll-rt*l is defined bv the formula:

t (rtlVi ),...,Fn+t(Vi ) )^ (rv1=g V,...,V1 Vm+1=0).

This formula is proiective sínce substituting forms of a fixed degree in

a proiective fornrula yields a proiective formula. Thus '¡1-11f ) is a

nei ghborhood of P.

1.4 The main result of this subsect,ion is a further appl ication of the

method of proof of Theorem 2.6. He begin with a definitíon.

Def i ni on 2.6

Suppose thatQ¡ is a univensal domain ano X3fiIn is a constructjble
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set. A field of definition FS gl, for X is a fÍeld F such that some open

fornrula over F defines X.

Lemma 2.13

letR be a universal domain and -! a degree 1 constructíble subset

are fields of definition of'Psuch that Q is

Ff Z then the variety associated wi th rf
sì, n. If F1 and FZof

a universal extension of

over F1 and F2 is the same.

P roof

Let (x) be an independen't, point of ,^P over F;FZ; such exists by

hypothesis. Then dirn¡1(x)> dim¡1¡2(x) = dim ^P but ^y is

defi ned over F1 . So dimFl ( x) = dim¡ lFZ = dirn { and thus

(x) Ís an independenL point of.Y over F1. By the same argument it is

an independent point of { over F2. Let V1 be the locus of (x) over

F1. If V1 has tlo di sti nct components ll1 and bl2 over FLF1,

which nlust then have dimension equa'l to dim V1, ìet (x) be generic for

say !rll, and (v) generic for W2. Then as (V) f, V1 we have

dimpl(V) = dimFlF2(y) so (V) is a generic point of Vi.

Hence (V) is an independent point of + over F1. it follows that as

dimpl¡2(y) = dimVl = dimt the point (V) is an independent

point, of ..}t over F1F2. But then (x) and (V) have the same locus over

FtFZ. Contradiction. Therefore V1 does not spì it over F1,[Z and



thus the locus of (x) over FlF2.

sociated to .l over both F1 and F2. U
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Hence V1 i s the variety

above lenma al lows us to define the associated variety of a degree I

ble set .'P as the associated variety of any open formula

r{ g defining ^P over its parameter field.

tl 2.4

Suppose that çl.r is a universal dornain and Fy is a degree L construc-

tib¡e subset of 6ìn. Let V be the variety associated vrith ^f and Fg

t,he smal ìest fielct of definition of V. if F is any field of definition

of .l then F0 
" 

F'

The next lemma extends the above corollary to sets not necessarily

havi ng degree 1.

Lemna 2,L4

suppose that ç"¡ is a universal domain and rf fs a constructible

su¡set of Sb n, Let V be the a1 gebraic set which is the union of the

associated varieties of the degree I components of ^f. If Fg is the

smallest field of definÍtìon of V then Fg is a subfield of any field of

defi nti on of cf.

Proof

By lemma 2.13 the al gebraic set V is weli defined. Suppose then

thôt F is a field of definition of -l . Let ^tr V,..., v + ¡¡ be a

decomposition over F of ^Y into distinct F-minimal sets of dimension
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I þ dim4 Then the independent points of eacn cfi ln s.i n

F define aìgebraic irreducible sets Vi. Let W =ÞVi. Claiml

. For consider a spl itting Wl V,...,V llr of l,J into irreducible

ietíes over F The set cf al so spl its over F into degree 1 csnponents

(bv 4.55 of ¡131¡(a) Now a standard result (by 2.1 of l1l) tells

us that each lli is of dimension equal to dirn !.l = dim{' Thus each l.l¡

corresponds to a component of +. For let (x) be a generic pint of wi

over F. Then dirriË(x) = dimf (x) = dirn N so as (x) W there is V¡

such that (x) is a generic point of V¡ over F. But then (x) €.P¡

so (x)[.þ. Thus (x) is an e1 ement of a degree 1 conponent. But then

ll = lii is equal to V by definition. This proves the claim. Norv !l is

defined over F so rO F. H

Theorem 2 .10

Suppose fiL it u universal donain and rf is a constructjble subset of

Sl, n. Tt'... is a snatlest field of definition Fg of¡y in$ù.

P roof

Let F1 be the smal lest field of definition of the algebraic set ]lJ

associated r,¡i th + . Such exists by our argument above. Let f g = ¡
a.{and tt = ^}^ w. Then again we have snal lest fields of definition

for the al gebraic sets Vg and V1 associated wi th rl¡ g and cÞ 1.

Let F2 be the amaì gam of F1 and the latter fields. Define now

t o,o, to,r and tt,o and { 1,1 in the salne fashion

as above. Proceeding inductively in thi s way we terminate the construc-
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tion at say the r-th stage, fornring the field Fr. Cìaim: The field

Fy is the smallest field of definition of ^P To prove this we

first note that via an argurnent similar to that of Theorem 6 it follows

that some open formul a defi ned over Fr defi nes +. For the sets at

each end of every branch of the tree are varieties of some dilnension ) 0,

the next sets are formed as Boolean combinations of these a'lgebraic sets

and associated varieties defined over Fr and s0 on. As all the alge-

braic sets are defined over Fr so Ís ol. Now suppose that F is a field

of definition of rÌ. l¡/e can assume that S'À tr a universal domain over F

as F can be taken to be finÍte1y generated. Proceed now in reverse of

the above argument utilizing lentma L5 as follows. As { Ís defined over

F so is the associated algebraic set W hence by the lemma the field of

definition F1 of l,{ is a subfield of F. We continue down the tree of

construction of Fr applying the lemma at each s'lage. Finalìy we con-

clude that F¡ < F. H

The tree utilized in the above proof (and in the proof of Theorem 2.6) we

call the tree associated vrith the constructible set Y . One can con-

sider a constructible set to be, ín tenns of this tree, a configuration

of varieties. As the tree is entirely canonical, not depending on any

representation of ôV as a solution set of an open formula, so too con-

structible sets must be viewed as canonical geometric objects. The above

theorem is a formal refl ection of this geornetric princip'le.

We conclude this subsection with one further basic result on con-

structib.'le affine sebs. l,le need first the foìlowing well known lemma

(see for example [19]) for which we present a very siinple proof.
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2.r5

A constructible F-set r.l is a variety iff for each pint (x) in

the locus of (x) in aftine space$rÛ over F is contained in f'

Proof

Let V(x) be the locus of (x)ð rl' over F. Then V(x) is open in the

stone topoìogy. As the family of al 1 such varieties covers cÏ and ¡tr is

cqnpact there is a finite subfamìly y¡xi),"',V(xm) which covers tt '

Bur UV(xi)Ê.1' un¿ UV(xi) is a variety. Thus * =Uv(xi) and so

cÌ is a varietv. S

Theorem 2 .11

Suppose that F is a field and r| is a constructible set defined over

F. If there ìs F1 > F and equations P1 = 0,"', Pm = 0 defined over

F1 such that the variety so defined is equal to rT then ..f = V for a

variety defi ned over F.

P roof

Since { is a varíety V1 over F1 if (x)8tl ttren the locus V(x)

of (x) over F is contained in v1. For if (x) ---> (y) is a specializa-

tion of (x) there is by Proposìtion 7 of chapter II of [43] a generic

special ization (i) of (x) over î such that (;) ---> (y) is a special iza-

tion over F. Since the latter is al gebraicaì ly closed (Ï) is rEular

ou.r ?. Thus its locus is defined by a generic pint (z) over Ft ì F'
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have (z)t'f an¿ V1 is defined over F1 so the locus of (z) is con-

f¡sd in v1. As (z) ---> (y) over F1 we have then (v) t vr =d '

the locus of each point of il' over F is containe¿ in cl it follows by

Z,LS thal { is already a variety over F' tl

A di scussi on of Some Assoc i ated Field Extensions

Thefactthattheaffinespaceofauniversa.ldgnainextendinga

field is conpact in the stone topology defined over the field is not sur-

,þrising since the universal dqnain is saturated over the groundfield.

That is a universal dorain over a fjeld F real izes a1 ì open types over F.

The first resul t of this section shows that if an infinite extension of a

f.ield F is such that all affine spaces are cønpact in the topology over F

then the extension has infinite transcendence degree over F. The proof

of this result il I ustrates the use of logical csnpactness arguments in

fi e1 d theo ry .

.Thesaturatedmode]sofìogicarepreciselythehomogeneousuni-

versal model s. The cl assical theory can be found ín 16l and a related

theory for universal c'l asses in t131. l,le introduce the notion of a homo-

geneous extension of a field and prove that an infinite cffìpact and homo-

geneous extension of an al gebraical ìy closed field is a universal donain.

The proof uses conpactness to prove that the extension is aìgebraical ]y

closed. ì¡¿e show that normal al gebraic eXtensions are hotnogeneous but a

sirnpl e transcendental extension ì s not hotnogeneous '
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fhe next two results are concerned with properties of homogeneous

sions, The first proves â universal property of an infinitdìy

enerated homogeneous extension which is analogous to a property of homo-

eneous nodel s. See for" exampìe Proposition 3'2.9 of t6l. The second

roves a uniformÍty property of maximaì independent subsets of degree 1

constructible sets defined over the groundfield' The section concl udes

th some examPl es

2.r

It is an open question to completely characterize the extensions

F1 of a given field F with the property that F1n is compact in the

open F-topology for each n < w' l.le cal I such an extension qomÞact. The

following result is a partial converse of Theorem 2'3.

Theorem 2 ,12

Suppose that F is a field and F1 an infinite extension of F such

that for each n > 1 the space Fln is compact ín the open topology

over F. Then F1 has infinile transcendence degree over F.

P roof

Let n> l and <(Ðbe given. For each 1<m<n let ltq' 'f t¡1

be the set of all irreduciLlìe poìynomial s over F in exactìy m variables.

Let X be the direct product of the above defined sets so that the m-th

set is on the m-th coordinate. Let Xl be the set of all finite subsets

of X. For each s $ X1 we defí ne a set .f , u, fol I ows. Say the
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are f1'cl fA
n

tl fne For each

s

Ir nrS

r t s b the fo rmul -1 rl¡ v1 0 t,

"Y s to be

each el einent of Y

of sets Y1. lJe claim

Since the uníon of a

Each has at most a

i nfi nite extension

av1j

f.! ,lì
V1 V¡ }le then defi ne

8irv I .V I X13 ThenLet

nes a osed se OV er Cal rh fami ly

0

t Fc

t Yl has the finite intersection property'

ni te nurnber of el ements of X1 i s an el ement of Xl to Prove our

aim we need onlY show thal each set,[ in Y has a solution in F1n

above let .lr = Â e¡. Con si der fi rst the set of PolYnomial s

which are in first coniuncts of 0¡ for 1< i < r'

fjnite solution set in F1 so that' since F1 is an

of F the re

nomiaìs

is X1 fFl which is not the solution of any of thes-e poly-

Now consider the polynomials which appear in the second con-

i uncts of e¡ Substitute xl for the variable vl in each' The

resul ling polynornìaìs are not identical 1y zero since by our construction

each such polynomiaì ìs irreducible and is a polynomial in exactly vl

and v2. Again there are a finite number of polynomials resulting from

our construction and since each is l0 there is X2 in Fl which is

not a sorution of any of these polynomiar s. ì,le proceed inductivery in

this fashion to construcb a solution <xl""'xn> of rls' This

proves our cl aim. It now follows by the compactness of Fln that the

entìre set Y has a common solution' say <Yl 
""rYn>' 

l"le clainì that

the set (yl ,...,Jn) is al gebraical1y ìndependent over F' If not' ìet

r be the least number t( n such that <yl 
' " "yr> satisfies some

nontrivial al gebraìc rel ation f(vl""'vr) = 0 where f is a poly-
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l,le can choose f to be ì'rreducible. It follovls that f =

"{ < ),. Hence by definition of X there is some element

,,.,,fdr ,. '.,fln > with q r = 4 in X. Then the set

,...,{.,...,f|n,1 =s is in x1 so that <J!.,

, !n) is a solution ot^!rtV. But by definition lJs = f ¿t

) = 0¡1,..., 1f,"( ul,..,,v¡) = 04,..,,^Ufn (vl,...,v¡) = 0 so thar

,.,,,y?> satisfies the inequation 1 fd(v1 ,.,., v¡) = 0.

ction. So our claim is proven, Since F1 contains arbitraríìy

arge finite algebraical ly independent sets it foljows that F1 has

infinite transcendence degnee over F. X

lem L

Is there a field F and a compact extension F1 of F which is in-

finite over F but contains, no universal donrain exteinding F?

Lemma 2.16

Suppose that F is a field and F1 is an extens.ion such that for
some m > 1 the space F1m is coÍlpact in the open F-topo'logy, Then if
n < m the spacê Fln is also compact in the open F-topology.

P roof

Let

finite intersection property. lie define a corresponding fam.íly in
Flm by letting -P"tl(url = {jut ) r\ vn+l = vn+t ô ,.. !,
Àvr = vr. l,Je claim that the cor"responding family of solution sets

has the finite intersection property. This is immediate froìî the corres-

for some

r,ll

rlt

l'l.tui): 'r <¡| be a family of basic closed sets with the



pondi ng property tor ["Pn] ¿{ <tr

arbitrary. So by compactness of F1m *" have a common solution to all

the sets t-Ìalie.tr, say (xlr...,Xm). Then <xl,...¡x¡) Ís

a common solution of t"y41 -r < À. H

Note that by an argument sÍmilar to the proof of Theorem 2.I2 it
follows that if Fln is compact in the open topology over F then F1

has transcendence degree )n over F. We now íntroduce a cìass of exten-

sions of a field F for which we can obtain a resolution of Prol¡lem 1..

Def i ni tion 2.7

Suppose that F is a field and F1 is an extension of F. Then F1

is homogeneous over F (or is a homo neous extension of F) if whenever

\52
since the last m-n coordinates are

same

Ft

have

Ï1 and !i are sequences of the same type over F (or what is the

are conjugate in a universal dornain ll extending Ft) and x I
there is y E Ft such that the sequences ï¡ Ô 

{-} and yifv}

the same type P 0 san*t1t,.

If F is a fieìd an extension fieìd F1 of F Ìs a compact extension

if for all n < w the space Fln is cornpact in the open F-topoìogy.

Theorem 2.13

A compact homogeneous infinite extension F1 of an algebraica'lìy

closed field F is a universal donain.
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Let f(c1 ,...,c¡,vg) be a polynomial over F1 with cl

property in Fln+l . Since F1 is a compact extension of F it

c¡ all the parameters of the polynoniai from the set Fl - F. Then

there is an extension F2 of F1 which contains a solution x of the

equation f( c¡,vg¡ = g. Let I11v¡,vg¡ be the open type of (ci r

over F. Then since F is algebraically closed it is existentíaìly

cl osed he nce P it u set of open formuìas with the finite intersection

groof

follows that there is a solution <dl ,...,dn,x0> of F in F1

Not it is immediate that ã¡ and ã¡ have the sane type over F so since

xg extends ã¡ in F1 to a sequence of type f it follows from

homogeneity that there is y f f1 such that <c1 ,...,cn,J) has type

P . But the formula f(vivO) = 0 is in F ro that f( c¡y) = 6.

Hence f(ci vO ) has a root i n Fl ahd thus F1 i s al gebraical ly
closed, Since F1 is an infinite extens.ion of F it follows from Theorern

12 that F1 has infinite transcendence degree over F and so Fl is a

universal domai n. l!

E-ðan_pþ_?¿

Suppose that F1 is a simple transcendental extension of a field F.

Then F1 is not a homogeneous extension of F. For let x be a transcen-

dentaì point of F1 over F. Let y = ¡2. Then by Luroth's Theorem y

is transcendental over F so that y and x have lhe sa¡ne open type over F.

But x is a square root of y but x itself has no square root in F1 .

E
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Exaîn1't e 2 '2

If F is any field and F1 is a normal extension of F then Fl is a

homogeneous extension of F. For suppose that ï¡ and íi are two

sequences in F1 of type F Let x be a point of Fl that extends

Í¡ to a sequence of type P 1. Then x is aìgebraic over F and say

f(v) is the rninimar polynomiar of x over the fierd. Let g(v) ie the

1¡inirnal polynomiaì of x over the field F(íi). Then F(ii) and F(yi )

are F-isomorphic via a rup I such that D t*i¡ = ,r. Let 91 = 6(S).
Now g divides f and 6 tfl = f so that 91 divides f and is irreduc_

ible. Furthermore F1 is normar so that f(v) spr its in F1 since it is
the ninimal polynomiaì of x 0 ff. Since 91 divides f it follows
that 91 splits in Fl. Let y be a solution. It is immediate that we

can extend I Uy an isornorphism B1 of F(x1 ,x) to F(yi,y] such that
I t(x) = y. Hence !¡ô {1yfi r.'u, typ. lì 1 so Fl is homogeneous.

I
The second exampre above shows that not an homogeneous extensions

are universaì domains. Nevertheress a homogeneous extension is universal
in a very precise sense.

Def i ni ti on 2.8

Suppose F is a field and Fl is an extension of F.

diagram DAF{Fl) of F1 over F is the set of alt open

which are realized in F1 .

ïhe extension

types over F
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lheorern 2 '!4

supposethatF.isafield.ThentwohomogeneousextensionsofF

t,lhich are countabìy generated over F are F-Ísomorphic iff they have the

same extension diagrams. If F1 is a homogeneous extension with no less

¡¡¿¡ g)-generators over F and jf F2 is an extension of F with the same

extension diagram but i (i generators over F then F2 ernbeds in F1

over F.

P roof

Let Fl and F2 Þe two homogeneous extensions of F with the sane

extension diagrarn and assufne that <xi>i < t and <yi>i < tt

are sets of generators for F1 and F2 respectively over F' lle defìne

an isomorphism via a back and forth argument which proceeds by induction'

let l(vo) be the type of' xl over F' tnen 11 js in the extension

diagrarn of F1 so F is reaìized by say z1 in F2' Let fl be an

isomorphism over F such that ft(xt) = zt. Let y¡ be the first

generator of F2 not in F(zt). Then the typt fl of <zL'yr> is

al so real i zed i n F1 say be a sequence <wl ,w2>' Then t.tl and x1

have the same open tyPe over F and so by defini Lion of homogeneous exten-

sion there is a pojnt sl in Fl such tha'L <xl ,s1> reaìizes 11 1'

Then cl early f2 can be defi ned so that fZ extends ft and

fZ(sl) = yr. Now choose the least generator xm not in the field

F(xl ,sl) and proceed as above to extend f2' In this way we define

an F-isomorphism f = U fi of F1 onto F?' This proves the first

assertion. The universal property of homogeneous extensions can be
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an embedding into the homo-
proven in a simil ar fashion constructing

geneous extension bY induction' U

Theorem 2 ' l'5

Suppose that F is a field and F1 is a homogeneous extension of F.

Letr-Y(vi) be a degree one open formula over F of dimension > 1. Then

all maximal independent subsets of fin Fl.n have the same power.

P roof

If there are maximaf independent subsets ot 'cf in Fln of infin-

ite powen the resul t follows froln Theorem 4.12 of [13]. So assume that

all such subsets are finite' Then if Fl has a set of < Q generators

over F then it is clear frorl the proof of Theoren 2.15 that if il and

ii are sequences in F1 of the same type F of sAn(F) then there

is an automorphism þ of F1 over F such that !(x¡) = vi' Now if X

is an independent subset of { and Y is another such set of power < lX I

from the definition of independent subset there is a subset (xl),...,

(xr) of X such rhar Y = I tri¡,...,(y.)3 an¿ thÈ sequence

(xl)ñ,...,n(*") and (yl)n,...,^(rt) have the sane type over

F. Applying the automorphism 6 of F1 defi ned as above for these

sequences we obtain an extension Y1 of Y to an independent subset of

f of power I X I, In the case where F1 has >ü) generators over F þre ex-

tend the canonical map obtained from the above sequences to an embedding

of some finìte subfjeìcl of F1 which contains all the coordinates of the
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nts of X into F, This latter map has an inage in which y extends to a

of power equal to I X l. E

e ?.3

Leù F be an arbitrary field and x,y elements wtlích are at gebraicaì ly

ependent over F. lf¡g¡ ¡112 i s al so al gebraical ly independent of
y¿¡ 7 = yIlZ. Then x,z are al gebraical ìy independent over F.

tet F1 = F( z) , F2 = F( x) and Fg = F(y ,xL/?¡. Then F1 and

are free extensions of F but the pairs F3, F2 and Fl, F3 are

free over F. fi
e above example shows that the rel ation ,,F1 is not free over F2

atíve to F)" is not a transitive rel ation. This gives some insight

into the difficul ties involved in the question of obtaÍning a ful I ex_

theoren for independent sets. ln [13] Ì,/e prove a partial exchange

for these se ts.

cal I an extension F1 of a field F uniform for a degree one construc-

lbl e set if alì maximal independent subsets of rf in F1n have

he same ¡ro we r .

le 2.4. Let F be a field and con sider the variety V which is the

ntire affine pl ane over F (say with points frorn a universal ¿onaínSl,

çì

ng F) . Let x1 , .. .,X6 be aì gebraicaì ly independent points of
over F Let F1 = F(xl ,x2,x3) and F2 = F(x4,x5,x6)

I

a maximal free subset of generic points of V ín F1 has cardinal ity
and simil arly such a set has cardínal i ty I in F2" Furthermore



FZ ate linearly disjoint over F. But there is a. set of fr ee

Fints of V in F1F2 over F of carclinality 3. S

Requl ar Maps and Constructible Sets

section begins with a proof of Cheval ley's Theorsn. Usi ng the

fi el ds weímination of Quantifiers Theorsn for al gebraically cìosed

rst prove the resul t for projections and then reduce the general

len to this special case. Our next resul t shows precisely the

ationship between the varietal and set theonetic projection of a

ety,

To conpletely resolve the question of how close to a variety is the

age of a variety under a reguìar map one has to show that the image

ontains a nonernpty Zariski open subset of the closure of the image in

Zariski topoìogy. l,le give a new proof of this fact util izing a key

sntna: The closure of the image of an irreducible variety is irreduc-

ibte. As a corollary of our proof uie show that if 6 is a regular iso-

orphisn of a constructibìe set and a variety then t maps the Zariski

closure of the constructible set onto the variety.

l,le next deduce two properties of regu'l ar isomorphisrs of construc-

tible sets. The first resul t tells us an isomorphisrn of degree l sets

lnaps independent subsets to independent subsets. The second resul t says

that isornorphic minimal construct'ible sets have the saae spl itting exten-

sion. The final result of the section is a proposition concernlng the
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fibers of a regul ar map. It is given as an il lustration of the use of

conpactness'

A regutu" rup 6 on an affine Fn to a

:the conditíon that for any point (x) of Fn

..,,pm(x)> where pl,...,Pm are poìynominals

projection for exampl e is a regular nap.

space Fm is defined by

we have E(x) = <pl,(x),

over the fiel d F. A

Theorem 2.i6 (6 )

Suppose that R is an integral ddnain and r^iJ{viv¡) is an open

fonnula over R in n + rn varÍables. There is an open R-fomula rf f tv¡)

such that if F is any al gebraical ly closed extension of R then {1
defines the projection of rþ onto the last m variables in the space Fm.

Proof

Let F1 be the al gebraic closure of the quotient field of R. Say

= tt 2(c1 ,...,crv¡,v¡) r,,trere rT 2 is an open fonnula in the

I anguage of fiel ds and cl , .. .,cs ârê pararneters froln R, Now by

Tarski's Theorsn the theory of aìgebraical 1y closed fields admits elimin-

ation of quantifiers, so there is an open formula .t a srch that

Ft þ.f3(v¡,v¡)ì3vt.|,z(vr,v.¡ ,v¡) and so F1 þrt3(c1 ,...,csv¡)!l î.i*z
(cl ,...csîí,ij). Now rf1 = "f¡ (ct,...,csvj) is an open R-fonnula and

vle claim that Yi satisfies the conditions of our theorsn. For let F
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any al gebraical 1y cl osed extension of R. Then since Ff F1 we have

t Fh{3(i¡ì¡)!1 îi'fz (î¡ûiü¡) so since F > R we

atso that r þ 4 s(cr, ...' cs,i¡)3 1 il "|/z (cl ,".,
i¡) But the latter formula defines the proiection on the

ond factor or cl in Fm so that {1 a] so defines this projection

|,le note that another purely algebraìc proof, but one which is not so

ntary, can be obtained by a reduction to Theorffn 7.6 page 42 of

ZgJ, The following resul t is an immediate coroì lary.

t1 2.5 ( Cheval 1 ey)

Suppose that R is an integral donain and t ìs a rEul ar map defìned

R in the space Fn to Fm where F is an a1 gebraically closed

sion of R. Let f þe a constructible R-fonnula. Then the image of

.f under 6 is a constructible R-formul a.

roof

Suppose [ = (f1,...,f¡¡) for polynomials fi defined over R'

nlZ be the following fornrula: ^f (v¡)avp1 - f1 (iil
/l ,..., Àfm( üi ) = vn+m. By the previous theoren the proiection

of rlz on the second factor in F¡1 is definabìe by an open R-fonnul a

"Þr. But this projection is clearly the image of ^f under E ' H
'The reader is referred to [30] page 97 for a proof of the above result

over an al gebraicaì 1y c1 osed field. 0ther versions of the theoren appear

in 119I and [28],

eme

Le t



Note that Corol ì ary ?.5 inrpì ies that i f îro r and $ì
F-topoìogy then a regular mapT[,ù n ---r[ù, r is an

if 0 is an open set in $l n then 0 is the union

[q.3 4< )\ of construc tibl e sets and |,re have Tl (lrj) = UTI{U.

open

For

V over F

of

).
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ln have the

ope n rnap .

a famÍìy

Each of
the sets '[ (Ua) 1S a constructible set so that Ít is open in 6à m

Henceull(t!) is open in ù m.

Lemma 2.17

Suppose that F is a field and $ù u universal dqnain extending F.

Let v be an irreducibre variety defined over F in Si, n*$. If
(v¡) defines the projectÍon of V onto the second factor then the

varíety associated wi th the open formul a "1, in Q m i s the varietal
projection V1 of u tn $tn *.

P roof

Let .*11, . . . ,Xnl ,xL? r.. . rxm2) be a generic poínt of

xjz. For

^yì
1S

1xL2r...,X¡¡2)

over F.

dim î¡2 >

Then Vi i s the I ocus of ,^!?,. . . ,X¡¡2). Cl ear'ly,

i s a sol ution of and we must have dÍrnf = dím

if i¡ Ís any point in "f there is îi srch that 2i

in v so (x¡1,tj2)-->(zi,yj) is a specÌal ization

Hence (x¡2¡-->(v¡1¡ ïs a special ization over F so that

dím yi . 0n the other hand dírn V1 = dÍrn ijz a nd

i¡2 e V1$t. Hence dimd = dim VL= dinr V1. I,te al so know that * S V1

as is immediate frotn our above argument. It therefore suftices to show

that v1*{ has dírnansion < dirn v1. If not then there is a point ñ¡
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in this set with dim wj = dim V1. But V1 is irreducible so that

(xj2)-->(vrj ) is a generic special ization. But then (x¡2) and

(w¡) are conjugate points ot$ùouur^ F so that (w¡) is an element of

.t. This contradiction proves the lemma. H

In projective space the image of a variety under a regular map is a

variety. The Theorem of Cheva'lley partially answers the question in

affine space: How close to an irreducible variety is the image under a

regular map of an irreducible variety? The fol'lowing two results give a

compl ete resol uti on of thi s prob'l ern.

Theorem 2.17

Let V be a variety defined over the field F in the space er n

where S). t, u universal donain over F. lr 'I1:ßn --rfi * is a regu-

lar map and V is irreducible then Ï(V) contains a nonempty ZariskÍ open

subset of the closure V1 of Tt (V) in the Zariskí topology.

This is a classlcal theorem for which we obtain an e'lementary proof

via the following lemma.

Lemma 2.LB

Suppose that V is an irreducible variety over the field F Jç{,
where $'j. ls a universal domain extending F. LetJI be a regular map from

V into $r. Then the closure of the constructible set Tt (V) in the

Zariski topology is an irreducible variety.



(x) be a genenic Point of V

the locus of the Poìnt'1T(x)'
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l,le cl aim that everY Poi nt of (V )

For let (y) Ue a point of V and (z)

nt

Since (x) is a genenic point of V lve have a specialization

(y). Let lf = (f1,...,f¡)' Then the poínts f1(x)'...,

are elements of Ftll. consider the subring F[f1(x) " " '

The specialization Q induces . a homomorphism fp1:F[f1(x)'

x)l '-->

is a polynomial over F and q leaves F fixed' Thus l¡ induces a

i al i zati on (fl(x)1,..',f.(x)--->(f1(y),".'f.(y)) = (z)'

e (z) is in the locus of (f1(x), ...,f.(x))' Hence'lf(V) = X is

ined in the locus of (f1(x), ...,f¡(x)) and since the latter

is in X we have dimX = dim (F1(x),,.,,F.(x)) = dimVl where

is the ìocus of (f1(x), .'.,f¡ (x))' Hence V1 is the closure

. Since clearly V1 is iireducible this proves the lemma' S

suppose \ is a reguìar map defined over the field F and V is an

ble variety r^títh points in a universaì ¿omain Sù extending F

irnage 'i[(v) is a constructib]e set and by the above lemma the closure

(v) is irreducible. The theorem now follows from the following fact:

4 it a constructible subset of an irreducible variety V then

contains a nonernpty Zariski open subset of V if v is the closure of

in the Zariski topology' For t is the union of sets of the form V1

v2 fOr subvarieties v1 of v and one such set must have dimension

ual to djm V since the closure of is iust the al .qebraic set V' But V

s irreducible so any subvariety of the same dimension is equal to v.

us c? contains a set V - V2 and this is a Zariski open subset of V'
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To summarÍze our above discussion: If V Ís an irreducible variety

then the ímage of V under a regular map Ís a constructibje set X whose

closure V1 is irreducíble and X contains a nonempty Zariski open subset

of v1. Thus although the image of v is not in genera'l a variety, as in
the projective case, it is almost a variety in the above precise sense.

Corolìary 2.6

Suppose that F is a field andfit, a universaì domain extending F.

suppose f is a constructible set defined over F in $fn and g rÌ

Then ç maps the cl osure V1 of cf onto V.

Proof

Since V is irreducible it follows by lemma 2.LB that the closure

V1 of { in the Zariski topoìogy is irreducibìe, for A -1 is a

reguìar map and tP-1tV) =î'f . Then ffit) is an irreducible vari-
ety again by lemma 2.L8. Now V1 = + so that dimVl = dim.! an¿ so a

generic point (x) of v1 is in {. Now it was shown in the proof of
I emma 2.L8 that qît I t, the I ocus of the poi nt (x) . But (x) C ,Y so

I (x)Ev. Hence v 3 9î1¡. As t S vr we have q({) 
= Q(v1)

so vS Q(v1). From these inclusions we conclude that v =g(v1). H
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Ès,,of continuitY in the

..constructi bl e sets?

SupPose F

"f t and

regul ar

{ t(Ftn)
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are regular maps characterized by the proper-

Stone topoìogy and mapping constructible sets

and

rvi th

formul as over F.

of F if there

6,"Y2 (Frm)

coordinates in

is a fielo and {f and of2 are open

rV Z are isomorphic in an extension F1

maps Q: "Vr(r1n¡---t -l Z(Ftm)

which are inverse on Points

xi= r
tr

ttg

to

Let

have

fieìd and Jt and dZ are constructible sets

is an extension of F and Q:+t --->t Z

and cf z in Ft then Q maps points (x) of

to points of dimensíon r in ^l'Z(f1m¡ -

universal domain extending F then dÍrn{1 =

the fieìd F(x1,...,Xn) has transcendence

(^i) = (ylr...r,vffi). Then since e is a

F(yl, . . .,vm) : F(x1,.. .,Vn) . APPìYing the

that F(x1,..., xn) 1 F(yl,...,the i nv erse tve see



li. Hence the

'
dÍm xi = dlm Yi

field F(yl,...,ym)

=r. H

has transcendence
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degree n and

1 and {2 are constructible sets

extension F1 or F. Say {l and

oim.! z. If I , "TL ---> nf z

independent subsets of Y f to

Say dim nf 1 =

- X1 has

some poirrt i ¿v is

the . extension of F

point in Y1 and say

F1. Then q and

rY Z in F1 over

dimension < r over

i s an i somorphi sm

the property that

r over F(X). But thÍs

Îf¡eorern 
2 '18

tt Suppose that F i s a fi el d and '{

$rine¿ and isomorPh'ic over F in an

|].]1. , have degree 1 and dim+ 1 =

iþ ou. isomorPhÍsm then q carries

i!:.':tn¿ependent subsets of "t z.

.P rqof

: Let X be an i ndependent subset of {t( Ftn)

r. Now if Y = $(X) is not independent over F then

,dependent on Y1 = ] lfiï- Let F2 = F(Yl) be

:by all elements of F1 which are coordinates of a

Qt:{ z ---> 4r is the inverse of q in

q 1 stíl1 defi ne an Í sornorphÍ sm of "I f and

F2. Hence by the previous lemma $ t(V-¡ ) has

F2. say Qr(i¡) = Î. Note that since A
with inverse q I the set Q t(Vtl

F(X1) = F?. Hence xi has dimensÍon

contradicts the independence of X over F.

Theorem 2.19

H

Suppose that F is a field and -ft and tfZ are isornorphic
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F-minima]sets.Thenthespl.ittingextensìonFlofYtisthe
splitting extensíon of{ ?'

P roof

Say that ô| f spl its into components 01V" " 'Vgr over the

splittingextensionFlof4t.ByCheval'ley.sTheoremtheimageof
each set gi (with points in a universal domain extending Fr) is an

open F-formul a 'is . The restriction of our i sornorphi srn to the set 0i

and.[iisclearlyanÍsomorphísm.Bylemmaz.tgthesets9iand

l\i have the same dimension. Since the isomorphism is 1-1 and onto

the isonrorphism is 1-1 and onto rf Z lve must have that rf Z3l\ iV'

...vJ[., and each pair of sets "ifi' "lf i are disioint if i t i'

Hence ¿ogt2 a r. But if F1 is not the splitting extension of ^y 2

then some set'[i spìits over a proper extensíon FZ of Ft' But the

same argument as above can be applied to -jf i and so gi rvould

split over F2. contradiction. Hence each '[i has degree I' and so

F1 is the splÍtting extension of ^V 2' E

The following result illustrat,es how definability and compactness

ment can be utilizecl to prove purely geometrical theorems'

P roposi ti on 2 .1

Suppose that F is a fieìd and R rt a universal

argu-

Let-[ be a reguìar map of the constructible set

dornai n extendÍ ng F .

f 1 onto the con-



structible set t Z. If for all nccù there is

n then there is (y)

(x)

on

on {Z such

'Y 2 such

6B

thatJl

that

Let 0¡ be the fo'lìowins formulurS ì i(x)[.P rtìl¡-fTGl
(íi )4{ Z(Vt )l (written wi th the obvious abbreviatÍons) . There is

a quantifier free formulu Ei such that Q,þ 0Ëti. l,te claim

that the sequence of formulas I gdi <$ has the finite intersection

property. For note that ôi f 0 and ti*r g ài by our

-1(x) has power Z
'll-1tvl is infinite.

P roof

assumptions and the definition of D i. Hence n I
Thus by the compactness of the open topology on fù * the

nonedrpty intersection so say (y) is in this intersection.

nitionofDithisirnp.liesthat.I[-1(y)haspoþ/er>
cÐ . Hence TT -1(v) is infinite' H

i<n lo'
sequence has

Agaín by defi-

for all i <

4. Correspondences Defined by Constructible Sets

-l'-

4.0

The section begins with the definition of a finite correspondence

between constructÍble sets. This concept is shown to be an extension of

the classical notion of (n,m) - correspondence. Three pnoperties of

finite correspondences are derived in this section. First it is shov¡n

that if all points of maxìmal dimension in the domaÍn set have disioint

images in the range set then the correspondence is one-many expect on a
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constructible subset of the domain set of dirnension less than that of tire

domai n. l,Je prove next that f i ni te correspondences def i ne an equi val ence

relatíon on the constructÍble sets. Finally we prove that a complete

finite correspondence preserves the cardinality of maximal independent

subsets '

In classical algebraic and anaìytic Aeoinetry the theory of corres-

pondences extends the theory of reguìar and projective mappings. Funda-

mental correspondence theorems in analytic projective geometry can be

found in [41]. For classical results in algebraic comespondence theory

the reader can consul t l4?1. Al gebraic geometry extends the correspon-

dence theory of a single equation to the consideration of arbitrary vari-

eties. This is suggestÍve of the following general definition.

Definition 2.9

:11:
,...t:.

lrl:l
,i:...ì:
::i:

ì:i

iììi
:ìlì

::.::',¡

:rìi

Suppose R is an integral domain an¿Sùis a universal domain exten-

ding R. A correspondence TI of "V1 and "P ZIt¡ (R) with points

inÇlis a constructible set'tf defined over R such that irQ,þ(x,y) then

(x) is in -|)t an¿ (y) is in 4 Z.

Note

tibl e

42.
poi nts

Later we will defìne the product

sets. Then a correspondence Ís

As with mappings we will also

restricted to an extension R1 or R

{ t 
^ "t Z of two construc-

a constructÍble subset f 1 x

consider correspondences rvith

in the universal domainR.

The folìowing example ansb/ers a question of R. Venkataraman.
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Exampl e 2.5

Let A be an al gebraica'lly closed f ield. Consider the polynorniaì ¡a?

- y?. The equation aZ - yZ = Q defines a finite proper correspon-

dence between ¡1 and ¡1. Each xÊ nl has an image under this cor-

respondence namely the set {x, - *1. Since the correspondence is one -

many it is not equivalent to any polynomial map' E

A correspondence! with finite nonernpty image and preimage we call a

finitejolresp_o-ndence. Thus the conrespondence given in the above exam-

ple is a finite correspondence. The notion of finite correspondence Ís

equivalent to the classical concept of an (n,m)-correspondence (in the

case where'ii is an algebraic set). See [42] for an exposition of some

of the main results of the classical theory. To prove that the two

definitions are equiva'lent note that we can apply the argument used in

the proof of the PropositÍon first on one.facton and then on the other

factor. The correspondence described in Examp'le 5 is a ?-? correspon-

dence. This correspondence has another property we calì disiointness.

Namely if (x) and (y) are free sequences (so in this special case x and y

are free variables) then the image or preirnage sets are dÍsioint. The

foìlowing lemma implies as an immediate corollary that finite correspon-

dences are disjoint.

Lemma 2.20

Suppose that R is an integra] domain and Çù t, u universal domain

vrhich extends R. Let { f and nf Z be constructible sets defined
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over R and

4z- Ir

suppose Tï

î1 and

1S

zi

L1

a finite R-correspondence between

are points in t f such that

i s al gebraic over R[x1, ...,X¡J,

^P f and

T (ii$/, *l

the formul a Tt (ii 1 i¡ ) Â :r| (Vi Zvj ) . Si nce

ï(îi,B*hIÍ(7i,R*) I Ø there is yj (in{2) such thatR f 1i(Ïi,Î¡)

nÍ(7iSùtl f ø then

P roof

Co nsi der

nT[ (ãi ,Yi ) . Let g(í1 lii e¡ defi ne the proj ection of the

above formul a on the coordinates îi1 and î¡2. Then 0 (ï1

í2) must be al gebraic. for î[(i1 i¡ ) has a fi nite sol ution set,

íncluding Í¡ and each sol ution 2j has a finite preÍmage in "P f.

Thus by defi ni tion 0(Ïi Vi 2) i s tlre un ion of al I the preirnages of

so'lutions of 1¡(ii Vjll and so must be finite by our above rsnark;

Now in [13] we shcw that íf 71 is a solution of an algebraic fonnula it

is in fact a'lgebraic Ín the field theoretic sense. This proves the

ìenma. fl

Theorem 2.20

Suppose that R i s an íntegral dor¡ain andJl'is a finite correspondence

of the constructible R-sets "Ì 1 and 'l Z. If all pÍnts Îtl

I i.LI of maximal dimension in ry1 have di si oínt images under the

correspondence ìT thenlf is one-¡nany except on a constructible subset of

cÞ t of dirnension < di*tl.

P roof

Suppose that Ï¡ i s a pint of "þ f of maxitnal dimension. If
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yi í s a poi nt of { 1 such that for some ii we have 'i[ (fi ã )

and 1t tvi îil then the above ì einma impl i es that íi

over R[yi,...,Yn]. Hence the transcendence degree

Jnl over R i s ì dim ii = dim'Yl' Si nce li t tli

that dim yi = dim sY 1' But then by assumption the

and ii. are dÍsioint. Contradiction unless ti = Îi "

i s al gebraic

of R[yl,. .. ,

thi s impl ies
€

images of xi

Thus 'lf is
Let X be the set of

on-many. Consider the

on .P r appear i n a sol uti on ii n Zit

in X. Hence if we let O(vi ) be an

projection of (") on the coordinate vi

X. Hence X is constructible. Now bY

of di¡nension = Oimr|l is in X hence

one-rnany on points of 'lt of maximal dimension'

al I points of .[ r( SL nl on which'i[ is not

f ol I owi ng foi"mul a:

(*) ï(?ii¡)nTI(íilq) ^ 
(vr I vll v""'v vn I vnl)'

Clearly points xi and zi

!¡ i ff both Îi and 7¡ are

open formul a whÍch defi nes the

then g 
^tf 

defi nes the set

our above remarks no Poi nt

g 

^ 
.l 1 is of dimension < dirn cf 1. ts

Suppose R is an integra'l

R. Then constructible sets

correspond if there exists a

def i ned over R. l'le wri te

lemma shows that the relation

domain and is a universal domain extending

.Y 1 and.Y Z defined over R are said to

finite correspondence between them which is

in that case t =R 
rY2. The following

p is an equìvalence relation'
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Lemma 2.21

Suppose

constructÍ bl e

that R is an integra'l domain and

R-sets. Then t fE n ^Ì e and

'Pr,{ z, Y ¡ are

ïz 
= R Ys 'im-

p'l i es that { fFg ^Y g.

Proof

Let J[ t(îi ,i¡ ) be a fi nÍte correspondence between ^P t and

r-fZ and let '[2(v¡,vs) be a finite correspondence between I Z

and ry 3. Consider the formula: (*) = 1Í 1(üiü¡ ) 

^ 
Êle(üj,

ür). Let î1 be a point of {f. Then ii has a finite nonempty

solution set Y in te under lTf and 7îZ maps Y to a fÍnite non-

e:npty set Y1 Ín ^f 3. Hence Tt't(Ìif¡)a,Tte(?¡,Vs) has a

finite nonempty soìution set. Let 0(vi,v5) define the projection

of the formula (*) on the coordinates Vi and îs. Then our above

rernarks show that 0( vi vs ) has a fi ni te nonempty image set i n

dt/ ¡ for each point of {t. A similar argument can be applied to

preimages of points on {¡ and so 0(vi,v5) defines a finite cor-

respondence of {1 ano d3. This proves the lemma. H

It is easy to see now that 3¡ is an equivalence relation for the

formulu Tt(vi )/t { f(ü¡+¡ )Àv1=vn+1, 
^ 

..., Âv¡=v¡+¡¡ defines the identity

cornespondence of -f1 with Ítself. l,le note that this equÍvalence rela-

tion is considerably weaker than Ísomorphism of constructible sets. But

it is not clear how the three equivalence relatÍons defined on variet,ies

or constructÍble sets by isomorphism, bi-rational isomorphÍsm and finÍte
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correspondence are

it is uorthwhile to

Problem 3

What geometric

the rel ation ã nZ

fields are invariant

related h'ith regard to geometrÍc properties.

state the fol 'l 
owi ng probì enr.

And so

propertÍes of constructible sets are invariant under

in particul ar rat¡at propertí es of 'varÍeti es over

under thi s rel ation?

DefÍnition 2.10

Let R be an integra'l donain and R1 a dcmain extending R in the

universal asnainfr. Suppose that 'T[ í s a finite correspondence of con-

structible R-sets ^fr and .l z. Then is complete over Rl if for
each Ï'i in cl t(Rtn) !,re have TT {x1ff) Ç nf 2(R1m) and

símil arly for preirnages of pcints in "f Z(Rtm) .

DefinÍtion 2.11

Suppose that R

R. Let .t be a

À t.T,nrl is rhe

independent subsets

i s an integra'l dqnaín and R1 i s a dcmain extending

degree 1 constructible set defined over R. Then

least upper bound of the cardinalities of maximaì

of .P {n1t¡.

Theorem 2.21

Suppose R is an integral

a universal dqnair çL. Ler'iI

dqnain and R1 i s a dornain extending R in

be a finite disjoint correspondence of the
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and "P z such that Tf is defined over R

If both I 1 and Ìz have degree 1 thenand comPl ete over R1.

¡(f1,R1) =ì(ry2,R1).

proof. First note that lemma 2.20 implies that "P f and t}Z have

the same dimension. Let X be an independent subset of f f(Rtn).

For each îl{ tin some well ordering of X) choose a point V¡n in the

ímage set Ìf (ÎTüj ) in .Ù Z(Rtm). Such a poínt exists since

Tis finite and complete over R1. Note that disiointness implies our

correspondence Ïi ---tii i. one-one. Suppose that the set Y of at I

such elements i¡O ts dependent. Then there are eìements y:t,"',

dependent on this latter set.

yi, such that i3t, . . . ,yít-t ',, i ndependent but ft i s

Say {t = <Yl,...,Js,Ys+J.,

..., Ys+k,...,Ym> where Yl,"',Ys are aìgebraic over ilt'
the coordi nates Js+l, . . . ,ys+k are al gebrai -

ca1'ly índependent over thÍs set and the final coordinates are a'lgebraic

over the f irst s+k coordi nate. Now we simi'lar'ly write iTt = (X1,

...,x¡rX¡*L,...,Xttpr...,Xn) where p = dim "tf = dimtz

and the el ements x¡+l r . . . ,Xt+p are al gebrai ca'l ly i ndependent

over y:1,...,T"-1 . There clearly must be p such coordinates

of fir f ree over yTl, . . . ,4 t't si nce the I atter set Í s

a'l gebraÍ c over fit,...,fir-1 and
et. Ot

Xirr...rXif 1S

independent (noting that algebraíc relations are t'ransitive so that if

there were fewer than p such coordinates lve would have a contradiction of

independence). Now note that kcp. This is because dim *P Z =

dim.Tl so (:p in any case and if k = p then VI. would not be
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dePendent on Yir,' .',Y¡r-l The sequence

àent over the latter set but algebraic over flt so

76

dxir is indepen-

we can obtai n an

immediate contradiction by considering the extension of quotient field of

n oy tne YJi. H
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5. The Product and SPlitting P erties of Constructibìe Sets

5.0

This sectÍon begins rvith the definition of the product of two con-

structible sets and the proof of two basic and related properties of the

product.I^leshowfirstthatif,Ylhasdegreelandr|2isminimal
then the product is minimal. This generalizes the corresponding product

theorem for varÍeites. The proof makes use of the amalgamation property.

The second product theorem tells us that the variety associated with the

product of two constructÍble sets is the product variety' This allows us

to deduce the first product theorem from the theorem for varieties'

Finally we give a new and very simpìe pr"oof using techniques of logic

that an irreducible variety over an aìgebraical'ly closed field is

absol utelY irreducible.

5.1 l,le begin this section

product of constructible

over an Íntegral domain

n rf2{i¡ ) where the free

conjunction form di sjoint

of the chapter lvith some basic results on the

sets. lf df and "V Z are open R-formul as

R defjne d r * nf ? to be the set'lt(ii)

vari abl es i n the two formul as i n the I at'ter

sets.

Lemma ?.2L. SuPPose

4 z(í¡) are open

= dim aPt * dimcf 2.

an i ntegraì

over R.

domain and "|jf(üi I

Then dim .y f *

R is

forrnul as

and

.Ve
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P roof. Let (x) and (y) be free points of maxirnal dimension of.Yf and

Then dirn(x) 
t,r,

dim t Z. As it
= dÍm(x) + dÍm(y) and so dim rl1

cannot be greater the lemma is

.lZ respectively.

x 4z
p roved.

dim{1 +

H

Theorem 2.22. Suppose that R Ís

4 Z(vj) are open formulas over R

.l f is R-minimal . Then .l'i * fl Z

Proof. Suppose that xi and ii are sol utions of 4tx { 2 havi ng

dimension equal to dimfl ^.tZ in a universal domainSl extending F.

Say i.¡ - <x11, .. . ,Xr1, xIZ,.. . ,xm?) and ii = <y11,. . .,Jrl , yLz, .. .,ym2)

where {1 has r variables and {2 has m variables, He must have dim

.*11,...,rr1, = dim {1 for dim 1x11, x32) = dim P1 x42 = dim"Pl + dim+Z

bytheabove]emma.HenceifdímÎl1<dim{tthendimÌ¡2>
dÍm 'f2 by the above lemma. Hence if dim Íil < dÍm .f1 then dim

xj? > Oim{2. Contradiction. Similarly b,e have dim ii1 =

dim { I so it follows that i'il and iil are both independent

points of tf. Next note that i¡2 and iil are free over R, for

i f not then î¡2 has transcendence degree greater over R than over

R[x11, . . . ,xrl] = RL and so we have dimgl Ij2 . dím rf 2.

But then dÍm{t x}PZ =dirndt*dim{2=dim Îtl *dimf? >

Oim(Ïi1, Ìj2l . Contradiction. Simiì ar'ly yi1 and ]jZ are

free over R. Now consider the following diagram:

an i ntegraì domai n and dt ( ui ) and

such that 4/ 2 has degree I and

i s R-minimal .
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ntxf, ilt

\n,"|r /

nrv|, llr

where Í Ís the identity map and f is an embedding mapping R onto R iden-

tically and f(xi1) = yil for each i < r. Such a map exists by

our remarks (noting that independent points of an R-minimal set have the

same open type over n). Let d with maps g2:R[Ìi1, tzl --t J
(with gz equal and identity) and 91:R[!i1, 9¡2]

gamate thÍ s dÍ agrarn over RtÍi 11' Then (gt(yi1), gr(ijz) )

is a solution of Y 1 x .1l 2 with gf(i¡z) an independent point of

ùZ over Rtgt(!tlll = R[ii1]. This follows from the com-

mutativÍty of the diagram and the fact that hPZ has degree I' hence

does not spl i t over ntli 11, for as noted above Îi2 i s free over

R1 and dim ijz = Oim .l 2. Si nce *jZ i s an Índependent poi nt

of fZ over R1 there is an isomorphism g over R1 with g(x¡2) =

gl(yj) for i j m. Then we obtain the following sequence of maps:

Rtï.i1,î¡21-9-rRtii 1, gr (ij2¡ fi1--rnfÍr 1,i¡21



so that 9t-1g i s

Rtíi1, îjzl mappìns

yjz for i < m. Hence

so d t x eP2 does not

an R-i somorphi sm

xi1 to yi1 for

(x) and (y) have the

sp'lit over R. S

BO

of . R[ït t, '^jrJ onto

Í<randxj?to
sarne open type over R and

Theorem 2.23. Suppose that F i s a fi el d and {1( vi ¡ and cf z(v¡ )

are open F-minimal formulas. Let v1 and Y2 be the associated vari-

eties. Then V1 x V2 is the varÍety associated with -T I x + Z.

Proof. Let W1,...,Wn be the components of V1 x yZ over F. Then

each l,Ji has dirnensi on r+s where ¿im {f = r and dimrf2 = s. Let S.¡

- Lli ff 4 f x ff Z. We cl aim that S¡ has dimension equal to r+s.

For let xi - <xi1,...,xml, x!2r...,Sx2>, where lr has

m variables and 4 Z had k variab'les, be a generic point of a given

component l,lp. Then we can argue as in the proof of the previous

theorem to show that dim .^11, . . . ,xml) = r and dim (x12, ...,
xkz> = s so that Til is a generic point of V1 and îi2 is a

generic point of Y2. Hence Îi1 is a solution of.lf and ij2
is a sol ution of dZ (by definition: see t4l) so that (*i1, 

^j?l
" is a solution of 4 f * 4 e. This proves our claim. Now let 0¡

be an open for¡nul a which defi nes S¡ and I et rf - 01 V, . . ., VOn.

Then r? is an open formul a over F with +gfi * f Z. He claim that

rl t xrp 2af{ has dirnension < dim f1 x {2. For if not then some

poî nt Ìi of thi s set has dimensi on equal r+s. Say Îi - <x11, . . . ,

xml, x12, - . . , xkz>. Then (as i n the proof of the previous

theorem) we can show that dim il 1 = r and dim î¡2 = s so i¡ I

i s a generic poi nt of V1 and î¡2 i s a generic point of Y2 and
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Í1 is a point of V1 x YZ of dimension r + s. Hence i1 is a gene-

ric point of a component of V1 x U?. Contradiction. Arguing in the

other directíon we can show that the open formula whÍch defines hli

S.¡ has dimension < r+s so that Vi x UZ differs from be a set of

smaller dimension than. r+s. Also { I Vf x UZ so V1 x U?. is the

variety associated with 4. As we showed above that .Y differs from

rT f *{Z by a set of smaller dimension and f $fi xtZ it fol-

lows that V1 x V2 is the variety associated with'V 1 *fZ. E

?.7. Suppose F is a fietd and np 1tvi1) and 'P Z(vj1)Corol I ary

are open

degree .Ï
F-minimal formulas. Then degree tY f xdZ = degree ^P f

2.

proof. This follows from the above theorem and the corresponding fact

for varietìes. $

Theorem 2.24. (9) Suppose that V is an irreducible variety over an alge-

braically closed field F. Then V is absoìutely irreducible.

Proof. Let ft(xi,v0),...,fr(xi,vj) be a defining set of

polynornials for the variety V where Îi is the sequence of all para-

meters from F which appear in any of the poìynomials. If V is not abso-

lutely irreducible then there is sorne algebraÍcally cìosed extension F1

of F such that V sp'l i ts over Fi i nto vari eties V1 and Y2. Say

p1( z,v¡ ),...,P¡(z,v¡ ) is

F1( z,v¡ ) ,. . .,F¡( z,v¡ ) i s

def i nÍ ng set polynorni al s for V1 and

def i ni ng set of polynomi a'l s for Y2.

a

a
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Then the fol'lowi ng sentence i s true i n F1:

(*):l z(Vvj (p (2,ü¡) = 0 Â,...,^P6(?ü¡) = 0 v

F1(7,ü¡) = 0 I\¡..., ôFk(7,ü¡) = 0<åft(ii,ü¡) = 0^,"',f¡(í' ,ü¡) = 0)

t\ :l uj(p1(ã,û¡) = 0^,-..,ÂPm(7,ü3) = 0 Â -?(F1(2,ü5) = 0À,"',À

F¡(i,i5) = 0)) 
^ 3 v¡(F1(z-,ù¡) = 0Â,...,4 F¡(2ü¡) = 0Àì(p1(2,f3) =

,...'ÂPm(Z,i¡) = 0))).

Now F1 > F so F1 > F as F1 and F are algebraically closed' Thus

(*l holds in F. This tells us that there are varieties if and i2

bothnonemptysuchthatilviz=!inthespaceFn.ButasFis
a'l gebrai cal'ly cl osed the Nul I stel I ensatz tel I s us that therefore thi s

relation holds in the affine space f,l n over F for the universal

domain $t ¿ F. But then V splits over F' Contradiction' H

6. Some DefiqabiliW PropertÍ.e

6.0

In thi s

stone space.

type over a

appl i cati on

section we prove two definabi'lity results concerning the

The first gives a topo'logical and dimension criteria for a

field to be defined over a subfÍeld. The proof Ís an

of the trace property (Theorem 2.21. The second and final
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result of the section tells us that the homogeneous types in the stone

space over a fi el d consti tute a cl osed subspace. The proof i s an

application of the compactness of the Stone topology.

The results of this section and the next continue the study of the

spectral space with the Stone topology that was begun in the first sec-

tion of this chapter. The results of this section cast some lÍght on the

question of the linkage of the stone topology to the geometry of the

spectral space of a field.

6.1 The ZarÍski topoìogy Ís defined in terms of polynomia]s and so is
lÍnked to ideal theoretic properties of the space. In contrast the Stone

topo'logy is defined through formulas and can thus be expected to be more

closely related to fîeìd theoretic definability properties of the under-

ìying space. The following theorems provide some evidence in this direc-
tion.

If F1 is a fietd a point ÏtIsantrt is said to be

Fj Ft if the variety of It has F as a field of defÍnÍtion.

Theorem 2.25

Suppose

extension of

suppose that

dimension m

over F1 and

F.

that F i s an al gebraÍca1 ly cl osed

F. Let I¡ be a point of dÍmension

tl is an accumulation point of a

in S¡n(f) defÍned over F. If V is
i f V n Fn has dimensÍon rn-l then

defined over

field and F1 is an

m-Fl in s4n(F1) and

set S of points of

the varÍety of f1

F is defi ned over
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Proof

He can assume that each point of S is contained in V. If r^V =

V n Fn then t^1, is definable by an open F-formula as follows by

Theorem 2.2. Fon each point ft I in S the variety V1 of f? 1 is

defined over F and so the restriction Ff of tl1 to F has dÍmension

m. Let 51 be the set of all restrictions of points of S to F' Then

the set 51 n ry is infinÍte so it has an accumulation point f o in

S¡n(F). Since "t' is closed it follows that F o Ê tl and since

dim rJ = nÉ1 the type Il o must also have dÍmension lnrl. The field F

i s al gebraical ly cl osed and so the I ocus Vo of tt s ovêF F i s

absolutely irreducible. It folìows that F o has a unique extension

F o of dimension nÈ1 Ín SAn(Fl). The variety V is closed and

clearly the point I o i, un accumulatÍon point of S. For the field F

is algebraicaìly closed and thus it follows by the Nullstellensatz that

the varieties of an infinite subset of s1 are subvarieties of vo-

Therefore vo contains an infinite subset of s and as each point of s is

of dirnension m and Vo is irreducible the points of S must have It o

as a limit point in Vo. It follows that î o is a point of V and

since V is irreducible we must have F o = P. H

If F is a field then P € S¡ntn) is a ¡omogeneous type if a solu-

tion (x) of Tf in a universal donain extending F is a homogeneous point.

Theorem 2.26

Suppose that F is a fieìd.

Snn(F) is a closed subsPace.

Then the set of al I homogeneous types in
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Proof

Suppose that P

geneous types. Let

is a

Sbe

point in the closure of the set of all homo-

the set of al I fi nÍ te subsets of i rreduci I¡l e

polynomiaì s in F[xg,...,xn]. If d€P tf,.n given s ç S we define $ ,
= .P (vgv1,...,vgvn) 4 4 tVf ,...,V¡l nAltlfst (v¡vg) = 0 where si varies

over all the elements of S. Define P.yto be the set of all formulas

d, for s E S. Let X = UPe. Then X has the finite intersection pro-

perty in the space g n+l defined by a universal domain Ê ouu, F.

For let Y g x be a finite subset. There is then a set t +t,...,
.l *]!lT tu.f, that al l formul as whÍch occur in Y are in tor. fry¡ .

Let.P =Â"Yi; then"f$p. Let s be the uhion of all the finite subsets

s' of S such that fis,EY for some 1 < Í < m. Now as P ir the

timit of homogeneous points there is P1¡^p wÍth F1 homogeneous. Say

(x) is a solution of )Tf in Stn. Let t be algebraically independent

of (x) over F ln fi-ù. Then by homogeneity the point (tx) is in the vari-

ety V of (x) over F. Hence (tx) is a generic poÍnt of V so has the same

type Pf over F as the point (x). So (tx) is a solution of Y. .Thus

(t,x) will be a solution of ^f r. So then (t,x) satisfies all the

formulas in Y. This proves that X has the finite intersection property.

By compactness it follows that X has a solution (t1,2) in ß Then

by definitiön of X we have (t1z) a solution of P. Also t1 is aìge-

braically independent of (z) over F. This implies that the ideal I of

(z) overF is homogeneous. For let ftI. Then f(zl = Qso f= 0

since by construction (zl is a solutÍon of f7 and fris rnaximal. As f =

0[pwe have f(t1z) = 0. Writing

f(t1z) = f,t1igi(z) = Q
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deduce gi (z) = 0 for each i. But the 9i are the homogeneous terms

f and gi(z) = 0 imp'lies that gi E l. Hence I is homogeneous. So

is a homogeneous point of S¡n(F). H

Theorems 2.25 and 2.26 of thÍs subsection were inspired by a geome-

trÍcal problem which vre call the stability problern for aìgebraic mani-

folds. In complex projective space the stability question first arose as

an intuitive prÍnciple known as the Poncelet continuity princÍple. It

would appear from examples of physical phenotnenon and from analogous work

in differential equations that this principle is certainly false. A more

conservative local versÍon was utilized by the Italian school. See for

example the proof of Bertini's Theorem in [36]. }^le can formulate the

fol I owi ng two speci f i c prob'lems.

Problem 4

For what properties P of a proiective

there is a neighborhood of the parameters of

compìex parameter space such that P Ís valid

points of the neighborhood?

Probìem 5

variety V is it true that

V in a suitable proiective

for all varietÍes defined bY

net of points in

the corresponding

Given a complex Proiective

thaE space converging to a Point

varieties are stable at P?

parameter space and a

P what properties of

l,le take the

geometry rel ated

_Stone topol ogy on

opportunity now to mention another

to the Stone space. If R is a

Spec(R) is the toPologY generated

prob'l em i n aì geb rai c

commutative ring the

by the least Boolean
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al gebra contai ni ng al ì the Zariski open sets.

Probl em 6

Suppose that R is a commutative ring and Spec(R) is endowed with the

Stone topology. Is Spec(R) compact if R is Noetherian?

7. The Linear Topological Structure of the Stor¡e$ggq

7.0

The section begins rvith the definition of the monoid operation on

the Stone space of an a'lgebraically closed field. Two proofs are given

that this operation ís well defined and abelian and that it is an

extension of the additive group structure of the n-dimensional vector

space over the groundfield. The first proof uses properties of the

tensor product while the second is direct and uses types and 1ogic.

He next give proofs of two fundamental properties of the monoid

operation. The first tells us that the dimension of the sum of two tvpes

of the sajne dimension is greater than or equal this dirnension. The

second tells us that relative to the topology induced on Sn(F) x

Sn(F) by an embedding into S¡2n1t, the monoid operation is

continuous.

After introducing the monoid operatíon and describing its basic

properties we show that scal ar mul ti p1 ication al so extends frorn the

vector space over the groundfield to the stone space over that fieìd.

Thus the linear structure of the vector space lifts to the Stone space'

He prove the basic algebraic properties of scalar multipìication in a
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lemma and then prove the dimensÍon and continuity theorems in the follow-

i ng two resul ts.

The third subsection is devoted to the presentation of two results

concerning maps between Stone spaces over fields. The first says that

regular maps between affine spaces lift to unique open and continuous

maps of the respective Stone spaces. In particular projections lÍft to

contÍnuous linear monoid homomorphísms. The second theorem shows that

the map induced by a field extensîon is a continuous linear monoid

homorphism of the stone space of the extension onto the stone space of

the groundfiel d.

Having shov¡n that regular maps in generaì ìift to the Stone space it
is natural to study the particular case of linear maps. But first we

give two results concerning linear subspaces. The first shows that

linear polynolnials define linear subspaces. The second result is a

partial converse of this linear subspace theorem.

l.le prove next that ìinear maps on affine spaces lift to ìinear maps

on the Stone spaces. To obtain the converse we must add the conditions

that the map be open and continuous. As a coro'lìary to this linear map

theoretn t,e prove that the image of a linear variety under an open contin-

uous linear map of the Stone space Ís a linear variety.

The final results of the section are concerned with some detailed

properties of the monoid operation. l,le prove first that the sum of a

type with the type of the generic point of affine space is the type of

the generic point. After givìng two examples we show that there are sub-

gr0ups of the Stone space not contained in the affine space. l,le next

define the annihilator of a point of the Stone space and prove that the
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annihÍlator is a'lways a closed submonoid. The proof uses continuity of

the monoid operation. The final result of the sectíon shows if X is a

set of types defined over an aìgebraicalìy closed subfield then the

monoid generated by X is defined over the subfield.

7.L In this subsection t,re begin to apply the language and methods

developed in previous sections to the study of the intrinsic geometry of

the Stone space. The Stone space has a natural linear structure exten-

ding the vector space over an algebraica'l'ly cìosed ground field and this

structure is linked to the Stone topology. For other examples in geome-

try of algebras growing out of geometrical structures the reader can

consult [32] and [19].

Definition 12

Let F be an algebraically closed field. Suppose Fl anO lZ are

open n-types over F. He define P 1 + F Z as follows: Let (x) and

(V) be a'l gebraical ly free sequences of type P f and P Z respective-
'ly in the universal domain S{, extending F. Then p 1 + P Z is de-

fined to be the type P3 of the sequence (x) + (y) in the ,pu.u Sù n.

Theorem 2.27,:ì::-ilì1i3:.:l

:
ii

j::.jì

i
ta

Suppose that F

+ is well defined

extending the group

is an algebraicaìly c'losed fieìd. Then the operation

on SRn(f) and the latter is an abelian monoid

Fn.
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Proof.If(x)and(y)arefreeoverFthen(¡)and(Y)arelinearlydis-
joint sequences (that is Fx and Fy are linearly disioint over F) since

both (x) and (y) are regular points (since F is algebraicalìy cìosed)'

Thus the compositum F(x)F(y) inS. contains the tensor product F(x) ß

F(y) (or an isonrorphic coPy of it under the canonÍcal einbeddÍng which

maps (x) to (x) and (y) to (y)). Novr the 'latter depends only on the type

of(x)and(y)andthusthetypeofthecoordinatessumof(x)and(y)is

invariant of our choice of free realizations of the types f1 anOF2

of (x) and (y). Hence ltf *fZ is well defined. This operation

clearly coincides rvith the group operation of Fn' Furthermore if P is

the type of the origin then by definition if |tl SRn(F) we have

1*ll =lf. From the associative law of tetrsor products (as proved for

exampl. ¡¡ [47J) our operation is associative and it is commutative fron

both the definition and the corresponding property of the tensor product'

Hencewiththisoperat.ionSRn(r)isanabelÍanmonoidextendingthe

group Fn. ts
Hegiveasecondproofwhichavoidstheuseoftensorproducts.

Since F is a'lgebraicalìy closed a sequence (x) in Sln is reguìar over

F. Let (x) and (y) be free realizations of the types Ft anOfl 2 Ye-

spectively. Then (x) and (y) are ìinearìy disioint over F' Hence (x'y)

is a generic point of the product variety v1 x v2 where v1 is the

ìocus of (x) over F and (V) is a generic point of Y2' This product is

irreducible over F and so the type Í of (x,y) is independent of the

choice of free realìzat'ions of Pr and [2, for al] realizations of

q are generic poi nts of V1 and simi I arly al I real i zations of P 2

are generic for V2. The type I? determines the type of (x) + (v)' For
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gíven any open formuJa ^Y over F in n varÍabres oue have ^Ytvrt +

Y12,..,, vnl+vnZ¡ or its negation inF. For each such for-aa\

mura cail rf the formura or Íts negatÍon according to the above pres_

críption' 
'ue 

form a ne'' formura 0 from by substituting the variaþre
v.¡ for the term vi 1 + v¡2. Let Po be the set of al I formul as
0 obtained in this vvay. Then clearìy ItO i s the type of (x) + (V).
Be definition I?0 is equar to the sum p1 + Itz which is thus welr
defined. The othen assertions of the theorem can be obtained in a

similar fashion.

Theorem 2.28

Assume that F

and dim 11 = dim P2 =

Proof

i s al begraicaì ly cl osed.

r then dím( P1 + F2l > r"

If P1, Ir 2 fsanl¡¡

Let (x) and (v) be a'lgebr^aical ly free real izations of p1 and p2
respectively' say xr1,...,ä,^ it a set of aìgebraicaily independent
coordinates of (x) and vpr,...,yp. is a simirar.set of coordinates of(y). Let À1,...,Às be the coordinates which agree ín the above two
sets ' r^re cr aim fi rst that xÀl + JÀ1, . . . ,xls + Jls are al gebrai-
cal]y independent over F. r^re prove this by induction. suppose x,\1 +
yÀl Ís aìgebraíc over F. Then X 11 * y Àt 6 F. Hence X lf AF(Y ¡1) and so xÀ1 is algebraic over this field. But (x) and (y) are

algebraica'lìy free over F and x 1 is transcendental over F. contradÍc-
tion. The remainder of the argument is simirar. Now ifc¡ is a coordi_
nate not among the set Il, . . . , ,\ s then by our def i ni tion of the
ì atter set the poi nt y.rj i s ar gebraíc over yF1, . . . ,rr*. we craim
that x<¡ + loj is transcendental over F(xàl + yll,...,xÀs+
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i s a1 gebraic over F(x¡1+ JÀ1, . . . ,XÀs + Yr\s

yþt,...,Y$r). But Ydj is a'lgebraic over the latter field and this

implies xdj is also. But again (x) and (y) are algebraically free over

F so that the set xÀl,...,XÀs, VPt,...,Ypr, xdj is algebraical-

ly free over F. Contradict,ion. We can proceed in thÍs way by choosing

crj to be the least coordinte not in the set )t1,..., ls, choosing

the next coordínate not in \1,...,Às,dj and so on. I'le then apply

the same argument to the Set yÞ',...,!þr. llle finally arrive at a set

of r al gebraica'l ly i ndependent coordí ntes of ( x) + (y) . Hence dim !1 +

Pz ¡'. H

Suppose that F is a'lgebraically closed. There is a natural embed-

ding of the space Snn(F) x SAn(F) in the space S¡2n1p¡

which i s def i ned as fol I ows. Let (x) and (y) be aì gebraical'ly free

real Ízations of F r and I z where ( Pr, Pz) FsRn(r) x

SRn(f). Since F is algebraicalìy closed Ít follows that F(x) and

F(y) are ìinearly dÍsioint over F. If V1 is the ìocus of (x) over F

and y2 the locus of (V) over F then V1 x yZ is irreducible over F

and (x,y) is a generic point. A proof of this can be found ir¡ [].1 page

83. Let p3 be the type of (x,y). Then F3 is invariant of our choice

of free real izations of P 1 anA F 2. lle identify tltf ,|'Z) with the

point It g and thus embed sRn(F) x sRn(F) in sR2n(F) ' The

subspace topology inherÍted by SRn(f) x S¡n(F) from the space

Sa2n1¡¡ we call the open topologl on the product space.

Theorem 2.29

Suppose that F is algebraÍca1ly closed. Then the operation + is a



conti nuous function

spaces have the open

from S¡n(F)

topo'l ogy.

San(F) to
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San(f) where both

Proof

If defines a basic open

inverse under + in SRn(f) x

topology on that space. Consider

set in Sgn(F)

SRn(f) is an

the following

we must show

open set in

formul a:

that the

the open

v3¡ = v¡).

fiel d soand the latter is an algebraica'lìy closed

there is a quantifier free formula f 1(v¡+1,
... rV2n rYZn+!,... rv3n) such that F F*rEII . The fornrul a

ft'l def i nes a basic open set i n SRn(f ) and so a basic open set of

the space sAn(F) x s¡n(F) with the open topoìogy. l,le claim that

the set of solutions of +t in SAn(F) x S¡n(F) is the inverse of
+ in this space of the open set (Y. For consíder points p1 and f,2 in
S¡n(F) such that Itr*fZ= ftgEf . Letting (x) and (V) be

l inear'ly di sioi nt sequences in 8, n of type ltr and | 2 respectively

we see that the sequence (x) + (y) = (z) in Sl,rn is a solution of nll.

Hence the sequence (x,y) is a solution of ï so it is a soìution of

{ r sÍ nce ${, i s an eì emenrary extensi on of F so rhar Fl¡ Fïa41 . gv

the definition of the embedding of SRn(f) x S¡n(F) in Snn(f)

T=1vl,...,vn(.T(uf ,...,vrl)ôv n+l + VZn+l = v1^,...,Âv2n +

This is an F-forrnula

by Tarski's Theorem

ure see that (fi ,PZ ) i s mapped to the type F

Thus (ltl,Þ) is in the open set in S¡n(F)

of

X

the sequence (*,y).

Snn( r) defi ned by

I f. Suppose on the other hand that (F1,P2) is in the open set

defined by cYf. if (x) and (V) are linearly disjoint realizations of

[r ana (2 it follows that the sequence (x,y) is a sorution of +1.
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By definition of 11 and the facr thar fùF n;+, ir foilows rhar (x) +

(y) is a solution of and so by definition of the operation + on

SRn(f) we have that |tf * [tZ F"fl. This proves the theorem. fi

7 .2 If F i s an a'lgebraica'l ly cl osed fi el d and P[Snn(f ) then ,r¡e

define Àll tor ÀE r by choosing a rearizatÍon (x) or F in $f.n and

letting IP be the type of (Àx). This definition is invariant of our

choice of realizatíon for let (y) be any other such realization. Then

there is an automorphism 6 of leaving F fixed such that D(x) = (y).

Then t tl*l = À E (x) =I(y) = (Ày) so that (Àx) and (Ày) are conjugate

points or Çù h over F so that they realize the same open type in
S¡n(F)

Lemma 2.23

Suppose that F is aìgebraicaìly closed and P1, 11 Z I Snn(f).

Let lr,À 2 F. Then Àr( I? r +Pe) =Àr Fr *IrPz and ( À1+)2)

Ir= ,\rPi* ¡ zft Also (ÀrÀz)ltr = À r(lzPr).

Proof

Suppose that (x) and (y) are linearly disjoint realizations of the

typesf1 andIZ respective'ly. We clai¡n that the (Àx) and (ÀV) are

a'lso linearly disioint over F. But this is immedÍate by assumption and

the fact that f( Àx) = F(x) and f( ÀV) = F(y) since Àrtf. ruow ['t +

lZ is thg type of (x) + (y) and Àr([r + Fù is then rhe rype of

[ 1t(x) + (y)] = )\r (x) + Àr(v). Since (À1x) and ( À rv) are



I Í nearly di sj oí nt over F i t fol I ows that

rype of À r(^) + \ r(v) . Hence )r 1 tltr

The other assertions follow sirnilarìy. S

It follows from the above lemma that if
the space San(F) is an F-linear monoid.

Theorem 2.30

Let

then for

xl'...
thus

Then p(x.¡vs) = X ai (ìi )vsi .

poìynomi aì ] a¡ (î1 ) À -luoi .
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Àrft *\zFz is the

*lz) = ).'.r[ *Àr[2.

F is aìgebraicaì1y closed

Let p1 ( i¡ v9) be the

Si nce ÀE r thi s poìynomi aì i s

F be algebraícal'ly closed. If PtSonlp¡ has dimensíon r

any point ÀÊ r the type ÀF has dimension r.

Let Ìi be a real ization of It in Q, n. Say X1,.. . rX¡ are

a'lgebraicalìy independent coordinates of ii over F. Suppose ÀEF and

that Ã uoM*(lrÌ¡) = 0 is an algebraíc relation on \x1,..., À xr.

t'1( xi ) ..lú

since if X1,... rX¡ are aìgebraical'ly independent the monomials I
(x¡) are linearly independent over F. Hence a,.= 0 for each 4. Hence

Let d4 l¡e the degree of 144. ff¡enäaoMr(Ài¡) =Xu"tr,ùo
It follows from the relation Í(u, I&)tl.¡ (Ï¡) = 0 that a ,that u Àdi= o

Proof

xr i s a sequence of aì gebraical ìy i ndependent poi nts and

has dimension I r. Now Íf xj is another coordinate let
p(xivg) be the minimal poìynomial of x¡ over F(x1,...,xr).

t

xi

defined over F(x1,.. .,Xr) and clearìy À xj i s a root. Thus

¿im(\it ) = dÍm(Îi ). By defínition of Àf this impì ies tnat )rl has

r.$di mensi on
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If F is

continuous in
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algebraica'lly closed and À€ f rhen the rnap |1 ---t¿P is

the open topology on SRn(f).

on the space

point Pts¡n1t,

aì gebrai caì ìy

* : s^r (F)

a regular map from Fr to Fn where F is an

thenlT lifts to an open continuous map T
That is the following diagram commutes.

Fr -----------> Fn

l'il.Lú
S¡r (F) > Snn(r)

Proof

Let f be an open F-formula. Define .f r to be the formula

f ilt -Þ (iil)Âutl = vl,\,..., /lvn1 = À vn). Let 0(v.¡) be an open form-

ula such that F F.l,1ã9. Then if D¡r is the map f ---r¡[r. c]aim

that g =ß;tt.Vt. For on the one hand if ltte then any realiza-

tion (,2) of It in Çù n i s a solution of g so since f,. F"f rC n

there is (x) ll d such that )(z) = (x). By definirion the type of (x) is

), P so we have ÀPSt. rfrus [^(e) ç "y. Suppose then rhar I Pf .y .

Then there is a realization (z\ of It in $¿n such that Àtzl[t.
Clearly Ç1, Flttrl so that $¡ þ 0(z) and thus Pf e. This proves rhe

theorem. S

Note that r/,,e can def i ne another unary operati on

SRn(f) in terms of the operation - on fu. But a

has an additive inverse in S4n1p¡ iff it is a point of Fn.

7 .3 Theorem 2.32

If T[ is

closed fiel d

---> sRn(r) '

The rnap ï* is unique.
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In particular projection lifts to an F-linear monoid homorphism.

Proof

Since Ï is regular it is defined

fn) . Given P [sat ( F) choose a

by a set of poìynomiaì s ( fl,.. .,

real ization (x) of tt in R t.

t,le define lT*( Tf ) to be the type of the sequence (f1(x),...,f¡1(x)).

This definition is invariant of our choice of representative of for

suppose that (y) is also a realization of P in S{n. Then (x) and (V)

are conjugate points over F so there is an autotnorphism I of €'ù leaving

F fixed such that E(x) = (y). Each polynomÍal is fixed UV6 so 'bhat

L (f.¡(x) ) = fi (v) . Thus (fr(x),...,f¡(x)) and (fr(y)'...'

fn(y)) are conjugate points over F so have the same open type. Thus

Jf * is well defined. From this definition we can easi]y prove, using

Chevalley's Theorem (which we proved in a previous section), thatT[* is

open and also continuous. For exatnple let us prove that lT * is contin-

uous. let .Y be an open formul a in Snr(f) . Then the open formula

{f = +(f1,...,fn) defines an open subset of SRn(f)' t,le clairn

that Tf *-1( { ) ={f. For suppose that fgtl. Then any realiza-

rion (x) or It in Sl . has the property ilrat Çl F*r(x) or in other

words rhat Slb F{t11(x) ,.. .,f¡(x) ) (here as auove Q¡ is a uníversal

domain extending F). Hence'ff (x) is in Yin Q, and by definition this

means that '[ *(P ) e + . Thus 1t*({r) 9 ^y . 0n the other hand

suppose î *(ll )ì.y. Let (x) be a realization of I¡ in Sl t; then Tf (x)

Ë{ orStp.tl(x) . Thus Pë"1li. þJe next show that''ll* is unique.

Here ¡¡e need the fact that ¡i i s dense i n the space Sni ( f) . It

fol I ows from thi s that i f ¡t E s¡r(r) we can choose a net
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(uiüiÊr in Fr whìch converges to f . Suppose f is another

nuous map which I i fts TJ . Then I f tu¡ ,l1¿t converges to the

f( I) and atso[J["(uiÛt[l converses ro T"(Ít). But

û te r and t T -, ui l$ iðr are both equa'l to the net

tntu't)1 t¡r in Fn since Jf* and f are extensions of .l[ on 'Fr.

Hence f(f) =fi ft) and thus f =T[*. Finalìy the assertions concerning

the projection follow easiìy from the definÍtion of the map lifting the

projectíon. E

Theorem 2.33

Suppose that F is an algebraically closed field and F1 is an alge-

braically closed extension of F in a uníversal ¿o,nain fi'ù extending F1.

Then the induced map i* : Sqn( F1 )

monoid homomorphÍsm continuous in the open topoìogíes on these spaces.

P roof

The continuity of the induced map is a general model-theoretic fact,

which in any case admits a simp'le direct proof . Let 11 f and | 2f
SRn(Ft). Let (x) and (y) be realizations of lf anOI?2 re-

spectively Ín the space SÙ.. Then if (x) and (y) are linearìy dis-

joint over F1 the type F f + f 2 . is defined to be the typ. Pg

over F1 of the seqüence (x) + (y). Now (x) and (y) are linearìy dis-

ioint over F < Fl and the type of (x) over F is i*(R) and the type

of (v) over F is i"( I7zl. Thus i*( I?r) + t*(f?z) Ís the typell

of (x) + (v) over F. But this Ís the reduct of the typ. fg that is I? =

i*(fg). This means Í*(Tr * lì àl = i*(l'i) + i"(ltzl. Since the

origin is in F this means i* is a monoid homomorphísm. The linearity of
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this map with respect to F follows by a sirni'lar argument. H

7.4 Having proved the basic results concerning the rnonoid structure of

the Stone space in the above sections as well as the fundamental mapping

theorem we continue in this and the succeeding subsection to study linear

maps and subspaces and some particular exampìes which shed light on the

nature of the linear operations.

Theorem 2.34

Suppose

dent linear

tions L1 =

Ís a linear

that Lt(xi ),...,1m(xi ) is a

polynomials defined over F in n

0,...rlm = Q define a linear

variety of dimension n - m.

set of I i nearly indepen-

variables. Then the equa-

subspace of SAn1¡¡ which

Proof

By the coro'llary on page 91 of t43l the above equations define a

linear variety in the affine space Sù^ ouu, F of dimension n - m, and

so a linear varíety L of the same dimension in SRn(f). Thus rve need

on'ly prove that the variety L is a Iinear submonoid. Let Itf,lZ
SRn(f) rvÍth [t1, lz g L and say Àt, À Z F. Choose ìinearly

disioint representatives (x) and (V) of. lìt and F Z respectively i;
affine space. Then (x) and (y) are Ín L in $lt by definition. The

linear equations defining the variety ¡n in ffn define a linear sub-

space L1 of $f n and clearly L1 = l-. So Àr(*) + À z(v) $ r-. By

definition of the operations in SRn(f) this means ¡ f[1 +

lzlzt r. H
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By earlier results the converse of the above theorern is not true.

For let I?¡e a point of SRn(f) of dÍmension > 1. Let 14 be the F-lin-

ear submonoid generated by P. Then every point in M has dimension > I

so Ít is not definable as a constructÍble set much less as a linear vari-

ety. We do have the following weaker result.

Theorem 35

Suppose that X is a closed linear subspace of SRn(f)

property that if F€X then the algebraic locus of P it in X.

a linear varietY.

Proof

Let L be the set of all algebraic points of X. Then as the linear

structure of SRn(f) extends that of Fn the set L is a linear sub-

space of Fn so it Ís defined by a set of linear equations which by

Theorem 2.34 defi ne a I i near variety L1 i n SRn( F) . Suppose that

tltx. Then if dim)tf r the point It it the limit of the algebraic points

in its ìocus. For let ^y be an open F-formula with I t U*. if ^P

is written in disjunctive normal form then |? it u solution of one of the

disjuncts, SôY the formula f1 = 0Â,...,Âfn = 0Â'1fn+l = Q ,

...,4ìf¡ = Q. This can be rewritten in the form f1 = 0r1,...,Âfn

o^.1 (Fn+1 = 0V,...,V ff = 0). Let t =,fnî. Say that (x)

is a realization of P in affine space. Then (x) is a solution of our

disjunct so f(x) f 0. l,le can now apply the assertion on page 49 of [1]

to ot¡tain an algebraic special ization of (x), say (x0), such that

f(xO) f O, Then as (^O) is a specialization of (x) I're have

fi(xO) = 0 for 1 < i < n and so (*O) îs a solution of our disiunct

with the

Then X is



and so of

i s Proven -

. By definÍtion (xg) Ís in the

As L1 i s cl osed thi s irnPl i es

is closed and LÊX soÌSx. Thus

I ocus of il ,o
that Pti =

X = 11. H
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our cl airn

L1 and so

x5 Lt. Novr

Theorem 2-36

A linear transformatÍon ìT :Fn----> Fm I ifts to

SRn(n) to S¡m(F) which is linear on SRn(f).

open linear map t : SAn(F)-----> S¡m(F) is the

linear transformation '11 : Fn----> Fm.

u *uo fi from

Any contÍnuous

extension of a

fz where Pr is the

Ê, = f t['rl and î, =

f t Ir 11 i + l2l2)
fnap.

Proof

A linear transformation lT is a regular map given by lÍnear poly-

no¡nial s : '¡¡ = (Ll,...,Lm). Thus ìf lifts to a map from Snn(n)

to Sqm(F) (as was sholn in 7.3). l/e need onìy prove that thÍs map

T̂ is linear. Let I t, I z SRn(f) and À 1, À Zt f. Choose

linearìy disjoint representatÍves (x) and (y) of 11 and l2 respec-

tively. Then Irltr + Àzlz is the type of lt(x) + )'z(v). So

ith[lr + \zPz) = the type of lTtr\txl + \z(v)) = 1

T(x) + trZlltyl. ¡¡e have Tt^l = (11(x),...,1'¡(x)) so this se-

quence is in F(x) and Tt(V) = (LL(y),...,1¡¡(V)) is a sequence in

F(y). Thus the sequences (Li (x) ) and (Li (y) ) are linearly disioint

since F(x) and F(y) are lÍnearly disjoÍnt over F. So by definition the
rl

type of lT (Àr(x) + 

^\ 
z(v) ) is Àr ltr + \z

type of (x) and I Z that of (Y) . As

it Iz I be defi ni tion v/e obtai n

= trrfr( Pr) * Àzi ( lz). That is,

the
q

T
identi ty:

is a linear



Suppose on the other hand that
.1

T
t02

is an open continuous linear maP

^
of SRn(f ) 'into SRm( r) . Then the restriction TÏ of 1T to Fn is

a I i near transformtíon of Fn Í nto Fm' For as each Poi nt

(z)ESnn(f)fì Fn is isolated it is an open set so thatJT(z) is

open and thus isolated. But the only isolated points of Snm(f) are

algebraic points so Jl(z) tFm. Hence T f, a regular map' gutt is a

continuous extensÍon ofJ[ to SRn(f) and so by Theorem 2'32 must be

the regul ar extens'ion of ' H

Note that in the above Proof

open to Prove that Fn was maPPed

tion by an algebraic assumPtÍon,

and assume this ìatter condítion'

and al so Tt( (x) - (x) ) =î(o) = o

L there is no element of SRm(f)

must have (x) Fm'

The above theorem yjelds a strong form of chevalley's theorem for

I inear maps.

Corol I ary 2.8

The restriction

Fm so that irnage of

we only used the condition that T[ be

into Fm. l,,le can rePlace this condi-
â

namely that T (o) = Q. For let (x) E F

^.\LThen Tr((x) + (-x)) = Tl(x) +Jr(-(x))
^ô..\to i(*) *1¡t-t*tt = Q- If dimTf(x) >

which satisfies this equation so vle

is a continuous linear

Then the image under TI of

linear transformation TÏ into

linear subsPace, is a linear

À

Suppose that T[ : Sgn( P¡
Jt^

map such that either'[ is open or T (0) = Q'

any linear varietY is a linear varietY.

Proof
^of Ï to Fn is

Lf\Fn, whÍch is

a

a
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subspace L1 of Fm. By Theorsn 2.34 the equatíons of thi s srbspace

define a linear varÍetyî1 in SAm(F) . ¡4e claím thatt(L) =tt.
First note that each point P of t- i s either in Fn or is a lirnit of such

points (by the proof of Theorsn 2.35). Since'I1(LnFn) = Ll. we have

continuity and the facr that t1 is closed that S(P)Err. But by

Chevalley's Theorem we have tfratâ(l) is closed and ff9ûtl) so
_ ^ -^ ô 

^ ^lf 9't|(L)9 t-1, and thus 'lI (L) - 'i1 as Î1 i s the closure of

rr.H

7.5 In the following few resul ts and examp'les r,re examine the proper ties

of the linear operations on s¡n(F) in some detail. we would ìike to
obtain a cønplete description of the structure of this semigroup.

Lemma 2.24

Suppose that p1 t s4n{ r) and It t t the type of the generic pint
of affine n-space over F. Then Í1 * lt = F.

Proof

Let <x1, ...,X¡) be a sequence of al gebraical ìy independent el e-

ments and (Jl,...,yn) be a realizatÍon of flf free over F with re-

spect to (x). If (x) + (V) is not a sequence of algebraically indepen-

dent elements over F there ís a least m such that the sequence xl +

Yl,...,Xm-l + ym-1 is algebraicalìy independent and /yn +

Jm i s al gebraÍc over thi s sequence. Let f be an irreduciirl e plynonÍal

with f(x1 + Jl,...,Xm-l + Vm-l, X¡¡.¡ + Vm) = 0. As our

sequence i s mi n imal wi th the property r^Je sti pul ate above he can expand

this resul ting polynornia'l by the binomÍal formul a and mul tipìy out aì ì
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terms to obtaÍn a polynornial f1(x1r...rXm_l,yl,...,ym_l,

ym,xm) = Q i n which al I the xi and yj appear Ín some nonzero

term. For there is clearly a symmetry among the xi and yJ in thÍs

regard so if any such elenent does not appear in our resulting poìynonial

then we coul d ünit an xi + yi from our originaì polynomia'l . choore a

maxímal set of aì gebraicaì ly independent el ements, SôV yl, ...,yr

among the y¡ . The above poìynomia'l then tel I s us that 411 i s aì gebra-

ic over F( x1, .. . ,xm-1 ,yl, .. . ,yr) and thi s i s Ímpossibl e by our

origína1 assumption that (x) and (y) are free of F. ¡l

Corol I ary 2.9

A structure S¡n(F) is not a cancellation semigroup.

Proof

Let P1 t'
of the generic

have l* [t =

r
tÉ

Pz and

point of

and [*

say both points are not equal to the type

the affine space. Then by the above lernma

lr= f .¡l

Theorem 2.37

There are subgroups of S¡n(F) not contained Ín Fn.

Proof

l,le give a typicaì exarnple for a particu'lar n frorn which it wilì be

cl ear how to genera'l i ze . Consider the sequences ( x,x+2 ) and (y,y-2 ) of

type lt1 and lZ respectively. Let S be the subsemigroup generated by

li and Y Z. Then each point of S has dirnension at least 1 (by

Theorsn 2.2g). l,le claim that S is a group. In fact the zero of S is the
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type of (x,x) (x algebraically independent over F)' For tet IlOÊS'

Then IO has a representation nltf + *[Z (for integers n,ffi in 7l'

The type of n[f i s represented by (z'z+?n) (z transcendent'al over F)

and sirni'l ar]y that of *l) by a sequence (zL 'z! -2m) and so the

type of (zz,z2 + 2 (n-m)) is lo. Adding (x,x) (assuming the se-

quences are free) gives the sequence (22 + z,z2 + X + z(n.m)) and the

type of thÍs is the type of (,2,2 + 2 (n-m)) hence equaìs FO' This

analysis also shows us the inverse of any point: For Pg it is the type

of (23 ,23 + 2 (m-n)). Hence S is a group' $

ltlenowpresenttwoexampìesillustratingpropertiesoftheopera.

tions on SAn(F).

txampl e 2-7

SupposethatFisalgebraicallyclosedandhascharacteristic?..

consider the sequence (x, axz + bx + c) where a,b,c I 0' Let r be

the type of this sequence over F. The [-ll has the type of (x + Y' a(x

+y)Z+b(x+y)+?c|=((x+y),a(x+y)2+b(x+y))andthis
sequence has the type [1 of the sequence (z' azZ + oz) " Here xo!'z

are all independent incleterminates over F. clarìy lt*Ir = P and f1

+ I t = lrr so the el e¡nents P, P 1 consti tute a subgroup of Snn( r)

of the order of the characteristic of F' H

Exampl e 2.8

uet P ue the tYPe of the generic

defi ned over F. Then F * Il i s the type

point of the hYPerbola

of the generic Point of

xy

52.

= 1,
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P roof

A generic point of the

is transcendental over F. Let

spect to x. Then +

(x + Y,x+Y.). SuPPose that x + J
XY XY

a solution of a poìYnomial

hyperbola Ís given by txl) where x
X

y be algebraicaìly independent with re-

is the type of (x,t) + tyl) =xy
is algebraic over F(x + y). Then it is

+ ... + Fg(x + y) =

6k rTr
F¡(x + y)

6lrvI
Y+xn

xy

wi th rational coefficients. l4ul t'iply the above rel atÍon by (xy) n; vl€

obtain a nevr relation: Fn(x + v) 1y + x)¡ *r...,+ (xy)n Fo(x + y) = Q.

Ç-G + TI Q.(x+-TI

Hence - Fn(x + Y) (y + ¡)n = (ty) Fn-l(x + Y) +'...,+ (xy)n Fo(x + y)

GnG'trTI qTCx+T) coTx'rT)

is obtaÍned via subtraction. Now the left hand expression is divisible

by (*y) so this factor must also divide Fn(x + y) (y + x)n. But if

¡ae expand both plynomial factors via the Binomial Theorem and multiple

¡¡e obtain a'leading tenn of the fonn cyû+r for some r and CEf. Rs

this term is not divisibìe by x we have a contradiction H

A basÍc probleflì suggested by the above exa;npìes is the compatibility

of algebraic relations: When do two algebraic relations blow up to the

type of the generic point of affine space? For example if we are deaìing

with curves in wl¡ich the second ioordinate is a rational function or

poìynornial in the first coordinate must the second coordínate by a poly-

nonial or rational function in the strn of the first coordinates in order

that the sequence not blow up? More generaì algebraíc relations are more

compl icated.



The fi nal resul t of

i s a'lgebnaical 1y cl osed

over the field F then the

F.

Theorem 2.38

Let F1 be

and tl z are

irnpl ies that P1

Proof

thi s secti on shovls

and X is a set of

submonoid generated
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that Íf F < Fi where F1

.types 
in Sgn(F1) defined

by X i s a'l so def i ned over

an aì gebraical ìy cl osed fi el d extendi ng F.

points of S¡n(F1) tfren | 1 an¿ P 2 defined

+ FZ ¡s defined over F.

If Pr
over F

Choose algebraicalìy free generic points (x) and (y) of the varie-

ties of Pr ano [tz. Then as both P1 ana 12 are defined over F the

points (x) and (V) are also generic over F. Then (x) + (y) is regular

over F as F is algebraically closed so the variety V0 of this sequence

is absoluteìy irreducible over F and so is an absoluteìy irreducible

variety over F1. Further (x) + (y) and F1 are free over F. For both

(x) and (y) are separately free over F1 with respect to F and as they

are free over F1 with respect to each other vve deduce that (x,y) is
free over F with respect to F1 (in fact linearly disjoint over F).

Thus F(x,y) has this property and (x) + (y) is a sequence in the latter
field. This proves our claim. Hence (x) + (V) is a generic point of

V0 over F1. Tnus | 1 + P Z is the type of generic point of Vg

and so is the extension of the generic point of Vg over F. E

A question not touched on in the study of the semigroup structure of

the Stone space in this section is that of anaìytic properties. There is
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an extensive theory of integrals. on topologÍcal sernigroups and it Ís

natural to ask whether integraìs linked to the geometry of the space

arise from the semigroup structure. Such integral s in classical

algebraic aeometry are useful in the classification of surfaces.

t:::l:1

'. r:ì11
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Chapter 3: The Fundamental Configuratíons of Linear Proiective Geometry

3.0 Introduction

In this chapter we study the fundarnental configurations of linear

projective geometry and some related figures. A major theme of the

chapter is the central position of the Desargue Configuration in pro-

jective geornetry. l,le begin by giving an axiomatic proof of the extension

of this theorem to three dÍrnensional geometry. Next we demonstrate the

simÍlarity in the basic geometric theories of the Desargue and Pappus

configuratÍons. It is shown in [33] that the Pappus Theorem implies the

Desargue Theorem. He prove that certain other fundamental results of

projective geometry a1 so imply the Desargue Theorem.

The second major theme of the chapter is the relationship of a

theorem to the dual theorem. He give ne'd proofs that the Desargue and

pappus theorems are equivalent to the dual theorems. In the case of the

HarnonÍc and Invol ut'ion constructions the irnpl ication of the dual con-

structions is demonstrated under an additíonal assumption.

3.1 The Desargue Theorem

The fol'lowing theorem is proven in [35] by an ana'lytic argument. }.le

give a pureìy geometric proof. Suppose that xyzw is a space tetrad' A

face of the tetrad is a plane determined by three points of the tetrad.

Theorem 3.7 (Perspective Tetrad Theorem)

Suppose that xYzvt

space. Then xyzw and

and ¡ly171¡¡1

¡ly 1¿ 1-¡¡1 a re

are two general tetrads i n

i n pespecti ve i ff the corres-
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ponding faces of the tetrads meet in a plane in four generaì rines.

P roof

suppose that xyzw and ¡LyLTIv¡L are in perspective. Then the
corresponding triangres of each pair of corresponding faces are in
perspective' Therefore the corresponding sides of each pair of triangles
meet on a line' As there are four paírs of corresponding faces there are
four such rines. choose one of the rines {¡, determined by points pr.,
P2, P3 that are the intersections of the sides of the corresponding
triang'les of the faces.

Figure 1
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Now each of the other triangles of a given tetrad shares a side with

the triangle chosen above. Hence each of the other three lines pass

through exactly one of the points P1, P?, P3. This proves thaL all

four lines meet in pairs since the choice of ,|, was arbítrary' Thus the

lines are cop'lanar and the lines are in general position' Asswne on the

other hand that correspondÍng faces of the tetrads meet in a plane in

four general lines. Suppose that the planes of xyz and llyt7l meet

in the plane S in a line {,. The pìanes of xyw and ¡LyL1vl also

meet an S in a line lE that is dístinct from,lr since the four lines are

in generaì position. Hence 4..1. =t1. Now P1 I ies in the three

planesX!2,¡ly1.¿l"andXywsoistheunÍqueintersectionpint.
But xyz and xyw meet on xy so P1 lies on the line xy' In the same way

it lies on *1yl so P1=(xV) (x1yl). By a repetition of this

argume;t u,e can show that xz and xIzL meet on ¿ and zy and 
'IyL

meet on ,f¡ . An appl ication of the Desargue Theorem shows that xyz and

¡ly1¿L are in perspective through some pint P. In the same way we

can prove that the triangles xyl't and XLyLv\|l are in perspective'

But xxl and yyl meet at p so that wwl must al so pass through P.

Consequently the tetrads are in perspective' fi
Let Sn denote n-dimensional projective

consists of m 'linearìy independent points' A

subspace generated by a set of m-l points of

general íze the Perspective Tetrad Theorern to

j ectiv e spac e we need the fol I owi ng I e¡nma '

space. An ln.gon in Sn

face of an m-gon is the

the m-gon. In order to

higher dimensional Pro-



Lemma

Suppose that n>3.

correspondi ng faces of

di lnensi onal subspace.

Theorem 1.2

Suppose that n>3.

correspondí ng faces of

dimensional subspace of

Two n-gons in

the n-gons meet

tv.

perspective iff the

position on some n-Z

Sn are in

in general

The proof of the above lemma

of the Desargue Theorem in 53.

proof of Theorern 3.1 to Prove

Perspective Tetrad Theorem.

is a direct generaìization of the proof

l,le can utílize this lemma as in the

the fol I owi ng genera'l i zati on of the

Two n+1-gons in

the n+1-gons rneet

cn

are in perspective

general position on

sn

Ín

iff

an

the

n-1

The Principle of DualÍty in projective geornetry was discovered by

Gergonne and perfected by Steiner in [a0]. It should be noted that this

principle is an empirica'ì hypothesis that requires verÍfÍcation Ín

specÍfic cases. A natural question that is related to this prÍnciple is

whether a given theorem is logÍcally equivalent to the dual theorem. It

was suggested by H.F. Baker in [3] that such an equivaìence should hold

in theorems regarding self-dual figures. In [33] there is an indication

of a proof of thÍs equivalence for the Desargue Theorem. The folìowing

is a detailed proof.

Theorem 3.3

The Desargue Theorem is equivalent to the Dual Desargue Theorem.
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P roof

We prove first thal the Desargue Theorem irnpìies the Dual Desarguq

Theorem. Suppose that corresponding sides of the two triangìe ABC and

Rlglcl meet in ]ine. Let AB . Rlgl = XL, AC ¡Lç1 -

X2 and BC glC I - X3 . Then the two tri ang'l es CC1X2 and

BBlXl are in perspective through the point X3.

Figure 2

?

t

b

X¡

d
Xz

['

À

The I ine xtXz passes through x3 by assumption. Furthe

X3=BC glC1. This proves the contention. It follows from
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Desargue Theoreln that the points P1 = $31 ' CCI , PZ = XlB"

XZC and P3 = XlBl x X2C1 are collinear. Nolv by clefinition

pZ = A and P3 = 41 and so ¡¡1 passes through P1. Hence AB; and

¡131ç1 are i n perspecti ve through the poí nt of P1 . Assume not,¡

the Dual Desargue Theorem and suppose that the trÍangles are in perspec-

tive through the point P. As before let Xl = AB Rlgl and XZ =

AC. RlCl. The corresponding sides of the triangles XiBBI and

X2CCI meet in line. For BBl CCl = P and XtB . X2C = A and

X1Al X2C1 = A1. Hence by the Dual Desargue Theorem the ìines

BC and BlC1 meet at a point X3 on the line XtXe. Therefore the

corresponding sides of the triangles ABC and RlglCl meet in ìine.

H

He conclude this section of the chapter with a presentat,ion of two

resul ts that are appl ications of the Desargue Theorem and the Dual

Desargue Theorem. The first result is a geometric proof of a condition

lrat is equivalent to the perspectivity of a pair of triads on two dis-

tinct lines. This result is one of two equivalences proven by anaìytic

methods in [35]. A geometric proof of the second equivalent can be found

in [12]. Another geometric approach to the first equivaìent can be found

i n [3].

Theorem 3.4

Suppose that ,l f and 1 Z are I i nes rneeti ng at a poi nt P. Let

x,!,2 and ¡!,yI,z! be triads of distinct points on'? f and Q Z

such that no point is equa'l to P. Let J be the Pappus line deternlined

by the two triads. Then x,!,2 and v!,yI,zI, are in perspective iff

I puttut through P.
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Proof

Suppose firs'L thaL the triads are in perspectÍve from a point U.

FÍ gure .1

v'

t.

Then the triangì es XZY1 and XlZly are in perspective through the

point U so that if 51 = ¡yl Xly and P2 = 7yL . ZIY the line

Pf;Z passes through P by the Desargue Theorem. But P1PZ is the

pappus line of the two triads. Suppose on the other hand that the Pappus

I ine * of the two triads passes through P. Thi s means that

correspondi ng sides of the two triangl es XZY1 and XlZ1y meet i n

I ine. Hence by the Dual Desargue Theorem the trÍangles XZY1 and

XlZ1V are perspective through some point U. This means that the two

trÍads are in perspective through U. H

I

)(t

Theorem 3.5

Supposethatlland J Z are lines that meet at a point P. Let



R be a point of I I not

points on "lt such that ¡e Qi

through P. Then i f Pl =

(Q2Pi) (QsPe) i ies on

on the choice or "l .

Figure 5

Q,,

P roof

Let ?o

). o . Q1R,

be another line

xr = J. QzR

equa'l to P and

i s equal to P.

RQ1.{ and P?. =

a line through

Ql, Qz, Qg

Suppose that

nQz . 4 the

R that does
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a triad of

{ ir a line

point Xo =

not depend

Qn

through

and

P

Y1

and define

= I o' QzR'

Q¡

y'. Qrn, v =

Then the

xr=



triangì es XYQZ and XiYtQg are in

Now XY and XtYt i ntersect at

intersect at a Point Xo that does

H

The examPles above illustrate

Configuration in the structure of

rel ati ons. We rvi I I ret,urn to the

section of this chaPter.

3.2 The PaPPus Theorem

The geometrical relatíon defined

first noticed by Graves- A discussion

tel.
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perspective through the Poi nt P.

the poi nt R and YQz and YfQ¡

not depend on the Position of 0'

the central posítion of the Desargue

the theory of projective geometrical

study of this question in the third

ìtl

of

the fol 1 owi ng

thi s rel ati on

defi nÍtion was

can be found in

Definition 3.1

A tri angl e ABC i s

if the sides of ABC Pass

perspecti ve to a tri angl e Rlglc1

vertices of RlglC1.

i n second

through the

Figure 6
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l,Je utilize the above definition to formulate the foìlowing geometric

pri nci p'l e.

The Second Perspectíve Theorem

Suppose that the triangìe ABC and abc are in the same plane and ABC

is in second perspective to abc. Assume that a is on CB, b Ís on AB and

c is on AC. Let X be a point of ab not equal to a or b and let y = AX .

ac and Z = CX. bc. Then the point B lÍes on the ìine yz.

Figure 7

fr /-



Theorem 3.6

The second PerspectÍve Theorem is equivalent to the pappus Theorem.

Proof

Assunre the Second Perspective Theorem. Given t ines I 1 ana ! 2

and triads A,B,C and 41,91,g1 on f 1 and { 2 respectiveìy we let
þ = ABI A1B. The triangles AtsD and 4131ç1 are in second

perspective. For 91 I ies on AD, ,ql I ies on BD and C is a point of

AB. The point g1 lies on the line Rlel and ç1 is not equa'l to

41 or 91. Let J = ACI- AIC and Z = BCI . BlC. By the

Second Perspective Theorein the line yz passes through the vertex D. But

this ís the conclusÍon of the Pappus Theorein.

Figure B

The above theorem can be verified as

to the relation of this configuratÍona1

theory we have the following result.

119

an empiricaì fact. In regard

fact, to projective geometric

A.
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Assume the Pappus Theore¡n and suppose that the triangle ABC is in second

perspective with the triangle abc. Suppose that a ìies on CB, b lies on

AB and c lies on AC. Let X be a point on the line ab not equa'l to a or

b. Consider the triads A,C,c and a,b,X. By the Pappus Theorem the

points Ab. aC, AX. ac and CX. bc are in line. As the point B is equal

to Ab aC it follows that if y = ¡¡ ac and Z = CX bc then the line

yz passes through the vertex B. This is the conclusion of the Second

Perspective Theorem and completes the proof of the equivalence. U

The equiva'lence of the Pappus Theorem and the Second Perspective

Theorem can be applied to provide a very simp'le proof that the Pappus

Theorem is equìvalent to the Dual Pappus Theorem. The proof to be given

avoids the use as in t3l of the three dimensional form of the Pappus

Theorem. In this regard note that the second perspective configuration

is a self-dual figure.

Theorem 3.7

The Pappus Theorem is equÍvalent to the Dual Pappus Theorem.

Proof

It suffices to

equivalent to the Dual

Perspectíve Theorem.

prove that the Second Perspecti ve Theorem i s

Second Perspective Theorem. Assume the Second
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Figure 9
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I

I
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I
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1,.
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Suppose that the triang'le ABC is in second perspective to the triangle

¡1g1g1 so that ¡1 I ies on BC, g1 I ies on AC and ç1 I ies on

AB. r-et I be a line through the vertex C and let z= -l . nlcl. Let

X = Az . nlB1 and let w = BX . 81C1. By the Second Perspective

Theorem the line zw passes through the vertex C. But C, = Ì and so

-t = ,*. Thus +. g1ç1 = r,l. Therefore the lines A( ¿. A1Cl) and

B( I. BlC1) Íntersect on R191. ThÍs is the conclusion of the

Dual Second Perspective Theorem. Assume the Dual Second Perspective

Theorem and suppose the triangles ABC and 4191ç1 are as above. Let

X be a point of A1B1 not equal to 41 or 91. Let Z = AX . RlCl

and let w = CZ. glC1. By the Dual Second Pers¡.rective Theorem the

I ines AZ and Bw meet on Rlgi. But AZ . 4L9l = ¡ so that

w = BX BlCl and thus zw passes through the vertex C. This is the

conclusion of the Second Perspective Theorem' ts
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A self-dual configuration is a ìinkage of the point geometry of the

plane and the dual line geometry. In [41] it is shown that by the use of

the Desargue configuration one can construct an Íncidence preserving cor-

respondence of the points and lines of the p'lane. As shown in [35] and

[3] such a correspondence is closely linked with the geometry of a conic

section. In the final portion of thÍs section of the chapter r^,e utilize

the pappus Theorem to construct another incidence preserving correspond-

ence of the points and lines of the pìane. It was shown above that both

the Desargue Theorem and the Pappus Theorem can be formulated as se'lf-

duaì triangìe relations. The direct use of the Pappus Theonetn to con-

struct a point and line cornespondence thus comp'letes the picture of the

analogy of the structure of the geometrical theory of the Desargue and

Pappus confi gurations-

Definition 3.2

A 3-3 configuration in a plane S consists of three distÍnct ìines

0r ,l f, J 2 and three distinct points Xo, Xl, X2 such that
n

and X2 lie on ./ g and the three lines pass through X9'

Figure 10

J

X1



Theorem 3.8

Suppo se

X2 consti tute

distìnct line

{ then the

7.

that the ìÍnes I g, ) t, X Z and

a 3-3 configuration in a pìane S.

ín S. There ís a unique point Z such

line (X1t,l.{t)(Xew .lzl passes

l?3

the poi nts X0, Xl,

Let I be another

if ìrl is any point on

through the point

:i.l¡i:S:ì

Figure L1

P roof

The proof of the theorern proceeds by a

Perspective Theorem. Let n = l.-[f and J =

D to be X1T . XZR. Then D is the Íntersection

reduct,ion to

l. !2. Defi ne

po i nt.

the Second

the point
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Figure 12

l)" l+, !^
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-î,
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I Xo

To prove thi s note that the triangl e x1x2D Í s in second per-

spective with the trÍangle xgRT. Thus if x is a point on ] not equal

to R or T and if Yf = Pf. XtX and yZ = IZ. XZX then it foì-

lows from the second Perspective Theorem that the line ytye passes

through the point D. This proves the theorem. E

Note that the 3-3 configuration with a line and the corresponding

pencil constitutes a self-dual configuration. Suppose that D is the cen-

ter of a penciì. Let T=XlD. I, and R=XZD.¿ 1. If I
is a line through the point D let Yl= I,. -ff and yZ=1.!r.
Then by the Dual second Perspecti ve Theorem the I i nes xtyt and

XZYZ meet on RT. ThÍs proves the dual of the above theorem. The

following result is an appìication of the dual form of Theorem 3.8.
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Theorem 3.9

Suppose that the lines lo, I r, 't 2 and the points x0' Xl'

X2inaplaneSconstitutea3-3confjguration.LetSlbeapencil
of lines in s. To each l.ine l of 51 there corresponds a pencil of

lines rvith center X{' The set of points X¡ for 'l in 51 are in ìine'

Proof

If I is

Theorem I that

a line in the pencil 51 then it was shown in the Proof of

the center of the corresponding pencil is defined as fol-

tows. Let RL = { .0f and Rz = I'lz' Then the point x¡ =

XtRe.XzRtisthecenterofthecorrespondingpenciì.Itisnow
animmediatedeductionfrornthedualofTheorern3.BthatthepointsX

are in line. I

3.3 fne Ha

It is shown i¡ [a1J that the harmonÍc and invo]ut'ion constructions

canbeobtainedastracesofaquadrangleonaline.In[3]acon-
struction is introduced in regard to the addition of coordinates rvhich we

wi1lca]ltheadclitionconstruction.Thisconstructioncanbeobtained

asthethirdtraceofaquadrangleona]ine.l^lebeginthissectionby

showjnghoweachconstructioncanbeobtainedasatraceofaquadrangle

inorderofcomplexity.Thethreecasesthatarepossibìeare:(i)Two

diagonalpointsofthequadranglelieonthe]ine,(ii)Onediagonal
point of the quadrang'le lies on the 1ine, (íii) No diagonal point of the

quadrangle lies on the line'

Hefirstgiveanexp.licitstatementofeachofthetracecon-
structions. Alì lines and points are ín a fixed pìane'



Theorem 3.10 (Harqonic Construction)

Suppose that A,B,C are points of a ìine

through A and B respectively' Let c be a

XL=ô.c and X2=b C' If X=a

then the point P = xy .{ is invariant of the

L?6

I and a and b are lines

I i ne through C and defi ne

b and y=(ax2¡.(bx1¡

choice of lines.

Theorem 3.1L (Addition Co-!$rys!en)

SupPose that A,B,C,D are Points

through A,B,C respectively' Suppose

D such that b c lies on d1 and a

p = (b . d2)(a . df) .l is invariant

and a,b,c are ìines

d2 are ìines through

d2. Then the Point

of I i nes.

of a line I
that d1 and

. c lies on

of the choice

Theorem 3.I2 (Involution Construction)

Suppose that A,B,C,D,E are points of a ìine

lines through A,B,C,D,E respectively such that a

line e. Then the point P = (a ' d)(b ' c) I

choice of lines-

Figure 13

X and a,brc,d,e are

c a¡td b d lie on the

is invariant of the



In

rang'le

poi nts

fi gure .

the case of

are X1, \2,

P and C are

the Harmonic

X, Y so that

i ntersec ti ons

ConsLruction the poi nts

A and B are diagonal

of the remaining two

T

In the case of the Addition Construction the points of the quad-

rang'le are c . b, a . dl, b d2, c . a. The point D is a diagonaì

point and the other four points are intersections of rl with the quadri-

I ateral confi gurati on.

t27

of the quad-

poi nt,s. The

lines of the

DPÀr3
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In the case of the Involutíon Construction the points of the quad-

rangle are a. c, b. d, b. c, ô. d.

The usual proofs of the invariance of the Harmonic and Involution

Constructions as in [3] are not uniform in regard to method. There 'is

one common aspect and that is the use of three dimensional methods. It
will be shown later in this section of the chapter that this use of three

dimensional geometry to prove the invariance of the three trace construc-

tÍons is essentia'|. The following proofs use a new and uniform method.

Proof of the invariance of the Harmonic Construction

As Ín [3] we will

di fferent pì anes yi eì d

from this.

Figure L6

prove that two

the same point.

instances of

The general

the construction in

proof then foìlows
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UeagreeinthÍsandthenexttwoproofstoìetcorrespondÍngpointsand

lines of the second constructìon be denoted by the correspondÍng dashed

1 etter. Note that the tri angl es XX1X2 and ¡1 Xtl Xzl are

inperspectivethroughsomepoÍnta.Thetr.ianglesXlXzYand
X1lXrly1 are al so in perspective' The triangles XX1X2 and

XIX2Yhaveasideincommonasdothetrianglesxl¡'1¡,1
andXllx2lyl.ConsequentìyX1X2Yandx1lx21vlare
a]soinperspectivethroughthepointa.ThelinesXXlandYYlthus

meetatQandhencethese]inesarecop.lanar.IfSistheplaneofthe

two lines then S an¿ J meet at one point and thus XY ' ) = ¡ly1 '

Ì.H
In the next

triangles that al

ment.

Proof of the invariance of the Addition Construction

two proofs we rvill point out a chain of perspective

low us to deduce the conclusìon as in the above argu-
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¡¡e note the following chain of perspective triangles:

(i) (a . d1)(b . d1)(a . dù is perspective with

(al d11¡1sl 011¡1¿1. dzl)

(ii) (a . d2)(b . d1)(b . dù is perspective with

(al . 021¡1¡1 . dl1)(bl . azl) H

Proof of the Invariance of the Involution Construction

He note

(i) (a

(a1

(ii) (u

(u1

the following chain

. d)(b . d)(c a)

. dl) ( b1 dl) (cl

. d)(c a)(c . b)

. dl)(cl al)(cl

of perspective triangles:

is perspective with

. al)

is perspective with

. bl). H



A relation among a set of points on a line that is

i nvarÍant I Íne construction in a pl ane containing the

i nvari ant rel ati on .

131

deternrined by an

line uJe call an

Theorem 3.13

An invariant point relatÍon is proiectively invariant.

Proof

Suppose that.l is a line and points P1,..., P¡ are in some

invariant relation on {. Assume that the lines 2 ana 11 are in per-

spective frorn a point a. Let 51 be a plane through I that does not

contain {f and let 52 be a plan through .l 1 that does not contain

,t. In the plane 51 construct an instance of the Ínvariant line con-

struction that determines the relation of P1, P¡. If we project

this construction from Q onto the plane 52 the projected figure is an

instance of the invariant line construction and so the projections of the

points P1, ..., Pn are in the gÍven invariant relation. fi
It follows from the above generaì theorem that the three invariant

trace relations are projectively invariant. Other proofs for specific

cases can be found in [3] and [35]. Note that the above proof depends on

the use cf three dimensionaì geornetry. Consequent'ly it does not dualize

to the case of pencils for in three dimensional space the dual of a point

is a p'lane so that projection from a line cannot be extended. This

results in an asymmetry in the theory.



Definition 3.3

Let S be a pìane. Then S satisfies the

invariant relation among points on lines

i nvari ant.

For purposes of exposition

of the dual s of the three trace

L32

invariant condition if every

in S is also projectiveìy

we now give an expìicit staternent of each

theorerns.

Iq, lu
Let 51

z= (St

pencil

1.

a

.ì:I¡:lliit

ìr:::ìtìsl:

.::ì:¡lì],.s

:::.i:lil€l

'::aji.:iÌÌ

;ìllii.i::ìÈ

r:i:ì:i-.::7Àì

The Dual Harmonic Construction

Suppose that -11, ,lz,'lg are lines of a pìane pencil and P is a

point of lt. Let 51 and 52 be lines through P not equal to ¿1.

The point z=(S1 ..|z)(se ..ls) (Sr .lg)(Se .lù ìies on a

line of the pencil that is independent of the construction.

The Dual Addítion Construction

Suppose that {t, Iz,.,,0g, L+ are lines of a plane penciì and

P is a point of lf. Let 51 and 52 be lines through P not equaì to

4 t. The poínt z=(S1 . .[z)(s2 .! +l (st .l+) (se .Pg)

lies on a ìine of the pencil that is independent of the construction.

The Dual involution Construction

Jr, Lr, ls,
point or.l1.

The poi nt

line of the

Suppose that

pencil and P is a

not equal to I
(Sz .Dg) lies on

constructi on.

are I i nes of a pì ane

and 52 be lines through P

.lz)(sz'ls) (st 'l+l
that is independent of the
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He can now state and prove the following three theorerns.

Theorem 3.14

Assume the

impl ies the Dual

invariant condition.

Harmonic Construction.

P roof

Suppose that I L, I z,

P is a point or 11.

Then the Harmonic Construction

.f g are three I i nes of a pì ane pencil and

Figure 19

Assume that we have comp'leted an instance of the dual harmonic con-

struction with ìines 51 and 52 through the poínt P. Let I be the

pencil line through z and define P1 to be Ì: 51. If n = le . 51,

B =l¡ 51 and C = P then it Ís ímmediate that the point, P1 is the

constructed point of the Harmonic Construction on the line 51. Suppose

now that Q is another point of {t and R1 and R2 are lines through a

not equa'l ,o I i . ì^li th these I i nes ,..,e can compl ete another i nstance of
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the dual harmoníc construction. As above the line,tl so constructed

intersected with Ri provides an instance of the Harmonic Construction.

It follows frorn the invariant condition that the line{1 must Oe 'N. H

The proofs of the next two theorerns use the same method as that of

the above argument. That is we interpret an instance of a dual trace

constructÍons as an instance of the corresponding trace constructÍon and

then apply the invariant condition to prove that the line obtained is

independent of the particular constructÍon. The proofs will therefore be

given nore brÍefly.

Theorem 3.15

Assurne the invariant condition. Then the Addition Construction

impìies the Dual AddÍtion Construction-

Proof

Let {
is a point

t, I z, å l, I + be lines of a plane pencil and suppose P

or {r

Figure 20
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Let 51 and 52 be lines through P not equal to 11. let p, =lz

51, n=Jg 51, C=P and O=kC.51. If an instance of the

dual addi ti on construction i s compì eted usi ng the I i nes 51 and 52

then it is immediate that the configuration on the line 51 with points

A,B,C,D and the constucted line constitute an instance of the Addition

Construction. E

tneorem g:19_

Assume

irnpl í es the

the

Dual

i nvari ant condi tion. Then the invol utÍon ConstructÍon

Invol ut,ion Construction.

rl

::ì

P roof

ret {1, lz,
that P is a

A

0s, Qq, {s be

poi nt of { r.

of a pl ane

and 52 be

penci I and suppose

ìi nes through P not

lines

Let 51
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equal to J 1 . Suppose that wi th the I i nes 51 and 52 tve have . com-

pleted an instance of the dual Ínvolution construction. We define on

51 the points n=lZ S1, g={¡ 51, C=14 S1,

O =,0S 51 and E = P. With the points so defined it is immediate

that the configuration Ís an instance of the Involution Construction. H
The objective of the next portion of this section of the chapter is

to prove that the assurnption of the invariance of the dual trace con-

structions irnpiies the Desargue Theorem. For purposes of proof we state

the follovring three propositions.

FÍrst Three Line Theorem

Let | 1,

and B a point

if S is any

through z.

I z, ,13 be three

ot )2. There is

point of Ji and

concurrent lines and A a point of f,f
a fixed point z on the line BA such that

R = SB .lg the line s(AR .tr ù passes

Let Jt, Je,,0 g be three concurrent lines and A a point not on

any of these lines. Suppose that B is a point onlZ. There is a fixed

point Z on the line AB such that for any point S onll if R=SB.¿3
then the line S(RA .{tl passes througtr the poi nt z.

Third Three Line Theorem

Second Three Line Theorem

Let ì r,l z,

tinct points not

such that for

S(RA.lz) passes

{¡ be three concurrent línes and A

on these lines. There is a fixed point

any point S on .P1 if R = Sts .13

through the poi nt z.

and B two di s-

z on the line AB

then the line
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Theorem 3.17

The Dual Harmonic Construction Ímpìies the First Three Line Theorem.

P roof

Figure ?2

GÍven a point 51 on l1 the point R2

Dual Harmonic Construction. If
lies on the invariant line ,t of the

another choice of poÍnt 52 on -lt the

tine 52 (R2A .4Zl must pass through Z

the point P of the

the z=AB StBt

Construction. l,lith

produced and so the

can serve as

ARe .-lz = si

Dual Harmonic

same line is

=AB.Ì. E

Theorem 3.18

The Dual

Theorem.

Addi tion Construction impì i es the Second Three LÍne
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P roof

Fi gure 23

f,

A

,\ 8.

û q,

å.

Given a point 51 on I 1 we define the poi nt

defi ne

R2 to be the poi nt P of

the li ne AQ

i ndependent

the Dual Addi tion Construction.

where Q =lr ."1 2. Then z lies

of the choice of the Point 51. E

l^le {+1 to be

on the line AB and so is

Theorem 3.19

The Dual Involution Construction irnpl ies the Third Three Line

Theorem

P roof



Figure 74
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l^le li st

Given a poi nt 51 on J 1

(lr.lz) to belsl and

Dual Invol ution Construction.

interpretation and the Proof.

There are three Possibìe

them as fol I ows.

we define R2 = P and the line A

B(,tr .{zl-to be lzL of the

It is clear how to comPl ete the

H

cases of the Desargue Theorem.

¡irst Case of the Des

The intersection points of two correspcndÍng sides are on lines of

perspective.

Second Case of the Desargue Theorem

The intersection point of a pair of corresponding sides is on a line

of perspective. No other intersect'ion point of corresponding sides is on

a line of perspective.
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ThÍrd Case of the Desargue Theorem

The intersection points of corresponding sides are not on ìines of

perspecti ve.

Theorem 3.20

The First Three Line Theorem implies the First Case of the Desargue

Theorem.

P roof

Suppose that the tri ang'les

frorn a point Q.

ABc and 4191ç1 are in perspective

Figure 25

À'

Assume

BC and

'l s=cQ
For the

tiveìy.

ís on the

that the two sides AC

glC1 meet on AA1.

for the three lÍnes

poì nts A and B we

It fol I ows from the

line (AC AlC1)(sC

and AlCl meet on BBl and

}le let{1=AQ and

of the first three line

take tsC BlCl and AC

Fi rst Three Li ne Tlteorem

Bicl). E

the two sides

'fz = gQ and

confi gurati on .

. AlC1 respec-

that AB . nlgl
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Theorem 3.21

The Second Three

Desargue Theorem.

Li ne Theorem impì i es the Second Case of the

P roof

Suppose that the tri angl es ABC and Rlg lC 1 a re i n perspecti ve

from Q.

Figure 26

Suppose that.the sides AC and RlCi meet on BB1. For the ,?1 take

the line AQ, tor { 2 the tine BQ and ro.{3 the line cQ. For the

point A in the second three line configuration take BC glCl and for

the point B take AC. RlCl. It follovrs from the Second Tltree Line

Theorem that the points AB 4181, AC . AlCl and BC BlCl

are ín line. hl

Theorem 3.22

The Third Three Line Theorem imp'lies the Third Case of the Desargue

Theorent
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P roof

Suppose that ABC and 4l.g191 are triangìes in perspective from

a point Q.

Figure 27

I^le assume that no pair of corresponding sides

spective. For the interpretation take -f1 to

"t g to be CQ. Take for the point A the

the point B the point AC . 41C1. Then it
Three Li ne Theorem that the poi nts AB

Bc BlClareinline. hl

The three theorems proven above irnply

theorem.

Theorem 3.23

meet on a line of per-

be AQ, { Z ú be BQ anct

point BC glCl and for

fol I ows from the Thi rd

. A181, Ac . AlCl and

together the fol I owing

The assumption of the

tions irnpìies the Desargue

invariance of the

Theorem.

three dual trace construc-
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The proof of the above theorem can be dualizecl. As the Desargue

Theorem i s equi va'l ent to the Dua'l Desa rgue Theorem thi s impl Í es the

fol I olvi ng theoretn.

Theorem 3.24

The assumption of the invariance oî the three trace constructions

implies the Desargue Theorem.

A result of [3] shows that the Desargue Theorem does not follow frorn

.the propositions of incidence in the plane. This fact together with

Theorem 3.24 impìy the following theorem.

Theorem 3.25

The invariance of the three trace constructions does not follovr from

the propositions'of incidence in the pìane.

3.4 Invariant Constructions

The fo1ìowing four line constructions are constructions using six,

seven, eight and nine points. These constructions continue the sequence

of constructions uti'lizing three, four and five points initiated by the

Harmonic, Addition and Involution Constructions. The existence of these

four new invariant constructions dernonstrates that not all invariant con-

structions with more than five points reduce to the constructions on

three, four and five points.

Theorem 3.26 (Six Point Construction)

Let F,A,B,C,E,D be points of a llne { in a plane S. Assume there



are I i nes

that: ( i )

e . b lies

invariant.

fra rb rc re and dl ,

b d1 and a.dz
on d2. Then

t44

the respeciive points such

(iÍ) c . a lies on d1 and

P = (c d2)(e . di) .l is

d2 through

lie on f,

the point

Theorem 3.27 (Seven Point Construction)

Let H,A,C,B,D,F,G be points of a ltne { in a p'lane S. Assume there

are lines h,a,b,c,d,f,g through the respective points such that c f and

a d lie on h. If g and b pass through c. d then the point p = (g a)

(n " f) .t is invariant.

Theorem 3.28 (Eight Point Construction)

Let G,A,B,C,D,E,F,H be points cn a line ,t in a plane S and assume

that g,b,c,d,e and â1, az are lines through the corresponding points

such that b,d,a1 meet on g and c,e,az meet on g. suppose that the

line f passes through F and b e and h passes through H and aZ. d.

The point (h a1)(c f) .t = P is invariant.

Theorem 3.29 (Nine Point Construction)

Let F,A,C,E,G,H,I,B,D be poÍnts on a line { in a plane S and assume

that f,a,c,e,9,h,i,b,d are lines through the respective points such that

arcre meet on f and b,d,i meet on f. If g passes through a. i and h

passes through b . e then the point (9 d)(c . h) .¡ = P is invariant.

The fol'l owi ng di agrams il I ustrate the above constructions.



Fjgure 28 (Six Point)

Figure 29 lSeven Point)
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Fiqure 30 (Eisht Point)

Figur_e.31 (Nine Point) 
.
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Note that in the sequence of invariant constructions that begins

with the Harmonic Construction the constructÍons alternate between having

a sing'le line or two lines at the center of the configuration. The con-

structions beginning with an even number of points utiìize two ìines.

14e now give proofs of the above theorems in the gíven order. The

method of proof in each case is the method of triangìe chains introduced

above. In each of the proofs we assume that we have two instances of the

particular construction in two distinct pìanes 51 and 52. Lines

through points on the line that have upper case labels are labelled with

the corresponding lower case letters in the plane 51 and in 52 with

corresponding dashed letters. In each proof we display a chain of per-

spective triangles.

(1) (Six Point)

i^Ie disp'lay a chain of perspective triangles.

(i) (c . dZ)(a . dZ)(c . f) is perspectÍve with

(cl . dzl ) ( a1 021 ¡ ¡sl f1)

(ii) (c ' f)(a - d2)(c - dt) is perspective with

(cl fl)(al 421¡¡ç1.di1)

Thus the

are copl anar.

is perspective with

. fl)
is perspective with

dzr)

i s perspectitre wi th

'dti)'
. dZ)(c1 . dZL) and

(iii)(c . d1)(a . d2)(b f)

(cl dl1)(a1 d2i)(bl

(iv) (a . d2)(b . f)(b . dzl

(al .d2)(01 fl)(01

(v) (u.f)(b oz)(..dr)
(br fl)(bl a21¡1s1

lines (c (e.d1)(e1.drl)
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(Ð (Seven Point)

Hedisp]aythefo]lowingchainofperspectivetriangles.

(i) (a .9)(c a)(b ' d) is perspectíve with

(a1 . 91)(cl al)(bl . dl)

(ii) (c a)(o d)(a ' h) is perspective with

(cl al) (bl dl) (41 . hl)

(iii)(a. h)(b . d)(c h) is perspective with

(al . hl)(bl . dl)(cl hl)

(iv) (c. h)(b ' d)(b ' f) is perspective with

(cl hl)(bl.dl)(bl fl)'

Thus the lÍnes (a'9)(al'91) and (b f)(bl fl) are

copl anar.

( 3 ) (-Ei ght Poi nt)

l^ledisplaythefo]lowingchainofperspectivetriangles.

(i) (h.a1)(b.a1)(d'h) is perspectÍve with

( n1. atl) (¡1. all ) ( dl. h1)

(ii) (b.41)(d.h) (g'az) is perspective wÍth

(ul.at1) (¿1.h1) ( gl .uzl)

(iii) (g.az) (b.f) (b'a1) i s perspective vrÍth

( g1. azl ) ( o1 .fl) (bl.arl)

(iv) ß.az)(b.f) (f 'c) is perspective with

( g1.a'l) (01.fl) (fl.cl) .

Thus the lìnes (h.a1)(n1.a11) and (f.c)(f1.cl) are coplanar'



(4) (Nine Point)

We dispiay the follovring chain

(i) (c.h)(b.e)(c.e) is perspective

(cl.n1) (01.g1¡ 1s1.s1¡

(ii) (c.e)(b.e)(f.b) is perspective

(cl.e1) (¡1.s1¡ 1 ¡1.pl ¡

(iii) (c.e) (f.b) (i.g) is perspective

(cl.e1) (fl.bl ) ( i 1. g1)

(iv) (f.b)(i.g)(g.d) is perspective

( fl.bl ) ( i 1. g1) ( g1. dl ) .

of perspective triangìes.

wi th

wi th

wi th

wi th

lines of a pencil. From some point

a=X.4, dl=y.D, dZ=X.D and b=y.8.

If p=cd1 .cd2 then the I i ne P of

Thus the lines (c.h)(cl.nl) and (g.d)(g1.¿1) are copìanar.

l,le next state and prove the duals of the theorems proved above. The

method of proof is an extension of the method used earlier to prove the

duals of the Harmonic, Addition and Involution Constructions. In these

cases the dual line construction cannot be interpreted in the configura-

tion. Instead the configuration must be completecl and the proof reduced

to a new line construction. The latter are proven using the triangle

chain method.

The foìlowing is the lÍst of the pencil constnuctions that are

proven in this section to be invariant.

Theorem 3.30 (Six Line Construction)

149

f of F draw

Further let

the pencil

Let F,A,B,C,D,E be

lines X and y. Let

e=ad1.E and c=bd2.C.

through p is invariant.
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Theorem 3.31 (Seven Line Construction)

Let H,A,C,B,D,F,G be lines of a penciì and from a point h of H dralv

lines x and y. Let a=x.A, d=x.D, c=V.C and f=y.F- Further let g=cd-G

and b=cd.B. If p=ag.bf and P is the lÍne of the pencil through p then P

ís invariant.

Theorem 3.32 (Eight Line Construction)

Let G,A,B,C,D,E,F,H be lines of a pencil and from a point g of G

draw'lines x and y that meet A at al and aZ respectively. Let d=X.D,

b=X.8, ê=y.E and c=y.C. If f=be.F and h=da2.H then the point

p=fc.ha1 lies on a fixed line P of the pencil.

Theorem 3.33 (Nine Line Construction)

Let F,A,C,E,G,H,B,I,D be lines of a penciì and from a point f of F

dral lines x and y. Let a=x.4, e=x.E, c=x.C, b=y.8, i=y.I and d=J.D.

Further let g=G.a and h=be.H. if p=gd.ch then the line P of the pencil

through p is invariant.

14e next give proofs for the above theorems in the above order of

presentation. In each proof we assume that we are given two instances of

the pencÍ1 construction in two distinct pìanes that pass through a par-

ticular line of the construction.

(1) (Six Line)

Let the center Poi nt of

the two constructions be the

ponding points of the second

the pencil be U. We ìet the base line for

line x of the pencil construction. Corres-

construction are denoted by dashed letters.
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Figure 32

Let Z=y.C. l^le first prove that cdl and cldl1 meet on the line X'

To demonstrate thi s we show that the triangl es bcd, and 51ç1¿t1

are i n perspecti.ve. Note that cbz,bzU and zUdl yi el d a chaj n of

tri angl es and we thus concl ude that the I i nes bbl , ccl and

dtdtl are concurrent. By the Desargue Theoren we conc'l ude that

cdl and cl¿ti meet on the line x. To complete the proof of the

theorem note that epdl and edlu yi e'l d the requi red tri angl e chai n '

Theproofcannowbecomp]etedbeanappticationoftheinvariant

condi ti on.
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(2) (Seven Line)

l,le assume the conventions of the previous proof and al so that the

center of the pencil is the point U.As in the six line construction a

preliminary fact concerníng the construction must be proven. In this

case we have to demonstrate that the lines bf and Ultl meet on the

line x which is taken to be the base lÍne. To prove this we show that

the triangles cbf and ç151¡1 are in perspective. This perspec-

tivity follows from the triangìe chain Ucf and Ucb. To compìete the

proof note that the triang'le chain Ubg and pbg connects the points U and

p. l,le can now proceed as in the previous case"

3. (Eisht Line)

l,le assume the conventions of the prevÍous proofs and also that the
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center of the penci'ì is the point U.

l¡le let the base line be the line x. Let a=A.y. The proof consists

of the fol I owi ng three stePs.

(i) Uce and Uef constitute a triangle chain and so Ucf and ylçl¡1

are perspective. Thus cf and clfl meet on the line X.

( i i ) a¡ac and Uac consti tute a tri ang] e chai n and so the tri angl es

Ua2c and ¡1¿,1ç1 are i n perspective. Thus UaZ and

U1azl lneet on

(iii)paZh and ha2U

the line X.

constitute a triang'le chain and this demonstrates

i s invariant.

Figure 34

that the 1 i ne P
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4 (Nine Line)

Figure 35

FAGb l.lr ETD

lrle follow the conventions of the previous proofs. Assume that the

center of the pencil is the point U and let e be the point hb.dg. The

Ïine x is the base line for the construction. The proof consists of the

foìlowing three steps

(Í) giU and Uid constit,ute a triangle chain and so the lines gd and

gldl meet on the line X.

(ii) bed and bdu constitute a

elul meet on the line X.

( i i i ) peh and ehU consti tute a

plUl meet on the line X.

triangle chain and so the lines eU and

tri ang'l e chai n and so the I i nes pU and

Hence the line P is invariant.
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The Model Theo of Universal Classes

4.0 Introducti on

In thÍs chapter we derive some results in the model theory of uni-

versal classes. For the most part we wilì assufie that the class has the

ama'lgamation property. As was demonstrated in ti3l universal classes

having the amalgamatÍon property have many of the propertÍes of the class

of fields of some fixed characteristic. Thus one of the goals of this

chapter Ís to extend key results of algebraic geometry to the general

context of open formulas defined over structures in universal classes

with the amalgamation property. A second goal of the chapter is to prove

ana'logues of basic theorems of first order model theory for the model

theory of universal classes with the ama'lgamation property.

4 .1 Exi stenti al I Closed Structures and a Two Cardinal Theorem

secti on r,¡i th some resul ts concerni ng the atomi c di a-

in universal classes.

Definition 4.1

Suppose that ¿ is a universal class. If AÊã has the property

that for all extensions B of A in f, ttre atomic diagram of B equals that

of A then the atomic diagrarn D of A is a rnaximal [,-diagram'

Suppose that I is a universal cìass and D is a maxirna] I-¿iagram'

Then f,o =Ir for some complete theory T'

l.le begin this

grams o't structures

Theorem 4.1
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Proof

Suppose that A ¿ has atomic dìagram

Cl aim

-to =ür' Suppose first that BÉã is a D-structure' He want

to show that TuD¡(B) is a consistent theory. If rl is the open type of

any finìte subset of B then Fåo ana so T? is realized in A' Therefore

the consistency of TuDn(B) follows immediately frotn the compactness

Theorem.SupposenextthatCisamode]ofTand(*1,...,Xn)isa
sequencein.C.LetrbetheopentypeofthisSequence.IfSisany
finire subser of It then c F3 Vl, "' ,3 unI\s and so A F l ur " " '

ãun^s. It follows that F is consistent with T U D¡(A) and so some

.*tunrlon Btã ot A realizes n. By the tnaxìmality of D it follows that

Ir is realized in A' thus D¡F(c) € D and therefore ct äo' H

Thefol.lowingtwotheoretnsareanaloguesofresu]tsfortypesin

fi rst order model theorY '

D. Let T = Tn(A).

Theorem 4.2

SuPPose that f, is

withlol>w- Thenlol

universal class and D Ís a maximat f, -diagram

worlDl=2w'

a

Proof

By

DnF(n) =

lo l, *.

defi ni ti on

D. Then

Then for

if D

lD lt
some

is a

w if
n<w

maxìmal ã -oi agram

A is not max'imal

we must have that

there is 48f, such that

in X . l.le assume that

the set of n-tYPes in
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has power >w. For simplicity assume that n = 1' The argument is simi-

lar in the other cases. since L is countable there is some formula

l) t(vO) in L¡ such that {f contains > w D-types' !\le claim

there is 0(vg) in L¡ such that both'Ìf^0 and -YfÀ0 con-

tains>wD-types.Foragivenformulaêlet'f[gbethesideof
thesplittingoftheDl-typesin.Yrofpower<tv.Thenthereisno
more than one D-type in rY1 not in Ülg as 0 ranges over all

L¡-formulas. For if f 1 * Iìz let e E fl and ns tÎ2' Then at

teast one of Ir,[z is inïfo. But u'lTo has power 1 w'

contradiction. It is now clear that we can proceed to construct a'full

binarytreeofformulassuchthatafinitesegmentofeachbranchhasa

solution in A. It follows by the compactness theorem that if x is the

familyof(incompìete)L¡-typesformedfromthistreeand

[.r1 , < zvr is a set of new constants then Th(I) u D¡(A) U

ìfr,c¡):i<zw] 
(where x is ordered in a sequence ¡[il:i<2w)

is a consistant theory. Hence it has a ¡nodel B > A in Z' since D is

naximal we have ooFl a)

HencelDl=zw. H

= [ but by construction I onF(B) | = 2w'

Theorem 4.3

If Ztt
lol=wthenD

P roof

a universal cìass

i s atomi stic.

Let .T {u1 ) U. an

atom then we can sPl i t

such that o¡F(n) = [.

{a 0 and cÌ¿t-t 0 are

and D is a maxitnal

consistent' with D. If *

two sets bY a formul a 0,

formul a 0 exi sts such

wÍ th D so these formul as

ä -ot agram such that

is not an

where A i s

that both

both have

L¡-formu'la

{ tnl i nto

For a

consi stent
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sol utions i n A. l.le can proceed now to construct a f ul i Ui nuty tree of

fonÏulas of L¡ such that each initial segment of each branch has a

solution Ín A. As in the proof of lemnta 4'1 the existence of such a tree

irrrplieslol=,',.Henceourproceduremustterminateatsomefinite

stage and so there is an atom * 1 such that tl1 ---' 4 ' H

The fol'!owing result is an analogue for universal classes with the

amaì garnation property of the Prirne lvlodel Theoren of fi rst order model

theory. For a proof of the latter see [6]' ThÍs analogue of the Prime

Model Theorm irnproves a resull e¡ [13J. For a more general study of

this topìc see [4]. The techniques of. that paper follow the classical

line by the application of an unitting types theorem' In contrast the

method of proof of the followjng theoren is direct'

Theorem 4.4

:1:]1.r'j'l::

S.ìti{

Èi:li
Ë,ìi!ii:i
*ì:'i:ìr:

$"i*
Ët
R]}
$.:l:.ri::,:

M,'iì']:l
Rt:.r.¡
Rllal:;ii:

S1È and D is a maxirnal X -otagran. There Ís a prime existentialìy closed

D-structure A in ã if D is atomÍstic'

Suppose that A is a universal class with the analgamation property

Let c be a countable set fc.¡ : i < wJ or disLinct new constants'

Let s be the set of all formulas fonned by replacing variables in formu-

]asinL¡byconstantsfrolnc.ThenSjscountab]esothatitcanbe
ordered in a sequence ïti : i.;). In forming S we consjder only

L¡-formu.l as consi stent wi th D. l,le construct a structure A i n 'ã ¡ =

the class of all D-struc'L'ures by induction as follows: Let * (vi) be

the fi rst fomul a in S wi thout constant synbo'ls fron c' Let 0(vi ) be

P roof
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some ã-atom such that g --->r|. Let fu be generared by a solution

(xl,...,Xn). l,le interpret ci to be the narne of xi. Suppose that

the construction has proceeded to level m so that we have ,\n ì
Am-1 ),...,ì AO defined and generators xl,...,Xk such that (i)

each Ar is generated by an initial segment, of this sequence (ii) (xl,

...,Xk) is a solution of some D-atom 01(v1,...,Vk). Let

.Ð f(vl,...,Vr) be the first formula in S wÍth constants among

cL,...,ck which is consistent with Am under our interpretat,ion and

has not been previous'ly selected in our construction. Say nf t(v1,

..., Vr) = r'Ìr?(cL,...,ck, vl,...,vr) for an Lq-formulu{2. Then the

formul a 0t( Vl,. . .,vr)/\te( vl,. . .,vk, vk+l, . . .,vk*r) i s consistent with D

so there is a þ-atom e2 such that 82 ---> gf^o[2, and

02 i s c'onsi stent wi th D. Let (zL, "..,2k,...,zk*r) Ue a

solution in Bt,ã D and let 81 be generated in B by this sequence.

Then (r!,...,zkLli, a solution of 01 so \,re can define an

embedding f:A¡ -,--> 81 with f(xi) = zi for 1 < i < k. It follows

that we can replace 81 by an isomorphic structure with Am as an

actual substructure and wi th (rL,".. r2k".. ' z¡ç+r) = (x1,

. ..,Xk ,zk+';.,.. .,2[+¡) . Let A¡+1 =

by zk+l, ...,zk*r respectivelY.

are a solution of a D-atom and 4611

define a chainTniS i < w.

81 and interpret ck+1", . . . ,ck+r

l.le have that our generatrors

F ^T 1(z¡+1,...,2[+¡). We thus
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Cl aim

Let A = UAi. Then A is a prime existentially cìosed D-structure'

1¡e first prove that A is existentially closed in ãp' Suppose

that -1, ta1,...,â¡¡vi ) has a solution in an extension C of A' By

Ap we know that, C is then a D-structure. Here the aì's are the names

of all the elements of A which appear in the L¡-formu'la ci/(vp,v'¡) '

l¡le have a canonical sequence of generators for A defined above in our

construction, say {-r]i < w' Let ai = ti(^1,...,xr) (that is,

we choose r such that each ai is in the substructure generatecl by

X1,...,Xr)'Letmbethe]eastintegersuchthatXl,...,Xrisin
Am. We rePl ace ai i n by the term ti (c1, ' ' ' ,cr) to forln the

formu'ta .p(t1(c¡ ),..:,t¡(c¡ ),vi ). Now thi s formul a wi t'h ci

interpreted to be the elenent xi is consistent with Am since it is

consistent with.A. It is also in the sequence s. so there ìs some k > m

such that at revel k the formura seiected wourd be n'l'tt1tc¡),...,

tn(cj),vi). Hence this fornlula has a soìution in Ak+l' Hence

d(uf ,...,â¡VÍ) has a solution in A'

The fact that A is prime existentially closed in äO follows by

our construction since the sequence of generators Ix1] i < w can be

segmented so that each segment is a solution of a D-atom' This atom has

a solution Ín every existentially cìosed D-structure' and each atom with

an initiat sequence of points isomorphic to a segment of fx¡] i < w has

a solution over this initial sequence. This follows by AP" Hence lve can

construct an embedding of A into an existentially closed D-structure by

i nduction. H



Corol I ary 4.1

Suppose that f, is

X-oiagram with lol=*.
D-structure.
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unÍversal class with AP and Ll is a maximal

Then there i s a prime exi stent'ial ly cl osed

It was shown in t13l that if X is a universal class with the

amalgamation property then the existentiatly closed structures in å have

many of the properties of the class of models of complete first order

theories. The above theorem and the next provide addÍtional evidence fon

this conclusion. A result of [11] shows that if T is a model compìete

theory then the class of models of T coincides with the class of

existentially closed structures in X¡. Thus if T is a theory with a

model companion one would expect that analogues of first order model

theory results could be found. In [39] an analogue of the w-categorÍcÍty

theorem is proven in this case vrithout the assumptÍon of the arnalgamation

property. For the definition of g_enera-l ized principal type refer to

definition 3.35 of t131.

Theorem 4 .5 (The Categori ci ty. Theore.ln)

Suppose Lhat Ð it a unÍversal class rvith the anralgamation property.

Let D be a maximal X-¿tagrarn. There is a unique countable existentially

closed D-structure iff each PIo is a generalÍzed principal type.

P roof

Suppose first that there is a unique countable existentialìy closed

D-structure A. Since f, has the ama'lgamation property it follows by a

result of t13l that each BEã has an existentially closed extension C
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and it is easy to see that we can assume for countable B that C is also

countable. Since A realizes only a countable set of type: in D it
follows that D is countable. Hence by Corollary 4.1 the structure A is a

prime existentiaìly cìosed D-structure. By a result of [14] every open

type real ized in A must be â general ized principal type. Since

O=ORF(R) every type in D is a generalized principal type. Assume

next that, every P€ O is a generalized principaì type. Let A be any

countable existentia'lly closed D-structure and suppose that B is a fin-

itely generated substructure of A. Say B is generated by bl,...,bn

Suppose that f{n1,v) is a type over B. Then P{^1,v) is a type in D

so by assumption there is a formul.a nftf¡,xiv) which is an L( E)-
atom such that any sol ution (z¡ ,ri ,S) i s such that ( ri ,S) has type

P(xiv) . Consider the formul a .f (V¡,bi,v) . As -P (v¡,xi ,v)

is an L(¿) formula consistent wíth ä tet (a¡,ci,d) be a solution in

a structure C generated by the elemenEs of thÍs sequence. Then (ci,d)

has open type P(xi,v) so that (ci) has the same open type as (bi).

Therefore there is an isomorphism f that embeds B in the structure C in

such a way that (bi) is mapped onto (cÍ). Þ{e thus obtain a dÍagram

b

/

l,le can apply

the fol 1 owì ng

the amalgamation property

commutative di agram:

Lo complete this diagram to obtain



{6,Y,
Now c F.V (a¡,cid) so that D F^lt(g(ai),9(ci),9(d))' By the

we deduce that D t -V (g( ai ) ,bi ,g( d) )

v) is consistent over B' The formula

For if D is an extension of B in vrhich

163

r)
\; \Rx/

L/

commutativitY of the diagram

and so the formút a rl(v, bi ,

must also be consistent over A'

-T (v¡, b'¡ ,v) has a solution (a¡ 'd) we obtain the diagratn

lle can amal gamate

di agram:

Then C1 i s an extension

i s exi stenti al'lY cl osed

\i i/
\ß/

thi s di agram over B to obtai n the fol I owì ng commutati ve

L.

\ß,/.

A and Ct F ^y (f(a¡),bi,f(d)) ' As A

must aì readY contai n a sol uti on of

.l (V¡,bi,v). If A F.Y(ci,bi,dl) then (bi ,di ) must have

type lì(xi,v) so that d1 i s a real izatìon of [(nt 'v) ' It follows

that A is weakly L¡-saturated. By a result of [13] all countable

weaklyL¡-saturatedD-structuresareisomorphic.Thusthereisa

unique countable existent'ia11y closed D-structure' H

DA

\l\Di ,>I
A/'

of

A
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Ler r- = tu,uJrf.,] icwu T tÎ'
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Thefol.low.ingexarnp.leshowsthatthediagrarrconditionintheabove

theoreî cannot be improved. Thus the analogue for existentially closed

structures of the w-categoricity tl¡eorsn is not obtained as a direct

translation of the first order theory. The exatnpìe also demonstrates

that a universal class with the amalganation property can have a unique

countable existentially closed structure but have no mode'l conpanion'

disjoint sets that contain all eìements

says: (i) U,V are infinite

(ii) U(ci) for all i<w (iii)

c¡/c¡ifi/j(iv)fistheidentityonUandmapsVintoUin
such a way that no ci is in the image set (v) f is one-one on v' Note

that A is existentia'lly closed inãT if V is infinite and all elements

of u not equaì to some ci are in the irnage of v under f' It is there-

fore clear that the existentially closed spectrum of T is categorical in

all infinite powers. But there are an infinite number of open l-types in

the unique maximal z, diagram. cl earty f, t has the anaT gamation

property and since the class of existentiaìly closed structures in år

cannot be axiomatized it follows by a result of [11] that T has no model

cqnpanion. bl

The next result shows that there is an extensive cìass of theories

that satísfy the diagram condition of Theorqn 4'5' This theorsn is a

directanaìogueofthecorresponcl.ingf.irstordertheorem

Theorem 4.6

Let ä be a universal class with the anaìgamation property and



D is

in D

a maximal l-oiagram

in n variables is

such that for

fi ni te ' Then
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each n<w the set of

each tYPe in D issuppose that

open tYPes

princÍPal '

proof .ni na'l . Let [tf 1] i t* be

Let l'Uo and suppose that tt is not principal' Let t'

an orderi ng of rr . As rr ì s not pri nci pa1 for each kcw there i s a i<w

such that /I-lf i 
^TTIi 

is consistent with D' For each kcw let þ¡

be such u tottuta and let Gf be a tYPe in D that contains Ek' As

thereareafinitenumberoftypesinDineach¡(\.lnumberofvariables

al'l the t'ypes Itx are contained in some fìnìte subset Itr""'lt*'

ThereareaninfinitenumberofdistinctE¡sosometypel.contains

an infinite number of 6¡' Rs f'r is a maximally consistent set of

openformulasitfol]owsthatP,^containsa]l.ITiandalsoSome
f ormul a lïli ' Contrad'i cti on ' H 

resul ts con-

In the final portion of this section vle prove three

cernedwiththeLowe,heim-Sko]empropertiesofstructuresinuniversal

c]asses.ThefirstresultisaversionoftheDownwardLowenheim-Skolem

Theorem '

Theorem 4'7

SuPPose that I ìs a universal

and D is a maximal f, -diagram' If

is an elementarY substructure of A

cl ass

ntEu

then B

with the amalgamation ProPertY

is existentìal1Y closed and B

is existentiaì1Y closed'



Proof

SuPPose

are elements

mate C and A

rhar "Y tv1 I t r-nn( s) and for

X1,.",Xn in C such that C

over B to obtaì n the fol 1 owi ng

sorne C ì B

F .y (xi).

communi tati ve
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in ãO there

lle can amal ga-

di agram:

I),

A/'\,
\,3 /

Since the diagram is commutative the map f transforms the formula'P

onto itself and thus D1 F ry (f(xr) " " ',f(xn) 
) ' Now D1 is an

extensionofAandAisexistentialiyc]osedandSoAFSvirV
(vi).AsBisanelementarysubstructureofAitfol]owsthat
B F I vi rP (vi)' This implies that B is ex'istent'ially c'losed' H

Theorem4.Tcanbeappl.iedintheproofofaTwoCardina.lTheorem

foruniversalclasseswiththearnalgamatìonpropertysatisfyinganatura.l

algebraic stabilitY condition

Theorem 4.8

ñe that p 'is an L¡-(w)-stable universal

l4 rst I = l.lp (A) l.

gamati on property and A t ã i s exi stent'i al ly cl osed ' If 4 (u) it an

:::,.ïi'iïu-',ì.n ì;' w .< r.v(A)t < I n l *ren ror arl À> l'^Hnr I

aç ^.,^h +het I g I =À and

;.':"';:.. t^;stentiallv closed structure B in f,' such that

class with the amal-

le l=À
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P roof

Supposefirstthattr.lAl.LetBbeanelementarysubstructureof

A of cardinaìity \ such thatcfiB) ='P(A), By Theorem 4'7 i"he structure

B is exÍstentialìy closed and so B satisfies the required conditions'

Assume next that I A I <\. In th'is case we can utilize the results of

t13l to prove the assertion by a slight modification of the proof of

Lemma 2 of [15]- H

The above theorem is a generaìization of a result of t29l'

natura]toasktov¡hatextentthetheoremcanbestrengthened.

It is

Definition 4.2

SupPose that f, is an

gamation ProPertY' Then I
AtE if x is an element of

a pri nci Pa'l oPen tYPe over

L¡-(w)-stal¡l e universal

has atolni c exÍ stenti aì

the exi stent'i al cl osure

A.

cl ass wi th the amal -

closures if for each

ofAthenxrealizes

Lemma 4.1

suppose that, Ë is a universal cìass and A8ä. If XqA is an

infinitesetofL¡-indiscernÍblesthenthereisanextensionBofAin

r and a set y of L¡-indiscernibles extending X in B such that

Ivrux|>wandeache]ernentZofY¿'¡XhasthesameopentypeoverA.

Proof

By use of the Compactness Theoretn we can fi nd an ex-

in Ã that cont'ains a set Z of L¡-indiscernibles

having cardinality (2 I )+' There are at most 2\ open

that some infinite subset Y of Z must realize a singìe

Let À= ln l'

tension C of A

extendi ng X and

types over A so



open type over A' Let B be the substructure

Then Y and B sati sfy the requì retnents' H
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of C generated bY A u Y'

Thefo.llowìngtheoremallowsaconsiderab]eimprovementofTheorem

4.8 with the additional assumpt'ion that ä has atomjc existential

cl osures. Note that the exi s t'ence of an exì st'enti al c'l osure for

L¡- ( w) -stabl e uni versal cl asses wi th the arra'l gama'[i on property i s

proven ¡¡ [131. If T is a comp'lete fu]l and v¡-stable theory then f,1

hasatomicexistentialclosures.Theproofofthenexttheoremthus

providesanewproofforatwocardinalpropertyoffirstordermodel

theory.ThispropertywasfirstdemonstratedinL26Tinasomevlhat

stronger form for stable theories'

Theorem 4.9

.suppose ürat I is an L¡-(w)-stable universal class with the amal-

gamationpropertyhavingatomicexistentialclosures.LetAbeanexis.

tent.ially closed structure in ã. If { (u) it an open L(tr) formula

such that I .Ttnl l. I n I tnen there ìs an ex'istentially closed proper

extension C of A inI such that "V tnl =ry(C)"

Proof

If.Ytu)isana.lgebraicformulathenAcontainsallsolutions

since A is ex.istentially closed. Thus any extension of ¡ in ä sat'isfies

the requirements. gtherwise we must have that I d (A) I > w since A is

ex.i stenti al ly cl osed. Thus A must have uncountabl e cardi nal 'i ty ' Let À

be a regular cardinal 'such that l d'(A) l < \" l Al ' It follows by Theorem

4.14 of t13l that A contains a set X of Lq-indìscernibles of car-

dinality ),.. Let B be an extension of A in ã containing a set Y of



L¡-i ndi scernilrl es

LetctV¡rX. We

A(c).

extending X and having the

defi ne the structure C to be
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propertíes of Lemma 4.1.

the existential closure of

Cl aim

.[l tnl = rY(c) . For suppose not. Let X E -ItCl 
^/ 

(A)' Then there

is an L¡(A(c)) atom 9(X1,"',Xn,C,V) such that X is a solution of

thÍsatom.l,leassumethateachX.¡fori<nÍsanelementofAand
0(v1,...,vn,w,v) is an L¡(8) formula'

of the sequence ( xl, . . ' ¡x¡ rc) '

Let It be the open tYPe

Then Th(älultir,...,[n,c) þ

g(Î1,...,in,c,v)

that there is a sentence cfO of Th(8) and a sentence "f1 (xl""'

x¡,c) of P (^1,...,X¡,c) such that rf O, rPi(x1'.." x¡,c)

þo{x1,...,xn,c,v)

examplet38])thisimpliesthatnYohtr(^1,...,X¡,C)>
(g(x1,...rX¡,c,v)

tanguage L(¿) the latter imp'lication irnplies that Th(¿) þVw("h(Xt

Let B be

the substructure of A generated by the elements xl,""Xn' Let Pf

be the open B-type of the elements Y¡'X. For each formula 91(v) of

F r I et Xgt be the set of al I el ements of x that are not sol u-

tions of 91. As the set Yn¡x is infinÍte and each element yIYrsX is

a solution of 91 it follows from Lemma 4.18 of [13] and the fact that

YisasetofL¡-indiscernÍb]esthatXgtisfinÍte.Let
Xg = u[Xg1: er t Î,] - The tvpe Ìt r i s countable and so xg

must be countable. Let Xl = XpX0' Then X1 has cardinality )' '



Cì early each

el entent of

(Ì1,...,Î¡,v)

then A t l.f

generated bY

the identitY

in A maPPing

to obtain the
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element z of X1 is a realization of 1' Since c is an

Y X and C F Y l(x1, " ',x¡,c) the formula 'f I

is an element of 11 f. It follows that if z E Xf

L( xL, . . . ,x¡,2) . Let Ag be the substructure of C

the el e¡nent c and suppose that Z Ê X1 ' Defi ne f1 to be

map embeddi ng Ag i n C and f2 to be the embeddi ng of A0

ctoz.l,lecanamalgarnatetheresultingdiagramoverAg

foìlowing commutative diagram: L,
Ì:+

-:iìi

.ti: ^y \,
\^.Å

l,le can assume that 91 i s the i dentì ty map' l^Ie have that C F g

(^l-,...,xn,c,x)andsobythecommutativityofthediagramitfollows

that C1 þ O (x1,...,Xn,2,92(x))' Si nce A i s exÍ stenti al lY

closed and c1 is an extension of A in ¡ there must be an element y in

A such that A þ e(x1, ' ' ' ,xn ,z,Y) ' By the imPl ications Proven

above the tatter implication irnplies that y is a solution of the formula

t tu). v\le conclude that each element z of the set X1 has a solution

totheformula0(xl,"',X¡,2¡v)inthesetdtnl'supposenext
that y is some point of -f (n). If z is an element of YruX then z is not

a sol ution of the formul a 0(X1,. . . ,X¡,w,Y)' For suppose that

C F0(x1,...,X¡rz,!)' Since cÊY^'X and al'l elements of the set

yc.rx have the same open A-type it follows that C F g (Xl'""

X¡,c,Y). But we have also that c t g(xl""'X¡'c'x)
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and the element x is not in the set (A). Since 0(x1,"',xn,c,v)

i s an LA(A(c) )-atom t,re deduce that D¡(A(c) ) þ 0(xl,...,xn,c,v)

----->1 v=y. Contradiction. The set Y¡¡X is infinite and so by Lemma

4.18 of t13l the number of sol utions of the formul a 0(xl,. ..,

x¡,w,¡r) irì the set X1 must be finite. For each element y in f (A)

let Xy be the set 0f all solutions to the formula 0(xl,...,

Xn,tt,y) in the set X1. Define X2 to be the set u lxv:y I .?{nfi.

Then the cardinality of x2 is not greater than the cardinality of

"Ptnl. But by what was shown above we must have Xl = X2' Thís con-

tradicts the fact that the set X1 has cardinality À ' H

Corollary 4.2

Suppose that 2 it an L¡-(w)-stable universal class with the amal-

gamat,ion property and havÍng atomic existentiaì closures' If "Ftv) is an

L( ä ) formula and A t¡ is an exístentially cìosed structure in å such

thar le¡ (A) l. I n I tfren for each cardinal À> I A I there is an existen-

tially closed structure C in ä such thab I C I =À and 'f(A) = "P(C)'

The next result is a Two Cardinal Theorem tor open formulas in

general universal classes. In the proof stability propertíes are re-

placed by the use of a theorem of set theory'

Theorem 4. L0

Suppose that Z it a universal

sati sfyi ng the fol I ow'i ng condi ti ons :

(ii)+(vq) t La(A) has the ProPertY

class and A,B are structures in ä
(i) B is an infinite extension of A

that Y (n) = rY(B) (iii ) for all



L¡(A)-tenns t the set f xE+(A) : x = t(b1) for

n - n] has power < w. Then there is a countable

and for each tr , *, there i s an extens'ion E¡ ì
r^P (cf) = rþ (Ag) and Lf has cardinalitv X

P roof

Let U(vg) be a new unary predicate symbol' Interpret this predi-

cate in B by the structure A. Let <Bg,A0> be a countable elementary

substructure of ( B,A) . Then the structures 'fo, B0 sati sfy condi tions

i-ii-iii in the statement of our theorsn' For each condition can be

expressed by a sentence or set of sentences in <B,A> and these sentences

aretruein<80,40>.l,lellorderthee]ementsofBo-Aoina
sequence xi Í < w. Let 1(v¡) : i < w be a 'listing of all open

formul as over Ag. l.le consLruct a decreasing Sequence of infinite sets

Iii<wbyinductionasfo]]ows:Let11andl?bethoseSe.
quences in proper orrler froln xi i < w such that Bg F 1

(x¡i) or Bg t 1(xri) respectively' By the Ramsey TheoreTt

there is a homogeneous subset Ig contained in xi i < w' wi th

I ro I = r.I . Appl yi ng thi s procedure repeatedly t'Je obtai n a sequence of

infìnite sets which at level n is homogeneous (in the proper order) for

n. By the cønpactness theoren there is a structure Bt I Ag in

which is generated by an El4-set yi i < w (for the language L4

(Ag))ofthetypeconstructedabove.Foreach>w1]etCbethe
stretch of 81 by the EÌ4-set yi i < w' That is' C ìs generated by

L72

some sequence bi i n

substructure fo of A

As in ã such that

AOU Y < where Y < i s an Eivl-set extend'ing Yi i < w'



Cl aim

xri Ë lf.

V \ ¿ "t we have + (CÀ) = ôy(nO). For suppose not. Then

t,here is )¡> w such that some elenent x t CÀ- AO is a soìution of f.
Since c¡ is generated by nou [{,J " < À it fol]or¿s that x = t
(J.r1,...,Yoln) for some Ag-term t(v1,...,vn) and el ements

Jc1r...,Ván where we can assume that cl (,"',( oln' Hence t¡F

^y(t(y t,...,y n)). Since ftt]a< À Ís an El4-set over A0 it fol-

lows that 81 FY(t(Jl,..., yn)). Now the formula

{(t(vi¡¡ [ LA(AO)) and so rV(t(v¡1¡ = ^V f 
(vi) for some k < w'

By the construction above the set I¡ is homogeneous for {¡ and since

fyil i < rlr \^ras sel ected as an El4-set whose type rvas determi ned by the

sequence [tt} i < w it follows that for all Xrl,...,xrn vrith

and Fl (,...,( Fn we have BO F"ytt(x¡1,'..'

x¡n)). By condítion (iii) appìied to the term t there are only a

finite number â1,... râm of points of .P (Ao) that are in the

image under t of sequences in BO - AO, Now ^ 0 nO so that CÀ F

1 t(.Yctr...,Ya¡) = al^ '... ' ^
-l t(yøt Yo¡n) = amÂ

= Ytj
rj then

Bg Þrt[.¡(xkl,...,xkn) for al 1 properly ordered sequences

¡$t(Ycf,...,Yot¡)). But each formul a ( t( vi ) = ai )

(ui) E rntnol for some ri < vl so if r = max

173

so be definition of ô1,...,âm we

But asain It"3d<À is an

c^ Fr.Y

<xklr...,Xkn> in I¡. And

have Bg Flt(t(x¡ç1, -..,x¡n) ).

EM-set whose type is determined by {ttl i < w and so

( t(y 1,...,v ¡) ). contradiction. This proves the theorem' bl
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Exampl e 4.2

Let r=lUOi- T says that Ug is an infin'ite set and that rUO

has exactly one element. Let f,= Ír. Let B be any structure in I

lvith both u0 and'I ug nonempty and let A þe uo(B)' Then both con-

¿ix¡g¡5(Íi)and(iii)aresatisfiedbutIhasnotwocardinalmode]for

us. H

Example 4.3

Ler l = tuo,f!.
f is a one-one onto

us. Letf, =Ít.
ditions (i) and (ii)

T says that both Ug and TUg are infinite and

function from rU0 to UO but is the identity on

Then there are structures in f, satisfying con-

but ä has no two cardi na1 rnodel for Ug' H

2. Ama]-gamati on and Quani t'i f i er Reducti on

Exampìe4.1provÍdesasirnpleexampleofaun.iversalclasswiththe

amalgamation property that has no quantifier elirninable model comp'letion'

The f i rst examp'l e of such a uni versal cl ass l'/as the theory of groups

axiomatized so that all subalgebras are subgroups' The proof in t11l

that the theory of groups has no model companion actually shours by direct

calculation that the class of existentialìy closed groups is not closed

under ultraporvers. It was shown in [13] by an elementary argument that

ifTadmitseliminationofquantifiersthenthec]assoflnodelsofT
coi nci des rvi th the cl ass of exi stent'i a1 ìy cl osed structures i n f, 1'

Thusthetheoryofgroupsprovidesanatura]exampleofaun.iversa]class

rv.iththeamaìgamationpropertythathasnoquanitifiere]imìnab]emodeì

completionandtheproofofthisiselernentary.Asecondproofthatthe
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theory of groups has no rnodel companion can be found in [16]

Asnotedint6]atheoryadmjtse]iminationofquantifiersifitis

submodel complete. A very sirnple example of [6] shows that there is a

complete theory that is model complete but not submodel complete' ln

thi s regard we have the fol I owi ng theorern"

Theorem 4.L1

A model complete theory T such that f,1 has the amaìgamation pro-

perty is submodel comPlete'

Proof

SuPPose that B,C

I f we amaì garnate the

fol I owi nç¡ commutative

of T and A is a substructure of B and C'

inclusion diagram over A we obtain the

are' model s

resul ti ng

di ag ram :

ìzD*,b'/ \¡
\i i-2

\À/

We can assume that D i s a model of T' Let ,.Vtui) be an L(A) sentence.

Bythecommutativityoftheabovediagrarnth'issentenceistransformedto

a se¡rtence Ì(cil in L(D) defined over f(B) and g(C)' By modeì com-

pleteness we have f(B) < D and g(C) < D and so ^ll tti) is valìd in

f(B) iff it is valid in g(c). Since f and g are isomorphisms it follows

that d(ut) i, valid ín B iff it is valid in C' Thus TUD¡(n) is a

compì ete theorY. ts

If T is model complete then as shown in [20] the class of nrodels of



has the amalgamation

sure of how far a

:limi nabl e ' The next

property. The above result

model cornpl ete theorY i s

theorem is proven tn [34] bY
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thus gives us an exact

from being quantifier

a di f ferent ntethod.

$¡eorem 4'tz

If the theorY T is submodel comp'lete then f,T has the amalgamation

a set

Itt s

Let B,C be models of T and suppose that A < B and A < c. By sub-

comp'leteness TgDa(A) = T0 i s a compl ete theory and

1=TuDR(B)andTz=TuDR(C)areextensionsofT6such
t L(TO) = L(T1) O r-(fZ). It follows by the Joint Consistency

ìh.o.un ( as Proven for exarnPl e in t6l) that T1UT2 is consistent and

the reduct of D to L(T). It is clear

and C into D1 to obtain the required
it has a model D. Let D1 be

ovl to defi ne i somorPhi sms of B

òmmutative dÍagram. H

T i s submodel comPl ete i f for al I

T the theory TUDA(R) i s cornPl ete -ttnit" substructures A of models of

s suggests the fol I owi ng defi nition '

efinition 4.3

ì,t Suppose that T is a theory and S is open L(T) tYpes. Then

contained in a uniquehas the sol i tti ng ProPertY Í f each

,losecl L(T) type.

i

;.i
:--i,ì

:.1::

of

is



Theorem 4.13

If T is a

L(T) types has

theory then T is submodel complete iff the set

the sP1 i tti ng ProPertY

177

of all open

rYis an L(T) formula' Then { is a

f f that is a Boolean combination

that T þ 't (---> "Yr' If a

A n-sentence '

ThefollowingexampleshowsthatforagiventheoryTthesetof

open n types in L(T) can have the splitting propérty but for some m I n

the open m types in L(T) may not have the splitting property'

ExamPle 4.4

Let L ={u,vJ u n T says: (i) U'V are infinite dÍsioint sets

(ii)vx(u(x) vv(x)) (ii'i) R has first coordinate in u and second co-

ordinate in V (iv) if x is in U then R(xy) has exactìy two solutions (v)

ifyisinVthenR(xy)hasexactìytwosolutìons.ltisc]earthatthe
setofopenL(T)l-typeshasthesplitt-ingproperty.Butnotethatthe

formula trv(R(xy) ¡ R(zy)) splits the open type generated by the open

atom U(x) Â U(z) ' ts

The notÍons of E¡0 and'[¡0 formulas are defined in [6]

Def i n'i ti on 4 '4

SuPPose that T is a theorY and

ôn-formula if there is a formula

of Eno and Tl no formul as such

sentence is a À n-formula it is a

I do not

i ntroduced i n

know who first defined Àn-formulas but the not'ion vlas

a 1og'ic course given by Herbert Enderton'
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Def i ni,ti on 4 .5

Suppose that T is a theorY'

consistent set of Â n-formulas in

Lm(T) has the splitting property if

closed Lm(T) type.

A An-type is Lm(T) is a maximal

Lm(T). A set S of A n-types in

each Pg S is contained in a unique

The folìowing result generalizes the fourth lemma 0n page

and the proof is very sirnilar. if 6[ it a model of a theory

òn-theory of 6l is the set of À n-sentences Ín L(T) valid in

83 of [38]

T then the

€.

Lemnla 4 .2

Suppose that T is a theory and fÍs an L(T)

number greater than zero. Suppose that whenever

T having the same À n-theory then 6t t { iff

À n sentence Y1 such that T ¡- "P+---> "V r'

sentence. Let n be a

6ì and { are rnodel s of

Íf^f. There is a

P roof

If cY is not consistent with T there is no difficuìty in finding

tf so assume that the theory fUì+3 has models. Let B be the set

of A n-sentences that are consequences of tU t"t} ' The set B is

nonempty since there are valid À n-sentences in L(T)' Suppose that

TUB does not imply { Then there is a model (t of f¡eu{n't'}' Let'

X be the set of all À n-'unt'unces valio in ól '

Claim

r¡xf lt. For

But X is a comPlete

if not let $ be a model

set of À rì-sentences so

of TgX such that
thal 6t and f

frr.
have the
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same An-ttreory. gy the Compactness Theorern a finite subset X1 of X

exists such that TUX1 ì- -?cP . Let O be the coniunction of the

sentences in X1. Then T þ g

latter irnplication shows that Th'T ----->10. The formula 1 0 is

equivalent to a disjunction of A rì-sentences' And so 'l 0 is equÍva-

lent to a sentence 01 in the set ts. But dl' is a model of TUB and

6[ F 0. tr|e conclude that TUBbt and so again by the Compactness

Theorem some finite subset 81 of B has the property that TUgfþ"f.

If t t* i s the coniunction of the sentence of 81 then 'P t* i s

equivalent, to a A n-sentence r.|f. By definition of B we have that

T b -P .---, .fr. H

Theorem 4.14 ( The Quanti Ü er R-educ-ti on Theoren)

Suppose that T is a theory and for some

types in Lm(T) has the splitting property.

À n-formula {1 such that T h'..f <---> t r.

number n the set of { n-

If Y€ lm(r) there is a

P roof

Let cl, . . . ,cm be new constants and let 0 = Y(tl,'" ,cm)'

Suppose that 6t and $ u.. mode'ls of T'in the language L(T)U 1,.r,...,

c,¡JanAd.anOi have the same An-theory. If (u1,...,âm) and (b1,

...,bm) are the interpretatÍons of (.1, "',cm) fn d ano $ respec-

tively then (ai ) and (bi ) have the same Ân-type Tl in the ìanguage

L(T) Ut.r,...,.*1 and so those sequences have the same An-type

Fr Ín L(T). Thus A F e iff f F e for otherwise would split the

Àn-type Pf into two closed Lm(T) types. If n > 0 the above lemma

impìies that there is a Àrì-sentence 01(cl,...,cm) such that
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( assumi ng

Ifn=0the

a complete w-categoricaì theory such that for a

open Ln(T) types has the splitting property. If

is an open formula "þi I ln(T) such that

there Ís no conflict with quantifiers) then f þd<---> tf'

le¡nma s¡ [3Bi can be applied to obtain the same resu]t' H

The proofs of the lemmas required to prove the above theorem have a

marked syntacticaì charact,er. In two irnportant speciaì cases the use of

these leinmas can be avoided and the result proved by a direct argument.

We will restrict the follovring proofs to the case n = 0. For the sake of

clarity we give complete statements of the speciaì cases.

Theorem 4.1_5

Suppose that T is

given n < $J the set of

{ Slntf) then there

T t'{<----> tY r.

P roof

Since T is a complete w-categorical theory it fotlow from results of

[6] that T is atomistic and has only a finite number of inequivalent for-

mulas in n variabìes. Giuen {[ln(T) let 01 þe an atom such that

f l. 0f ----r { If we let c|t = -} Si ¡1 + then again there is

an atom e2 such that f F' 02 ----> t t. Clearly 91 and

92 are not equivalent and so by a continuat'ion of thÍs procedure we

obtaÍn a finite set of atoms 01,...,0k such that T l'e1 v,

...'v0r.--.->tandl*Jn'noisnotconsistentwithT.As
T i s a compl ete theory we must have that f t' .V-.gi v 1 "t and hence

tsh
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T h.-l'

the type generated by 0. Let 
'11 

Oe the open type determíned by I? and

suppose that F is ordered in a sequencu Inili < !v. If for each

n < w the formul. 
îiTi^Ig 

is consistent wíth T then it follows by

the compactness Theorem that the set of formulas Fu{"e} is consistent

wÍth T and so has an extension to a closed Ln(T) type Pf. But then

g splits It into two closed. types contrary to assumptíon. Therefore

there is an open formula E in tl such that Tþ[.---t 0. If we choose

such a formula Èi for each 9i it follows that f l'.v-Dl{t( i 
t----T'*v

g.¡. If we let .v^ [u i = "y 1 then the two equivalences proven
l.c lí

above impìy that Tþ{+---> cY 1 and fr is an open formula. H

The proof of the second special case resembles that of Theorem

|lJe need some preliminary díscussion before stating the theorem.

Suppose that T is a compìete theory an¿ ót is a model of T.

is a first order formula defined over q the rank of ^ì'is defined

[6]. For a type It in the Stone space S(d) the rank is defined

the rank of the formula of least rank Ín f. The following lemma

sÍmple verification based on the definitions.

4.15.

rff
as in

to be

has a

Lemma 4 .3-

Suppose that T is

'l'E t t dL l has deg ree I

that rank-f = rank I1

a compl ete theorY

then t contains

and 6L is a model of T. If
a unique type I? I st4l such

There is an alternate lnethod for obtaining a rank that makes no use

of the results of [6]. For simpìicity assume that L contains no function

symboìs. If T is a complete theory then as in t13l lre can construct a
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full expansion T* of T and expansions q* for models 6[ of T to

models of T*. If O* is a model of T* and +*t L(q*) there

i s a formul a eP E rt 6t ) such that 61. F {ç---> JC *'

this that if fts(6t) then F has a unique extension to

( 6t*). Consequent'ly the rank on types defined Ín t13l

full theory induces a rank on S(O). If we define rarlk

in t13l then the induced ra¡rk on formulas and types over

the properties mentioned al¡ove.

If foìlows from

a type P*8s
for a compl ete

for formul as as

models of T has

Theorem 4.16

Suppose that T is a complete theory such that T is rv-stable and

Zf has the amalgamation property. Let 6\ be the prime model of T'

I f the set of types i n Snm( Q ) has the spt 'i t,ti ng property then gi ven

.f I ¡_mtf l there i s an extensi on T1 of T by a pri nci pal type and a

formula "f1 € L¡m(r1¡ such that rr|*

Proof

Note that since T is w-stable the unÌversal class ãl is

LR-(w)stable. By assumption äl has the amaìgamation property so ily

the results of [13] there is a rank defined on a pen formulas and types

over structures in Xt. Let d[f-m(f ). Split { over 6t into degree

1 sets lt,...,tt¡ having rank equal to the rank of{' By Lemma 4'3

each formul a c.f .¡ contai ns a uni que type F '¡ i n Sm(61 ) such that

rank 11 i = rank fPi . Let ñ i be the open type determi ned by It i '

Choose gi Ín LRm(6U) such that g'¡ isolates Ît in the sub-

space of Snm(¡ft ) whose el errents are the open types havi ng rank
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greater than or equa'l to the rank of Fr. The formulas 0i can be

chosen so t,hat for each i < n Yre have 6t t gi ----) c|J¡' For sup-

pose not. If i < n is such that no such 0i can be found order li

in a sequenc. tlrJ j <w. For each j <w let E ¡ be the formula

AÏr A 0'¡. Each formulu D¡ isolates Ft in the subspace of
r$J

snñ't6[l whose points are the types with rank greaten than or equal

to the rank of Pt. Hence for no j<w is6i contaíned intVi'

Consequent'ty for each j <w we have that 6tF5x (E¡(x)n tPt

(x)). By definÍtion of the formulas D ¡ and the Compactness Theorem

ir fo¡ows rhar the set of formulas [ È ¡(x)Â1+i (x)l i < w Ís con-

sistent ou.,^ ó\. Hence this set of for¡nulas has a completion to a type

'F 
E Std.l. Let R be rhe open type determined by l. By definition of

the formulu b ¡ and the type F it follows that Ft El S ft ' But

f ti t 11 and so F is not equal to I i' Contradiction' l,le can

thereforeassumethatforeachi<nwehavethatólFgi->
,¡ i . As ei E Fi rhe rype 11 i contai ns g'¡ . Now + i

has degree L and so contains only one type of rank equal to Èhat of

,.V i . Consequently the formul u .V i 4'l gi must be of rank less

than that of -f i . Let ìf f be the open formul u 
,U,nnt 

' Then

dAfbf has rank less than rank of -f . We can repeat this proce-

dure to obtain a ,uqu.n.. ð1,"', lõ,f of open formulas such that

ótFði -----t d for each i and l-t' 
,V..}tl 

has rank less than

,^T^-ur*l i for each n. l¡le fina'lly obtain a set r m such t'hat

-Þ¡l.lV .å'i' i t an a1 gebraic formul a and i s thus representabì e by an

open låln ) forrnura ìf m+1. rt roilows thar ót F+<---)v trì.i$ntl
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Now vdi is an open 6t formula with say the parameters (a1,...,âk).
ì t trà¡

S'ince q is a prime tnodel of T it is an atomic model and so

( u1,...,ôk) real izes a principal L(T) type. Let T1 be the

extension of T by this principal type- Then ff l''l
r (mcl

H

The fact that universal classes wi'bh the analgamation property do

not in genera'l have quantifier eliminable model cornpletions means that

one cannot prove any strong form of the Chevaìley Theorem of aìgebraic

geometry for these classes. This is true even for projections of open

formulas. For if arbitrary projections of open formulas are definable by

open formulas then all formulas over models have quantifÍer elimÍnable

equivalents in the same language. The next theoretn shows that projec-

tions of open formulas can be definable under speciaì conditions. To

state the theorem we need some additÍonal terminology.

Suppose that X is a universal cìass and A E ã. Let -P {v1,.,.'

Vn, Wl,...,Wm) be an L¡n+tn1A)-forrnula with all free vari-

ables among the vi and wj. I^le write the formula in the abbreviated

form .T (v,w). The first and second block of variables are calìed the

first and second coordinate of 4. The projection of + on the second

coordinate is the solution set in A of the formula I v'ì'(v,w)' An open

type T1 Ín s¡m(A) is a type through the second coordinate of tln if

there is an extension B of A in U and a Sequence (x,y) in Bn+m such

that g F.y (x,y) and (V) has open type P over A. The following two

lemmas are required to prove the next theorem.



Lemma 4.4

Let tr be

pose that A

Then al 1 open

al gebraic.

a universal class rvi th the arnal gamation property

t I and .{ (v,w) [ lan**1¡¡ is an aìgebraic

types over A through the second coordinate of

i85

and sup-

formul a.

are

P roof

Suppose not. Then there is a type PtS¡t1A¡ through the second

coordinate of ^P that is not algebraíc. By definition of algebraic

type Ít follows that there Ís an extension B of A in ã such that Bm

contains an infinÍte set ftcilï i < w of distinct solutions of f' o

Since It is a type through the second coordinate of f there is an

extensÍon C of A in X and a sequence (x,y) in Cn+m such that'

C F -I (x,y) and (V) has open type P over R. Let A1 = A(y). rlle form

a chain of structuret {Bi} i c w in ã as follows. Let f1 be the

identity map of 41. into c and'let, f2 be the natural embedding of A1

into B that sends (v) onto (cl). ble can amalgamate the resulting dia-

gram over A1 to obtain the following commutative diagram:

LÅ
\

B,.\

Ðxß
7

A, /+'
tlJe can assume the map gZ is the identity. Since C F ^P (x,y) we have

thaL 81 F .F (gf(x),gt(y) ) so that by cornmutatÍvity of the diagram

we deduce that 81 Ff(gf (x), cl). If we norll assume that the

chai n has been construc'Eed up to Bn i n such a þJay that for each
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Sequence (cl),...,(cr) there is a sequence (zi) in Br such that

Br t + 12i,qi) then lve can repeat the al¡ove construction wìth

Br in p.lace of B. Hav.ing compìeted the chain Itili < w tet cl =

u Bi. Since ¿ is a universal class it is closed under unions of

chai ns so that Cf Ë E . Furthermore for each sequence (ci ) in C1

there is a sequence (zi) such that C1 F ry17i,ci)' Thus * is

not algebraic over A. Contradiction. it foltows that I' must be alge-

braic. H

For the next lemrna and the proof of the theorem that follows note

that the results of t13l apply also to types and formulas in several

variables. I¡le wilì thus refer in the proofs to the required results

given in [13] for the singìe variable case'

Lemma 4.5

Suppose that ä is a universal class with the amaìgamation property

and A Èã. Let 'P(v,rv) t l¡n**10,

that the set of al I open types through

the spì i tti ng property ' Then any open

of .Y has rank not greater than one'

Proof

Firstnotethatthereisatmostonetypethroughthesecondcoor-

dinate of -fin SRm(R) that is not algebrajc' For Y is a strongly

minimal set so that there is a unique nonalgebraic open type P in 4

If Ff is an algebraìc open type in tÌ then by leinma 2'7 of [13]

thereisanL4n+rn1A).algebraicformu]a0thatgeneratesthetype

P f. By Lemma 4.4 each open type through the second coordi nate of g

be a stronglY mínimal set such

the second coordi nate of { has

type through the second coordi nate
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is algebraic. It follows that if F Z is an open type through ttre

second coordÍ nate of (-t,, and B 'is an extensi on of A wi th a sequence

(x,y) in Bn+m such that rY (x,y) is val id in B and (y) has open

type I z over A then (x,y) has open type F over A if lz is not

alEebraic. Suppose then that lZ is an open type through the second

coordinate of ry such that f 2 has rank greater than one. For every

open formula e t LRm(R) such that F z is a type in g there is

some nonalgebraic type fe in 0 with Fe not equal to

TZ. If not then every type in 0 not equal to f2 is algebraic so

tha! P2 must have rank equal to one. Let S be the set of all finíte

conjunctions of formulas in [t Z. Given Dû t the type PU is not an

open type through the second coordinate of ^P This follows by rvhat

we showed above. Thus the formulu [¡nVv l.{/(v,w) is consistent over

A. It follows by the Compactness Theorern that F Z UIVv1"l(v,w)] is

consistent over A. Thus PZ splits over A which contradicts the as-

sunrption'that the set of open types through the secorrd coordinate of

has the spl i tti ng ProPertY. I
Let ¿ be a universal class and Agl. If ^Y tv,w) ËL¡n+m

(A) is a stongly minirnal set call the unique type in ^P of rank one the

type of +. If Iì i, the type of d ano (x,y) is a realization ot F

in an extension B of A in 8 call the type of (y) over A in S¡m10,

the projection of F on the second coordinate. Note that we have shown

i¡ the proof of the above lemma the stronger result that if the projec-

tion If of the type of Y on the second coordittate does not split'

over A then assuming the anralgamation property is valid in ã tftu rank of

ft1 is not greater than one.
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Theorem 4.L7

Suppose that Ã Ís a universal class with the amalgamation property

an¿ n Ê X i s exi stentí al 'ly cl osed. Let 'l' (v,w) be a strongly mi nimal

L¡n+rnqA)-formul a such that the projection on the second coordinaie

of the type of rf does not split over A. Then the projection of'^f

on the second coordinate is finite or definable by a strongly minÍrnal

open A formula.

P roof

Suppose that the projection X of ^l' on the second coordinate is

not finite. For each finite subset (xl),...,(xr) of Am the set of

fonnutas {l trf l = (w) ,...,ï(xr) = (w), f u ^P (v,*)} is therefore

consistent over A. Thus,the set Pg of all such sentences is consis-

tent over A and is therefore contained in a conrplete A-type Pf. The

type Pi ís a type through the second coorditlate of ^P so that the

open part I? of P1 is an open type through the second coordinate of

-?. Furthermore It f, not an algebraic type. For if so then P is

generated by an LAm (A)-atgebraÍc formula 9. Since A is existen-

tÍally closed there is a solution (x) of 0 in A. But F contains the

formula ?(x) = (w). And so Ir fras rank greater than zero' By Lemma 4'5

it follows that P must have rank equal to one. Let 0 be a formula

that isolates t, in the subspace of S4m(A) consisting of al I open

typeshavingrankgreaterthanzero.ByTheorem4.44of[13]theformu]a
g must be strongly minimal since it is minimal over A.
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Cl aim

The set Y = 0(A) X is finite. For suppose not. Let S be the set

of al I finite conjunctions of fomul as tn ì? . If D t S then the formul a

Ë¡e is a member of It so that $ ¿ e has an infinÍte number of solu-

tions in A. For this fonnula cannot be algebraic so that for each finite

subset (xl),...,(xr) in Am the fonnula I (x1) = (w)À,...,Àï
( xr) = (w) 

^ 
( Þ 

^ 
g) (w) rnust have a sol ution in the exi stential ly

cl osed structure A. Si nce 0 i s strong'ly minimal the formul u b ¡r g

must have a solution in the set Y. This impìies that the formula

ün g¡Vv cU (v,w) has a solution in A. By the Compactness Theorsn it
follows that ItU lV vXrt(v,w) is consistent over A. But this means

that I1 sp'lits over A contrary to assurption. Thus the set Y must be

finite, Note next that the set X g(A) is also finite. For if not the

formulur "hv,w)Â0(w) an¿ cP(v,w)Àî 0(w) have Ínfinite dÍsjoint solu-

tíon sets. This contradicts the assuirption that the fonnulu .P (v,w)

i s strongly minimal . Thus by a sì ight al ter.ation of the formul a 0 we

obtain a strong'ly minimaì open forntula that has the sef X as solution set

in A. H

The following proposÍtion is another application of Lemtna 4.4. For

the definition of algebraicaìly closed structures see [13].

Proposítion 4.1 (The Weak Nullstellensatz)

Suppose that I is a universal class with the anaìgamation property

and Atãis a'lgebraically closed. if + is an open aìgebraic A-for-

mula then "þ has a solution in A.
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P roof

If aV is an open fornlula in one variable it has a solution in A

since A is algebraica'lìy closed. Suppose then that Y is a formula is

n+I variables and the assertion is true for all open a1gêbraic formulas

in n variables. Hrite ry in the form tÌ(v,w) where w is a single

variable. By temma 4.3 all open types through the second coordinate of

N are algebraic. Let 11 t*l be a type through the second coordinate

of +. Then tt is generated by an open algebraic formula 0 defined

over A. Since g iS a formula in one variable ít has a solution x in A'

Let ^V t(v) be the formul u ^P (u il ' Then ^P f i s al gebraic over

A if it has any solution in extensions of A. Since ft is an open type

through the second coordinate of cY (v,w) there is an extension B of A

and a sequence (z,y) in gn+l such that B t n| (z,y) and y has open

type I? over A. Let A1 be the substracture generated by x in A' The

elements x and y have the same open L(1, ) types so that we can emUeO n1

inBbyamapfl.Letf2betheidentityembeddingofAlinA.l¡le
can amal gamate these maps over A1 to obtai n the foì I owÍ ng colnrnutative

diagram:

A,

l,le can assume that the map gZ i s the identi ty. Then si nce B F ^V

(x,y) ìt follows that c F +(91(z),91(y))' By the commutativity

of the diagram we deduce that C t '-P(gl( z),x) ' Thus C Ftbll

(gt(z)) so thai r-ff has solutions in extensions of A' By the in-

duction hypothesis it follows that -þ f has a solution in A' This

t
\b
Å

\
l.\
1z\
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means that { (v,w) has a solution jn A. E

Theorem 4.L7 is a localized quantìfier elimination theoretn for

un j versal cl asses rvi th the ama'l garnati on property. The questi on i n the

large for such classes is the following: Given a unìversal cìass I with

the amalgamation property when is there a theory T such that å = ãt
and T admits eìimination of quantifiers? The followÍng theoretn shows

that for uni versal cl asses rvi th the amal gamati on property the above

problem is equiva'lent to the model companion problem for l¡.

Theorem 4. LB

Suppose that U is a universal class with the ama'lgamation property.

There is a theory T such that ã = If and T admits elimination of

quantifiers if and only if f, has a model companion'

P roof

Suppose that U has a rnodel companÍon. Then according to the

definitíon of model companion given in t20l there is a model cornp'lete

theory T such that ã = 8f . By assumptìon ã has the amaìgamation

property so that by Theorem 4.11 it follows that T is submodel comp'lete.

Thus by a result of [6] the theory T adnrits eliminatìon of quantifiers.

The other di recti on i s irnmedi ate frorn the def i ni ti ons . E

The above result suggests that in the context of universal classes

with the amaìgamation property the theory of model companions may have a

character distinct from üre general theory. A measure of the difference

is the variance in the submodel and nodel completeness criteria'

The follor.ring lernma is proven in [20] by a diagram argument'



Suppose that fj
cì osed.

extensÍ on

Lemma Í.7
Suppose that f, is a universal class with the amalgamation property

and D is a maximal ä-Oiagram. If fl ìs an open type in D there is a

Lemma 4.6

i s a uni versal cl ass

extension of A in I¡
tlrat C is an extens'ion

and A¡ X is

then there is

of B.
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exi stenti al 1y

an eì ementaryifBi
CofA

san

such

fi then

P roof

Suppose not. Then there ìs an open typu F (vl, " "vn) in 
.D 

and

an L(X) formula ^l'(vl,...,vn) such that both tuI{} and [ìu

[f rf] are real i ze<l i n D-structures. Let A be a D-structure and

<ô1r...,ân) a sequence in An such that (â1r".,ân) realizds tî

and A F ^V (u1, ...,anj. Similarly let B be a D-structure and

<b1,...,bn) a sequence in Bn such that <bl""'bn) realizes P

and g tl aPtor, ...,bn). Let A0 be the substructure of A gener-

ated þy the elements ô1,...,ân. Define the map f1 to be the iden-

the map f2 to be the embedding of A0

yre have fZ(ai) : Ot . l,le can amal ga-

Ag to obtain the folìowìng communtative

tity embedding of A0 in A and

in B such that for each i < n

mate the resultíng diagnam over

di agram:

unique closed l(fl) tvne p such if A is an exÍstentia'lly closed D struc-

tUre and (Xl,.. . ,Xn) i S a

(Xl¡...,xn) realizes the tYPe

sequence i n An that real i zes

fl
I
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L
Ð/? \^

À,/ \g
\ 

^,,4It follows by the communtativity of if'. diagram that for each i < n

A1 = g1(A) and

we

B1have gtft(ai) = g2f2(ai) = ci. Let

= gZ(B). Then the structures Al and 81 are exÍstentialìy closed

and A1 F+(cl,...,cn) and Bt tf"f(cl,...,cn). l^le con-

struct e'lementary chajns tOtS i < w and lttl i < w as follows. By

Lemma 4.6 there is an elementary extension A2 of Ai such that A2 is

an extension of C. In the same way there is an elementary extension 82

of 81 that is an extension of A2. We repeat this alternating con-

struction to produce the elementary chains {Ot}i < w anO [gi] i < w.

Let C1 = UAi = U Bi. Then Ct Ís an eìementary extension of A1

and 81 so that,

cn). Contradictíon. ts

Suppose that f, is

having a unique maximaì

ci F"Ìtcl,...,cn) and C1 F I{t.t,...,

The folìowing theorem is proven in [20] in the generaì case.

Theorem 4.19 (The Model Companion Theorem)

a universal class wíth the

[-¿iagrarn D. Tnen ! has

ion if and onìy if the class of existentia'l1y closed structures in f,, is

amal gamation property

a unique mode'l cornpan-

axi omati zabl e.
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P roof
<1If ¿ has a model companion T it follows frorn Theorem 4.11 that T

admits elÍmination of quantifiers. The argument of Theorem 3.39 of t13l

then shows that the model s of T are the exi stentÍ al ìy cl osed s'L'ructures

in X Thus if a rnodel cornpanion exists it is unique. Suppose that

the existentially closed structures in f, are axiomatizable by a theory

T. Since every structure in X is contained in an existentialìy cìosed

structure it follows that X =Xf. Thus D is the set of open types

consistent with T. By Lemnla 4.7 it follows that the set of open T types

has the spìitting property. Thus by Theorem 4.13 and a result of [6] we

deduce that T admits the elimÍnation of quantifiers. In particular T is

model cornplete and consequently T ìs the model companion of H

Lemma 4.8

Suppose ürat E is
Then there is a unique

embeddi ng proPertY.

P rbof

lf X nas the joint embedding property then it follows from Defini-

tion 3.14 of t13l that there is a un'ique maximal E-¿iagram. suppose

then that f, has a unique maximal fl-Oiagram D. By Theorem 3'16 of [13]

there is a comptete theory T such that f 1 is the class of all D-struc-

tures. Since the diagram D is unique the.ìutt of alì D-structures is

equal to 8. Thus : = lr. By Theorem 1.11 of t13l it follows

a universal class with the amalgamation property.

maximal X-oiagram if and only if I has the ioint



that f, T has the joint embedding property and so ¿ has the
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joi nt

embeddi ng property. H

It follows from Lernma 3.15 and Theorenr 3.16 of [13] that if ã is a

universal class rvith the arnalgamation property then ã decomposes into

universal classes that have unique maximal ä -¿iagrams. Each such factor

of a universal cìass with the atnalgamation property also has the analga-

mation property. There is thus no loss of generality in the restriction

that a universal class have a unique maximal diagram.

Definition 4.6

Suppose that X ir a universal cìass with the amalgamation property

and D is a maxímal I-¿iagram. Then D is atomic if each type in D is

generated by an open L(X ) ato'n.

Lemma 4.9

Suppose that Ð is a universal class with the amalgamation property

having a unique rnaximal 8-¿iagram D. If D is atomic then the class of

exi stenti a'l 1y cl osed structures i n å i t axi omatizabl e.

Proof

l^le defi ne a set of sentences T as fol lows. If ^P (ut,.. .,Vn)

i s an open L(t ) atom then add to T the sentence 3 ul,.. .,

T vn cP (ut, ...,Vn). For a given open L(ã) atom ^Ì(ur,...,
vn) let Ptut, ..., V¡¡v¡*l) Ue an open type in D such that

-Tð tt Since D is atomic there ìs an open L([) atom ,f1(vl,...,

v¡+1) such that ,Y1 generates f . Ì,le add to T the sentence

V vr,..., V un I vn+t( ¡V r(vl,...,vn+t)VlrT(v1,...,Vn)
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Let T1 = rfr(ã )ur.

Cl aim

The theory T1 is an axíornatizatíon of the class of existentiaìly

closed structures in ä. Suppose first that A is an existentially struc-

ture in ä . Let 4 {u1,. . .,v¡) be an L(.ä) atom. Since { ls con-

sistent with â, there is a structure B in ¿ and a sequence

.b1,...,bn) in Bn such that B F +(bl,...,bn). By Lemma 4.8

the universal cìass f, nas the ioint embedding property so the structures

A and B have a common extensíon C in ã As A i s exi stenti a'l 'ly cl osed

and cF (b1,...,bn) lt must be

a

and a sequence

(b1,...,b¡+1).

{ (bI,...,bn).

An such that

A generated by

that A FIuf,...,vnc|r
( vl,. . . ,vn) . Assume next that 0 i s sentence in T of the form

Vvl,...,Vvn f v¡+1('d r(v1,...,vn*llttílur,...,vn). since the formula

-Y f is an L(Ul ) atorn there is a structure B in ä
<b1,...,bn+1> in B such that B F tl f
By the definition of T it follows that B F

Suppose that there is' a sequence (ô1¡...,ân) in

A F t (a1,..., an). Let C be the substructure of

the el ements ô1, . . . ,ân. Si nce i s an L(ã ) atotn the sequences

(bl,...,bn) and <â1, . . . rân) real ize the same open type in D.

There is thus an isomorphism f1 of C into B such that for each i < n we

have f1(a1) = bi. Let f2 be the identity isomorphism that rnaps

C ,into A. t^le can amaì gamate the resul ti ng di agram over C to obtai n ttt.

followjng commutative diagram:
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type of the sequence (cl¡...,cm) is generated by an open L(8) atom

e. Since A is a model of T it follows that

A FVut,...,Vv,¡l v¡+1 (g (u1,...,vm+l) v -l g (v1,...,v¡¡)). Let cm+l

be an element of A such that A F 01 (cl,..., cm+l). Let C be

the substructure of A generated by the el ements cl,. . ., cm+1 i n A.

Since gi is an L(I!) atom the sequences (cl¡...,c¡¡+t) and

(clr ...¡c¡¡,b1) realÍze the same open L(¿) type. Thus there is an

Ísomorphism f1 of C into B such that f1(c1)=Cl,...,f1(c¡¡)

= c¡ ârìd f1(c61) = bl_. Let f2 be the identity isomorphism of C into A.

The resulting diagram can be amalgamated over C to obtain the following

commutative diagram: 
,-L,

t

\u,
\ß

\,/

that gZ is the identity map. From the commutativity of

v

deduce that C1 F ü(c1,...,c¡¡,c¡1+1,g2 (b2),..

this argument n tirnes to obtain a solution of

structure A i s exi stenti a'l ìy cl osed. H

We can assume

the diagram we

lrle can repeat

Therefore the

.,gz(bn)).

in A.
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Theorem 4.20 (The Characterizatiot_Theorem)

Suppose that Z is a universal class with the amalgamation property

having a unique maxr'mal Z-diagram D. Then ! has an w-categorical model

companion if and only if the dÍagram D is atomic.

P roof

Suppose first that X has an w-categorical model cornpanion T. It
f ol I ows f rom Theor^em 4 . 18 that T mus'b adrni t the el imi natÍ on of quanti-

fiers. A result of [6] implies that all closed (T)-types are generated

by open atoms. Since | =ãf each type in D is an open (T)-type and

so D is atomic. Next assunie that D is atolnic. It follows from Lemma 4.9

that the class of exìstentia'lly c'losed structures in Ã is axiomatizable

and so by Theorem 4.19 the universal class ä f'ut a model companion T.

As tvas detnonstrated in the proof of Theorem 4.19 the theory T axiomatizes

the cl ass of exi s tenti a'l 
'ly cl osed structures i n ã . By Theorem 4 .5 the

latter class ís w-categorica'l and so T is an w-categorica'l theory. E

The above result can be applied to prove the following theorem of

t201. Other proofs of the general form of this theorem can be found in

[21] and t391.

Theorem 4.2i

Suppose that X is a universal

If there is an w-categorica'l theory

w-categorical model cornpanion.

class with the amaìgamation property.

T such that X = It then f, has an
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Proof

Let A be the countabl e model of T and defi ne T1 to be the theory

Th(A). Then T1 is compìete and ã ft = As each c e X

T1 is in E we mus'b show that if B € ¿ then D¡(B) UTt is a

consistent theory. By the Compactness Theorem it suffices to consider

the finítely generated structures B in å. By assumption ã = 8f so

there is a countable model C of T such that B is a substructure of C.

Since T Ís w-categorical the structures C and A are isomorphic so that B

is a substructure of a model of T1. By Theorem 1.11 of [13] it follovrs

that I has the ioint embedding property and so by Lernma 4.8 the uni-

versa'l class f, r'ut a unique maxÍmal ã-¿iagram D'

Cl aim

The diagram D is atomÍc. Let It be an open type in D. if F is

not atornic then for each conjunction of formulas in there is a formuìa

in F whose negation is consistent in X with the coniunctíon of formulas.

Order tt in a sequenc" tgiJ i < w. For each n < r{ we define a for-

mul a ^t, n ôs fol ì ows. Let 0¡ be a formul a such the

etÂ-.tgj is consistent in fi. Assume that Y n has been de-

fined for all n<m+l and that ^fm=A^^gi¿ll 0r' Let 0¡
it( S

be a formula tn F such that 
trnt^ 

-l gf ì; consistent in ä.

The formu'la {m+1 = 1* 
0i Â -1 g¡. The formulas ÌVrl n < w

are paÍrwise inequiva'lent relative to the theory T. This is clear from

the construction and the fact that Z= Xr. This contradicts a pro-

perty of w-categorical theories (see for example t6l). If follows that

for some ¡(Iv the fornrul. 
1*Tt 

is an open L(8) atom' Thus the



-I

?o7

is atomic. The conclusion follows from Theorem 4.20. H

In this section vle give a compìete descriptíon of the possible cor-

respondences of two strongly minimal sets. The result obtained is a

generaì ízation of a fundamental correspondence theorem of a'l gebraÍc

geometry. In the course of the proof of the main result we also generaì-

ize an irreducíbility property of the product of a'lgebraic varíeties.

ThÍs latter property was earlÍer generalÍzed to the product of construc-

tibl e sets defi ned over fi el ds.

l,le assume throughout the section that 6\. is a fixed countable exis-

tentialìy closed structure Ín a universal class Ã *ith the amalgamation

property. The structure 6t is to be considered as a substructure of a

fixed structure t that is w1-saturated. such an arnangement is

similar to the use of universal domains in algebraic geometry. As also

in algebraic Aeometry the sets that are considered can have several free

vari abl es.

Defi ni lion 4.7

Suppose thatefl is an open Ln(4) formula andf2 is an open

Lm(lt) formula. A correspondence of.fll and * Z is defined by an

open Ln+m(q) formula T[ if for each (x) in *t the solution set

of lT (Î,y) is a subset of I Z and for each (y) in I Z the solution

set of T[(x,y) is a subset of .l f.

The above definition is a genera'lization of the definition of cor-

respondence in a'l gebraic geometry. Basic resul ts and references in

dÍ agram

The Pri nci pl e of Counti ng Cglnstanjs



this subject can

generaì ization of

be

a
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found in 1421. The follorv^ing definitíon is also a

standard notíon of algebraic geotnetry.

Definition 4.8

Suppose that '[ is a correspondence of open formu]as ¡P f and

f Z. Then T ts an (n,m)-correspondence if given (x) in ¡Þ t the

sol utí on set of JI ('x ,y ) has at most m el ements and gi ven (V ) i n * Z

the solution set of Tl {x,!) has at most n elements.

The following result is an immediate consequence of the Compactness

Theoreln

Theorem 4.22

Suppose that 'ff i s a

* Z. If the solution sets

choice of (x) in tP 1 and

T[ is an (n,m)corresPondence.

correspondence tI open formu'las

of J[(i,w) and J[(u,!) are finite

(y) in -Y 2 the for some numbers

*r and

for each

nandm.\.

Definition 4.9

Suppose that f1 is an open ¡n(6t) formula and f2 is an open

Lm(6\ ) formula. The product {1x 4 Z of {1 and t2 is the for-

mula c.y 1(V0,...,vn-1) Â .1. z(vn,... ¡V¡1¡¡).

If { f and cþe are open L(n) forntulas the so'lution set of

the product formula c| tx -f Z is the djrect product of the solu-

tion sets of nf 1 and êl Z.
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Theorem 4.23

Suppose that

formul as. Let ( x)

dent point of {2.
over ( x) .

^P 1 and 'Y z are open

be an independent Point of

Then (x) is algebraic over
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strongly mi nimal L({'l )

-Y 1 and (v) an indepen-

(y) iff (v) is algebraic

P roof

Suppose that T[ is an open L(61) formula such that lf(x,v) is alge-

braic and has (V) as a solution. Then (x) is a solution of the formula

t f (v)a T[(v,y) = 0(v,i). If g(v,i) is not algebraic then atì

but some finite subset of tl'1 is in the solution set since ôÞf is

strongìy minimal. Let n be the nunlber of solutions of TI (i'v)' choose

a set of n+l distinct independent points (y1),...,(yn+l) of *2.

For each point (yi) the formulas 0(v,yi) must have alt but a finite

subset of t f as solutions. Since (yi) is an independent point of

t z there is an d[ isomorphisrn f : O tvl

(y) onto (yÍ). We can amalgamate the maps f and the identity isomor-

phismoVeroì.toobtainastructureCandmapsgi:Q(v)->
g.i 6t lrt) ----> C with gZ the identity map such that the

f ol 1 owi ng di ag raln comlnutes : t
r/\

6Lry:'

f*iy, îtl')
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Note that C can be taken to be a substructure of ,1 Now dl is exis-

tentially closed so that .l I has an infinite number of solutions in

dl, . Thus g (v,y) has an i nf i ni te sol uti on set i n d[ (V) so that

0(v,yi) = g(v,gt(y)) has an infinite solution set in C and hence

in { For each i < n+l let X.¡ be the solution set of 0(v,yi)'

Since each Xi has a finite complement the intersection f.xi-is infin-
I $wt

ite and so must conta'in an independent point, (z) of rv r. Now the

point (,ù is a solution of each formula'¡T(v,yi) so that (yi) is in

the solution set of F(ã,u). for each i < n+]. consequently the points

(x) and (z) have sol ution sets for the formul as 'lf (Î,v) and T (7,v) of

different cardinalities. But (x) and b\ have the sarne type ouut dl and

so by an anaìgamation argument the solution sets of lf(ì,u) and 1T(?,v)

mus'L have the same cardi nal i ty. Hence l[ {u,]Vl i s an al gebraic formui a

and (x) is algebraic over (Y). H

Definition 4.10

Suppose that .T 1 and 4 Z are open strongly minimal L(dt)

formulas and (x) is an independent point of -Yf and (V) is an inde-

pendent point of *Z that is not algebraic over (x)' Then (x) and

(y) are algebraicaì1Y free over q

The above definition is justified by the previous theorern. The con-

cept thus defined is related to the notion of linear disiointness in

a'lgebraic aeometry. See for example [1]'

Theorem 4.24

Suppose that -l' 1 and "V z are open strongly mi nimal L( {l )



fornrul as and

open type f'
and (v) .
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(x) in "Yf and (v) in .TZ are algebraicaì]y free. The

of the sequence (",y) does not depend on the choice of (x)

P roof

Suppose that (zl in ff and (w) in *z are algebraicaì1y free.

Then (x) and (zl have the same open type over dl so there is an 6¿ iso-

morphism f: dl t*l
not algebraic over (x) and so it has the unique type Pf in Y Z of

rank one over 6t (x) . . In the same !,,ay (w) realizes the unique typu F Z

in *e of rank one. The isomorphÍsm f induces u ,up ? from types to

types that preserves the rank of types and so î{ p1¡ = Pz. l.le can

thus lift f to an isomorphism f1: fl (x,y)

to (z,w). As f1 is an dl isomorphism this impìies that (x,y) and (z,w)

have the same open 6L typ.. E

, The fo'llowing correspondence theorem is required in the calculation

of the rank of the type generated by. aì gebraical ly free sequences and

also in the proof of the main result"

Theorem 4.25

Suppose that df and ^|Z are

muìas and R is a correspondence of

independent point of 4y If R(Î,v)

dence has rank one.

open strongìy nrÍnimal L(O ) for-

"l' f and -V Z. Let (x) be an

i s a'lgebraic then the correspon-

P roof

Suppose that R has rank greater than one. Then there is a countable,



extensi on dt r of ól i rr

þtl t<w such that

and a sequence

sol ution sets of

-Þ
d

the

of open dl r

the 0i are
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formul as

i nfi ni te

di sjoi nt subsets of R. Note that si nce r| f i s strong'ly mÍ nirnal

assumptions imply that R(x,v) is finÍte for all but a finite subset

our

of

.tf. For..if not it follows by the compactness theorem that some ìn-

dependent point (z) of -P f has an infinite solution set' By an

argument similar to that of the proof of Theoren 4'20 this yields a con-

tradiction. If a finite number of points of ^Y f have infinite

solution Sets we can split these points off "Y i and replace R by a

correspondence which differs frotn R only by a set of rank one' So assume

that for a]ì points of ^y 1 the solution set of R(x,v) is a finíte

set. The set 0i spl its R into the two infinÍte sets 0'¡ and

-fgi. If the projection onto ^V 1 of one of these two sets is

finite it would follow from our above assumpiion that the Set' itself is

finite. consequently the respective proiections x and Y in { 1 must

both be infinite. There are two possibilities: (1) Qnly one projection

contains an independent point (2) Both projections contain independent

points. suppose that the first case holds and say X contains no indepen-

dent po i nt. Uet ['it fi i < v,, be an orderi ng of the open 6[ type of the

i ndependent Poi nt of I f over 6l' For each n < w let En(v,w) be

the formuta 0i(v,w)A ftpittl. 
Since X is infinite for each n < w

there is (zn) Ín X and (yn) in ^l'2 such that (zn'yn) is a

solution of ün. Hence the set of formulas [9.3 n < w is consistent

over dl so has a realization (x,y) in f Then (z'y) is a solution of

0.¡ and e) must be an i ndependent poi nt of ^P l. Consequentìy

case two must hold. Let (x) t X and (z) t' Y be independent points of

.l f. Since (x) and (zJ have the same open 4 type there is an dt

',.ë.:.

.'¡åì.,.

l*11:

ñ::

:-}::

''¡1...

;$:

s:!

.-ìÌ

.:lf

ìì,
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f : d[ (*)----> 6l tr) ttrat rnaps (x) .Eo (z). Let (w) be a

2 such that (x,w) is a solutÍon of -? 0t. Then f is an

of 4 (^ ) i nto 6l (x,w) so ì¡re can ama'r gamate f and the
over to obtai n the fol r owi ng cornrì¡untati ve di agram:

Cor ol I ary 4.3

Let "l f and

suppose that R is

has degree one.

Proof

4 Z be open strong'ty minimat L( 6l)

a (n,1)-correspondence of y f and

formul as and

tz. Then R

If
and e2

poi nt

not then R can be split into two infinite disjoint sets 01

that cover R. As in the above proof if (x) is an independent

of ty1 then (x) has sorutions in e1(x,v) and 02(x,v).

1/\
6\oçt ,/ :q(2,w7

\Q.(xl 4
l,le can assume C{ f and 4.t*l embeds in

c F1 gi(g(z),giw) ) and by commutariviry

(x,g(w) ) Ís a solution of I gi. Thus

has solutions in all the disjoÍnt sets

assumption that the solution set of R(i,v)

C by the identity map. Now

of the diagram 9(z)=1^¡. So

an independent point of -Yt
0i. This contradicts the

is finite. H



Contradi cti on . H

Theorem 4.26

Assunre that ¿ is La-(w)-stable.

are open strongly mi nimal L ( 6[ ) formul as.

t t and .f2 has rank two and degree one.

I Z are algebraically free then (x,y)

4rx * z.

Proof

208

Suppose that ^P f and 4 Z

The product .l¡tx cþe of

If (x) in Yt and (V) in

i s an i ndependent poi nt of

Ì.ì

First note that Ytx r-f 2 must have rank at least two. For say

{ r t Ln(61). Let ltri l3i < w be an infinite sequence of distinct

elements of -Y f. Then for each i < w we define 0i to be the for-

mul a (vl = îti ¿ ,..., 4Vn = ini)n Ye(w) . The sol ut,i on

sets of the 0i are infinite and dìsioint. Assume that (z,y) is a

point of t f* n Z. There are three possibilities: (1) (z) and (V)

are algebraíc points (2) (z) Ís an independent point of olr and (V)

i s aì gebraic over (z) (3) Q) and (V) are al gebraicaì ly free. In the

first case the type of (z,y) is algebraic. Consider the second case.

Let f1 be the type of (z,y) in the open 6[ ]anguage. There is then

some formula 0 that isolates P i in the subspace of SAn+m(ól )

consÍsting of types of rank greater than or equal to the rank of f1
(here ¡V z I Lm(6[ )). As .l rx ^Y z is Ín f 1 the so]ution

set of 0 is a subset of the solution set of Y tx * Z. Thus 0

i s a correspondence of T f and .l Z. The formul a 0 can al so be

chosen so that 0(zv) is an a'lgebraic formula. For (V) is algebraic

over 6ltrl so (v) is a solution of an r-¡( ól(z))-algebraic fornrula
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01(z,v). This is proven Ín [13].
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The formul a 01 i s in the type

Ff and so g 4 0t al so i sol ates It f i n the subspace of

SAn+¡n(6Ì ) consisting of points whose ranks are greater than or

equal to the rank of P 1. It follows that e satisfies the assump-

tions of Theorem 4.26. Hence the rank of 0 is one and the rank of

F 1 must aìso be one. The types of all soìutions of {i x t Z

of the type of case two above are therefore of rank one. If (x) in

{ f and (V) i n il Z are a'lgebraical ly free then by Theorern 4.75 the

type of ( x,y) i s uni que'ly determi ned. It i s therefore of rank two and

cannot spìit. The remainder of the assertion of the theorem is nour im-

mediate. H

The above theorem generalizes a result of algebraic geometry (see

for exarnple t1l). In chapter 2 a generalization is proven for construc-

tible sets defined over fields. I^le can norll prove the main result of this

secti on .

Theorem 4.27 (Principle gf Counting Constants)

Assume that .8 is La-(w)-stabìe. Suppose that Y r and I z

are open strongly minimal L(6[) formu]as and that R is a correspondence

of cYf and "IZ. If (x) is an independent point of tt and n is

the rank of R(i,v) then the rank of R is equal to n+1.

P roof

Si nce by Theoreln 4.26

correspondence of {f and

I ows that R has rank one or

product * fx

i s contai ned

has rank two and a

the product it fol-

the

*2
two.

ilz
in
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Case L R has rank one

Let (x) be an independent point of ^Ð f- If R(x,v) is not an

aìgebraic formula then the solution set is infinite. By an argument

si¡nilar to that of the proof of Theoren 4.?3 the formula R(z,v) cannot be

algebraic for an independent point of "lr' þle can use the method of

Theorem 4.26 lo define an infinite set of infinite dÍsjoint open subsets

of R, This contradicts our assumption that R has rank one.

:ì:...

i:i:rt

à:i

1lì
':s:.

..!l:a

r.rtì.

rìii.:

A:

t::

rY:

dence of tf and *Z havÍng rank one. Then R is an (n,m)-correspon-

dence.

Case 2 R has

Let ( x)

braic formul a

ite so it has

rank two

be an independent poÍnt of 'Þ 1. If R(x,v) is an aìge-

then R has rank one by Theorem 4.25. Thus R(x,v) is infin-

rank one. ts

Corol I ary 4.3

Assume that ä is LA-(w)-stable. Suppose that ny f and f Z

are open strongly minirnal L(ó[) formulas and R is a degree one correspon-

The theorem Proven above

stants in a'lgebraic geometrY.

wel I as some aPPl i cati ons .

theorem.

Examp'l e 4 .5

Let L

that cover

with fi rst

generaìizes the Principìe of Counting Con-

See L42l for a proof of thi s resul t as

The foì ì owi ng exampì es iì I ustrate the

T says: (i) U,V are dÍsioint, infinite sets

(ii) R is a one-one onto relation of U and V

U. Then U,V are both strongìy minimal and R is a

= fu,vl u to3
the universe

coordinate in
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strongly mini¡nal correspondence. H

Examp.l e 4.6

Let L = l,u,v] u [nJ. r says: (i) u,v are

that cover the universe (ii) each point of U is

point of V. Then U,V are strongiy minimal and R

dence of degree one. In fact R is equivalent to

2LL

disjoÍnt, infìnite sets

connected by R to each

is a rank two correspon-

Vr^ .P z. H

The following example demonstrates that the assumption of the amal-

gamation property is essential in the above theorem.

Exampl e 4.7

Let L = tu,v,t^t} u t nr,R2,R31. T says : ( i ) U, V,lll, are di s-

joint, infinite sets that cover the universe (ii) R1 is a one-one

relation of U onto V (iii) R2 defines an Ínfinite equivalence relation

with infinite equíva'lence classes on l,l (iv) R3 is a one-one reìation

of l^I onto R1. The U and V are strongly minilnal but Rg is a one-one

correspondence haví ng rank two. Note thaü X f does not have the

amaìgamation property. E
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Footnotes

(1) The openness

Venkataraman.

condi ti on i n thÍ s theorem vlas Suggested by R.

This result general izes

di recti on .

Lenrma 4.2 in Chapter 1 of t19l in one

A fieì d theoretic proof of

Whi tel ey in t461.

thi s resul t was fi rst given by l,l.

(4) This spt itting theorem proven in t13l general izes a resul t for

varieties in [1].

(5) It is ncted on page 68 of [34] that the set theoretic proiection of

a complex variety is defined by an open formula. The same argulnent

is valid for any aìgebraicaì1y closed field. For a discussion of

the set theoretic proiection see page BB of l27J-

(6) In t8l Chevaììey proves more generally that homeomorphic construc-

tible sets in the Zaristi topoìogy have equal dimension.

(7) The reader can consult Chapter 3 of [1] for the cìassical results

concerning absol utely irreducible varieties.
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